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Introductory Note 

The LSA Secretariat has prepared this Meeting Handbook to serve as the official program 
for the 65th Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America (LSA). In addition, this 
handbook is the official program for a meeting of the American Dialect Society (ADS) and 
for the Annual Meetings of the North American Association for the History of the 
Language Sciences (NAAHoLS) and of the Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics 
(SPCL). 

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance provided by the LSA Program Committee (David 
Dowty, Chair; John Goldsmith; Jay Jasanoff; Lise Menn; Salikoko Mufwene; Peter Sells; 
and Donca Steriade). We are also grateful to Francis Byrne (SPCL); Talbot Taylor 
(NAAHoLS); and Allen Metcalf (ADS) for their cooperation. We especially appreciate the 
help which has been given by the Chicago Local Arrangements Committee (John 
Goldsmith, Chair; Gary Bevington, Amy Dahlstrom; Kyoko Inoue; Elisa Steinberg; and 
Gregory Ward). 

We hope this Meeting Handbook is a useful guide for those attending, as well as a 
permanent record of the 1990-91 Annual Meeting in Chicago, Illinois. 

November 1990 
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General Meeting Information 
Book Exhibit 

There will be an exhibit of linguistic publications in Willirord A-B. The exhibit is scheduled to be open 
during the following hours: 

Fri, 4 January 10:00 AM · 2:00PM 
3:00PM · 6:00PM 

Sat, S January !O:OOAM· 1:30PM 
3:00PM· 6:00PM 

Sun, 6 January 8:30AM· 11:30 AM 

The display copies in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit will be sold beginning at 8:30 AM on 6 January, the 
proceeds 10 be donated to fellowships for the Linguistic Institute. (These display copies have been 
generously donated by the publishers exhibiting in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit.) Advance orders for display 
copies, at a discount of 5% greater than that given by the publisher, will be talcen prior to 6 January if 
accompanied by payment. All books must be picked up on 6 January between 8:30 and 10:00 AM. 
Unclaimed books will be resold and the advance payment donated to the Linguistic Institute fellowships. 

Brittle Book Display 

The Commission on Preservation and Access has prepared a Giant BriltJe Book Display for the Book 
Exhibit to call attention to the enormous problem of deteriorating scholarly resources due to the acidic paper 
used for printing since the mid-I800s. A 3' x 5' leather and gold-tooled book with yellowed, crumbling 
"brittle" pages opens 10 display a series of quotations about the value of preserving information. Also 
available at this "hands-on" booth are more normal-sized books in various stages of briuleness, special pens 
for testing the acidic/alltaline content of paper, and examples of new and old preservation techniques, such as 
encapsulation and alkaline-paper publications. Visitors are encouraged to crumple a briule page and use a 
"testing pen" on their own books. Complimentary brochures and publications offer suggestions for action 
by Linguistic Society members. 

Paper Copy Service 

As a service to those attending this meeting, each author on the program is invited to provide the Paper 
Copy Service with a reproducible copy of his or her paper. Submission of such a copy should be 
accompanied by authorization to reproduce it upon request for anyone at the meeting. Orders may be placed 
for copies in P.D.R. S during the following hours: 

Fri, 4 January 
Sat, S January 

8:00 AM · 4:00 PM 
8:00 AM • 2:00PM 

Only orders placed before 2:00PM on Saturday, S January, will be accepted. To allow members to pick up 
orders placed earlier, the Service will be open on Sunday, 8:00 • 10:00 AM. 

Job Placement Center 

A Job Placement Center will be set up in the Joliet Room during the Annual Meeting. On 4 and 5 January, 
the Center will be open 8:30AM · 6:00PM. It will also be open 9:00 • 11:30 AM on 6 January. Lists of 
openings will be available, and the stafr will arrange interviews between applicants and employers. 
Interviewers are asked to list openings and check in with the Center so that an interview schedule can be 
arranged. Applicants should bring an adequate supply of curricula vitarum ·· enough to submit one copy to 
each interviewer. The Center will have no duplication facilities available. 

S.N.A.P. 

P.D.R. 7 has been set aside for the use of students attending the meeting. Designated as Students Need a 
Place·· S.N.A.P. ·· the room will be open on 4 and S January. 9:00AM · 6:00PM and in the morning on 
6 January until 11:30 AM. 

Language Editor 

Sarah Thomason, Editor of lAnguage, will be in P.D.R. 3 at the following times: 

Fri, 4 January 
Sat, S January 

1:00 ·2:00PM 
12:00 • 1:00PM 

v 



National Science Foundation 

Paul Chapin, Program Director for Linguistics at the National Science Foundation, will meet with 
interested members in P.D.R. 3 at the following times: 

Fri, 4 January 

Sat, 5 January 

Sun, 6 January 

10:00 - 11:00 AM 
4:00 - 5:00 PM 

10:00 - 11:00 AM 
4:00 - 5:00 PM 

10:00- 11:00 AM 

Concurrent Meetings 

The following organizations are meeting concurrently with the Linguistic Society of America. Their 
programs and the abstracts for papers may be found on the pages indicated. 

American Dialect Society (program, page xxi; abstracts, pages 73-74) 

Nortb American Assoc:iation tor the History of the Language Sciences (program, p. xxii; 
abstracts, pp. n-78). 

Soc:lety ror Pidcin and Creole Linzuistics (program, pp. xxiii-xxiv; abstracts, pp. 81-94). 

Highlights 

Thursday, 3 January 

eLSA Executive Commiuee Meetin~ 

The Officers and Executive Commiuee (Roben Austerlitz, President; Charles Fillmore, Vice President
President Elect; William Bright, Past President; Frederick J . Newmeyer, Secretary-Treasurer; Sarah 
Thomason. Editor; Chris Barker; Joan Bybee; David Dowty; Ann Farmer; John Goldsmith: Paul Hopper; 
Roben King; Ivan Sag; and G. Richard Tucker) will meet beginning at 9:00AM. 

An invited symposium on "Endangered Languages and Their Preservation," organized and chaired by 
Kenneth Hale, will open lhe Annual Meeting. The symposium will be in Waldorf, 7:00 - 9:00 PM. 

Friday, 4 January 

eNMHol.S Business Meetin~ 

The NAAHoLS business meeting will be at4:00 PM in Boulevard C, immediately following the close of 
Session 3, and will be chaired by Douglas Kibbee. 

eLSA Busjness Meetin& 

The business meeting has been scheduled in Waldorf, 5:00 - 7:00PM. This meeting will be chaired by 
Roben Austerlitz, LSA President. The members of lhe Resolutions Committee include: Eric Hamp. Chair; 
Paul Hopper: and Ivan Sag. The rules for motions and resolutions appear on page xv. 

e5PCL Business Meetin& 

The SPCL business meeting will be at8:00 PM in P.D.R. 4 and will be chaired by Francis Byrne. 

Saturday, 5 January 

•Commjuee on the Status of Women jn Lin~ujstjcs 

The Committee on lhe Status of Women in Linguistics will host a continental breakfast, 7:30 - 9:00 AM, 
in Boulevard A. Only those who made reservations by 21 December can be accommodated. 
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eJ990 Presi<ieptjal Address 

Robert Austerlitz, the 1990 LSA President, will deliver his presidential address at 1:30PM in the Grand 
Ballroom. The address is entitled "External Reconstruction. • 

• lptensjye Laoiuage Program 

Members are invited to gather in the Normandy Lounge at 3:00PM following the presidential address for a 
reception 10 recognize the 50th anniversary of the Intensive Laoguage Program and the program's unique 
contribution to our discipline. 

•Poster Session 

The poster session will be in Boulevard A, 4:00 - 6:30 PM. The LSA Program Committee is 
experimenting with a new presentation format 10 see if it will provide an additional way to foster interaction 
among colleagues. For those who have never attended one: In a poster session, research resulls are 
presented in visual rather than in auditory form. This means that a number of colleagues can 
simultaneously present in the same room where attendees can circulate among them, browsing and talking 
to presenters as desired. Since posters are usually grouped by topic (this year they are all on 
psycholinguistics), a poster session is also a good place to go to fmd and interact with colleagues interested 
in the topic of the session. Presenters will be available 10 talk about their projects from 4:00 - 5:30. The 
posters will remain in the room until 6:30PM . 

.Southeast Asjan Lipgujstjcs Society 

The organizational meeting for the Southeast Asian Linguistics Society will be at4:00 PM in P.D.R. 1. 
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Academic Press, Inc. 
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Association of American University 
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Cambridge University Press 
University of Chicago Press 
Commission on Preservation & Access 
Foris Publications Holland/USA 
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Joint Book Exhibit 

Abecedarian Book Co. 
Chandler & Sharp Publishers 
Garland Publishing 
Greenwood Publishing Group 
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc. 
Les Presses de I'Universitt de Montrt!al 
Linguistic Society of America 
University of Pennsylvania Press 
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Plenum Publishing Corp. 
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University of Connecticut 
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University of Pittsburgh 
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Linguistic Society of America 

Thursday, 3 January 

Evening 

Symposium: Endangered Languages and Their Preservation 

Organizer: Kenneth Hale {MIT) 

Chair: Kenneth Hale (MIT) 
Room: Waldorf Room 

7:00-9:00 PM 

Michael Krauss (U AK): The Realiry of Language Endangerment 

Lucille Watahomigie (Peach Springs, AZ. Schools) & Akira Yamamoto (U KS): Communiry 
Responses 10 Perceived Language Decline 

Colette Craig (U OR): A Constirulional Response 10 Language Endangerment: The Case of Nicaragua 

LaVerne Masayesva-JeiiUle (U NV-Reno): Language Cenl.en as a Response 10 Language Endangerment 

Friday, 4 January 

Morning 

• ; 30-minule paper 

Syntax 1 
Chair: Beth Levin (Northwestun U) 
Room: Waldorf A 

9:00 Jayashrec Nadahalli: LF Movemen~ 
Counter-Evidence from Kannada 

9:20 Alec MaraniZ (MIT): Icelandic Quirky 
Case and the Theory of Double Objecl 

9:40 ViciOria Walker Massey (U NC-Chapel 
HiiiJMITl: Dalive Subjects and Dalive 
Objects in Albanian 

10:00 Tina Kraskow (U PA): Mulliple Wh· 
Movement in Slavic 

10:20 Gilbert C. Rappaport (U TX-Austin): 
Ylb· MII!,W'III-111- CQmll in Syntax and 
Logical Form 

10:40 Sabine lalridou (MIT): Clitics and Island 
Effects 

11:00 Katharine Hunt {U BCICA SU.Fresno): 
Wh- Movement and Case Assigrunenl 
in Oilksan 

11 :20 Kui A. Swingle (U MN·Minneapolis/U 
CA-S~r11a Cruz): INFL as Focus-Assigner: 
Evidence from Ojibwe 

11 :40 Janice Jake (U SC.Columbia): Empty 
Categories in Fur 

Syntax II 
Chair: James Yoon (U fL. Urbana) 
Room: Williford C 8 

9:00 Minehll'll Nakayama (OH SU): Two Types 
of Oirecl Passives in Japanese Senttnce 
Processing 

9:20 Shigeru Miyagawa (OH SU): Reanalysis 
and the Japanese Passive 

9:40 Masatoshi Koizumi (OH SU): Secondary 
Resullalive Predicales in Japanese 

10:00 Mineharu Nakayama (OH SU), Masatoshi 
Koizumi (OH SU), & Megumi Ogino (OH 
SU): Against a VP Internal Subject 
Hypothesis in Japanese 

10:20 Peter Sells (Stanford U): Raising from 
Nominal ComplemeniS in Japanese 

10:40 Ki-Sun Hong (Stanford U): An Analysis of 
Case Alternation in Konan in Terms of 
Conuol 

11 :00 William D. Davies (U lA): Agents. 
Themes, and 1·Chomeurs in Eastun 
JavaneJe 

11 :20 •Paul R. Kroeger (Stanford UJSIL): Non· 
Subject Controllees in Tagalog 



Semantics, Morphology and Lexicon 
Chair: Barbara Abbott (Ml SU) c 
Room: Marqueu.e 

9:00 M~hele Emanatian (U CA-Berkeley): 
Shifting Perspective and the Development 
of Tense-Aspect: Chagga 'Come' and 'Go' 

9:20 Susan F. Schmerling: The Meaning of~ 

9:40 Clru.iella Secc:on (Harvard U): On Lhe 
Semantics of Agreement 

10:00 Frederike C. van der Leek (U AmSierdam): 
Two-Form Reflexive Sysrems: lndepen-
dent and Clitic Reflexive Markers 

10:20 Eric Pederson (U CA-Berkeley): Categor· 
ies of Reflexive Voice: Homonomy vs. 
Polysemy in Two-Form Lansuages 

10:40 Rebecca S. Wheeler (UT SU): SENSE 
and SUBSENSE: The Meanings of Lhe 
English Verb 'Understand' 

11:00 Shiseko Okamoto (CA SU·Fresno): The 
Scmant~s and Pragmatics of Nominal 
Tautologies' in Japanese 

Phonetics 
Chair: Janet Pierrehumbert (Norlhwesrem U) 
Room: Astoria E 

9:00 Christiane Laeufer (OH SU): Reverse 
Interference in the Timins Panems of 
Stops 

9:20 Cheney Crow (U TX-Austin): Variability 
in Speech Production Planning: Effects of 
Languaae and Bilingualism 

9:40 Rena A. Krakow (Temple U/Haskins Labs) 
& Ipatius G. Mattingly (U CT/Haslcins 
Labs): Conflict between Jaw and Lips in 
Vowel Production 

I 0:00 Alice Faber (Haskins La be): Evidence ror 
Three-Way Lip Position Conll'ast in 
English Consonants 

10:20 Yetunde Laniran (Cornell U): Patlerns or 
Phonetic Realizations in Yoruba Tones 

10:40 Xiaonan Susan Shen (Texas A&M U): 
Perceptual Cues ror Mandarin Tones 2 and 3 

11 :00 Timotlty J. Vance (U HI): Final Accent vs. 
No Accent: Utreranee-Final Neutralization 
in Tokyo Japanese 

I t :20 •tan Maddieson (U CA-Los Angeles)&. Peter 
Laderoged (U CA·Los Angeles): The Sounds 
of the World's Lanauages 

xi I 

Organization of Phonology 
Chair: Jemifer Cole (U IL· Urbana) 
Room: P.D.R. 2 0 

9:00 Chris Golston (U CA·Los Angeles): 
Level-Ordered l...eJticallnsertion in 
Ancient Greek 

9:20 S.J. Hannahs (U DE/Swarthmore C): 
Strict Cyclicity and Level Ordering ill 
French 

9 :40 Luici Bunio (Johns Hopkins U): Prin· 
ciples in Phonology 

Vocolds 
Chair : Gregory Iverson CU lA) 

10: 20 Eunc· Do Cook (U Calgary): Is [y] 
Coronal? 

10 :40 Eun-Ji Lee (U CT): Vowel Harmony and 
Diphthongs in Middle Korean 

11 :0 0 Christine K. Kampralh (Lcxpcrtise Lin· 
guistic Software): Toward a Restrictive 
Model of Unstressed Vowel Reduction 

11 :20 Miehaellnman (Stanford U): Vowel 
Coalescen<:e: Assimilation or Fusion? 



Friday, 4 January 

Afternoon 

Syntax Ill 
Chair: Luigi Burzio (Johns Hopkins U) 
Room: Waldorf 

2:00 Eloise Jelinek (U AZ): NO\DI and Verb in 
Yaqui Possessive Sentences 

2:20 Kuen Wallace (U CA-Los Angeles): }(9. 
Binding Verb Incorporation, and Agree· 
ment in Crow 

2:40 Jose Hualde (U IL): Negative Lowering 
and Clause Reduction in Catalan 

3:00 Mcree Gonzalez i Calderon (U lA): The 
Lexical Clause Hypothesis: Evidence 
from Catalan and Spanish 

3:20 Jo hn Moore (U CA-Santa Cruz): Fa1re-
par and Faux-Faire-par in Spanish 

3:40 Josep M. Fontana (U PA) & John 
Moore (U CA-Santa Cruz): VP-Subjccts 
and se-Renexivization in Spanish 

4:00 Julie Auger (U PA): Verbal Agreement· 
Marking in Colloquial French Subord-
inate Clauses 

4:20 J. Marc Authier (U Ottawa): Arbitrary 
Null Objects Are Not Implicit Arguments 

4:40 Thomas Ernst (U DE): The Phrase Suuc-
ture of English Negation 

Pragmatics and Syntax 
Chair: Judith Levi (Northwestern U) 
Room: Marquette 

2:00 Yoko Collier.Sanuki (U CA-Los Angeles): 
On the Usc of Relative Clauses in Japanese 
and English Discourse 

2:20 Neal R. Norrick (N IL U): Wh- Questions 
with Guesses in Tag Position 

2:40 Yo Matsumoto (Stanford U): A Quantity-\ 
Implicature Account of the 'Invited 
Inference' of Conditional Sentences 

3:00 James D. McCawley (U Chicago): Com-
puative-Conditionals in Mandarin and 
Cantonese 

3:20 Gregory L. Wud (Northwestern U) & Betty 
J. Bimcr (Northwestern U) : A Pragmatic 

Analysis of VP Inversion 

3:40 Elisabeth D. Kuhn (VA Commonwealth 
U): Directive Speech Acts and Speaker 
Responsibility in Hunguian 

4:00 Catherine N. Ball (U PA): The Orig ins of 
the Informative-Presupposition it-Cleft 

4:20 Betty J. Rimer (Northwestern U): 
Discourse Entities and the Referential/ 
Attributive Distinction 

4:40 Ellen F. Prince (U PA): Relative Clauses, 
Resumptive Pronouns, and Killd·Sentences 

xiii 

Phonology: Consonants 
Chair: Catherine Ringen (U lA) 
Room: Williford C 

2:00 Susan Banner Inouye (U CA-Los Angeles): 
R&R: The Trill/Tap Contrast 

2:20 Young-mu Yu Cho (Stanford U): 'Voice
less' Sonorants Are Aspirates 

2:40 Linda Lombardi (U MA-Arnherst): Priva
tive Laryngeal Features and Neutralization 

3:00 Abigail C. Cohn (Cornell U): The Con
sequences of Dissimilation in Sundanese 

3:20 •Beverley Goodman (Cornell U): 
Dissimilation and the Form of the OCP 

4:0S Alison Taub (U MA·Amhcrsl): Against the 
Transparency Argument for Underspecifi
cation 

4:25 Appi Tumtavitilcul (U TX-Austin): Per
haps the Tones Are in the Consonants? 

Historical Linguistics 
Chair: Paul Hopper (Carnegie-Mellon U) 
Room: P.D.R. 2 

2:00 Nancy L Condon (U GA) & Jared S, Klein 
(U GA): Gothic :illlb: A Synchronic and 
Comparative Analysis 

2:20 Mary Nicpokuj (U CA-Berkclcy): lndo
Ewopean Intensives and -y~-/-yo- ; the 
Anatolian Data 

2:40 Brian D. Joseph (OH SU): Hittite JllliJmA 
'insidc,indoors' and the lndo-Hiuite 
Hypothesis 

3:00 Robert W. Murray CU Calgary): Phonol. 
ogical Drift in Early English 

3:20 Neil G. Jacobs (OH SU): Glidc-Substitu· 
tion in Northeastern Yiddish 

3:40 Orin D. Gensler (U CA-Berkelcy): Recon
structing a Word-Order Lock: Construct 
vs. Periphrastic •sm in Proto-Semitic 

4:00 Kul Krippes (IN U); Archaism and 
Innovation in Mongolian Dialects 

4:20 Joseph F. Eska (Dublin lnst for Advanced 
Studies): On the Evolution of Celtic Word 
Order 

4:40 John U. Harkness (Harvard U): An Ex
planation for the Change of lndo.(ranian 
• .s to Avestan llh 



First Language Acquisition 
Chair: Kuen l...atdahl (U Chicago) 
Room: Astoria 

2:00 Cecile McKee (U AZ), Janet Niool (U AZ), 
& Dana McDaniel (U S ME): Children's 
Application of Bindin& durin& Sentence 
Processing 

2:20 •Guy Carden (U ID/U BC) & Lynn Gordon 
(W A SU): Acquisition of Bindin&: A 
Lonsirudinlll Case Study 

E 

3:0S Susan M. Wilcoxon (U TX·Austin): Acquisi
tion or Syntactic and Discourse Conslraints 
on Anaphora in Manduin 

3:2S Susan M. Suzm111 (U Witwllersrand): Learn
ability, Overgenerlllization and Acquishion 
in Zulu 

3:4S Qian Hu (Boston U): Semantic and Pragmatic 
Factors in the Acquisition of Wh- Questions 

4:0S Jean Berko Gleason (BoSion U) & Rivka Y. 
Perlmann (Boston U): Diminutives in 
P•ents' Speech to Children 

Business Meeting 

Chair: Robert Auscerlitz 
Room: Waldorf Room 

S:OO • 7:00 PM 

Resolutions Commitlee: Eric Hamp, Chair; Paul Hopper; and lvlf\ Saa 

Rules for Motions and Resolutions may be found on p. xv. 

Friday, 4 January 

Evening 

Workshop: Linguists and the School Curriculum 

Organizers: Penelope Eckert (lnst Res LeuniU IJ.,.Chicago) 
Geoffrey Nunbcrs (Xerox PARC/Stanford U) 
Room: Waldorf Room 

8:00-11:00 PM 

Panel 1: Linaujstig and Educational fractice 

Penelope Eckert (In$t Res Leam/U IL-Chicaso) 
Kenji Halcuta (Stanford U} 
Aida Walqui (Aiisal Union Hish Sch Dist, Salinas, CA) 
G. Richard Tucker (Cir AppLing) 

Discussant: Walt Wolfram (U DC/Cir AppLin&) 

Pane) 2; Buildjnc a Linauhtjg Cuajculym 

Geoffrey Nunbcrg (Xerox PARC/Stanford U) 
Wayne O'Neill (MIT) 
Maya Honda (Wheelock C) 
M•k Aronoff (SUNY -Stony Brook) 
Richard Larson (SUNY .s tony Brook) 

Discussants: D. Terence Lansendoen (U AZ) 
Jerrold Sadock (U Chicaso) 

xiv 



Rules for Motions and Resolutions 

The following rules for motions and resolutions were prepared by William J. Gedney and llse Lchiste and approved by the Executive 
Committee at its June 1973 meetiJt&. LSA mcmbcn arc urJed to follow thc.se ground rules in order to have their motions and resolutions 
considered at the Business Meeting. 

l. Dtftnldons. 
AIW!IismisanypropositioncallingforactionwhetherbyanofficeroftheSociety. theExecutiveCornmiueeorthemc:mbership. 
A WilllWiml ellpresscs the opinion or feeling of a group. Resolutions are of two kinds: a) resolutions expressing 'the sense of 
the majority of the meeting; and b) resolutions expmsing 'the sense of the majority of the membership. • 

2. Prooedure Rqardlng Motloi!S. 

2a. Motions are in order only at the duly constituted annual busine.u mcctinc. Voting is restricted to members of the Society. 
Motions may be initialed by the Executive Committee or from the floor. 

2b. Motions initiated by the Executive Committee require for their passage: a majority vote of the: members voting at the meeting. 

2c. Motions initiated from the floor, if they receive aff11111ative voteofa majority of members voting at the meeting, arc then to 
be aubmitted by the ExecutiveConunittee to a mail ballot of the membership of the Society in the next issue ofthel.SA Bulletin. 
Pass11e requires: a) a majority of those voting. and b) that the total of those votinc in favor must be atlcast2.S1Jo of the personal 
membership. 

2d. If a member wishes to introduce amotion, but prefers to avoid the delay involved in 2c above, the motion may be submitted 
in advance to the Executive Committee (before their regular meeting preceding the business meeting at which the motion is to 
be introduced) with a request lhat the Executive Committee by majority vOte of the Committee approve the introduction of the 
motion at the business meeting as a motion initiated by the Executive Committee {sec 2b above). 

3. Prooedure Regarding Resolutions. 

3a. Resolutions may be introduced at the annual business meeting or at any specilll mccung of the Society, such as the swnmer 
meeting. 

3b. ARcsoluliOf1S Committee consisting of three members will be appointed by the president prioc to the beJiMing of each regular 
or special meeting. Any member wishincto introdua: a resolution must submit it in advance to the Resolutions Committee which, 
in addition to its traditional duty of fOI'mulating resolutions of thanks and the like, will have the duty tom alee sure lhat the languac~ 
is clear, and !hat duplication is avoided. The Resolutions Committee may meet in advance for Ibis purpose or may. if necc.ssary, 
rc~ 10 caucus during the c:oune of the meetinc. 

3c. A resolution expressin& th~ sense of the majority of lh~ meetin& requires for its passage the aff11mative vote of a majority 
of th~ members votinc at the meeting. 

3d. If at least ten members present at the meeting so desire, a resolution may be broadened to express 'the sense of the majority 
of the membership; regardless of whcthaornOI it has passed the procediiiC in 3c above, by the following steps: the resolution 
is forwarded to !he Executive Committee for submission 10 the membership by mail ballot (in the next issue ofthel.SA Bullelin). 
Pass~&e of JUCh a 'sense of lhe majority of the mcmbcnhip' resolution requires the affirmative vote (more !han SO%) of the 
mcmbcrshipruponding. 



Saturday, 5 January 

Morning 

Syntax: Germanic 
Chair: Edwin Battistella (U AL) A Room: Waldorf 

9 :00 •Hutmut Cupluch (U Hanover/U Gottin-
gen): Nonconfigurational Properties in 
English 

9 :45 F.R. Higgins (U MA-Arnhent): The Front· 
ing of Non-Finite Verbs in Old English 

10:05 Molly Diesing (U AZ): lndefmite Object 
Intctpretations and Exllaction from NP 

10:25 Bealrice Santorini (U PA) &. Young·Suk 
Lee (U PA): Long-Distance Scrambling 
and Anaphor Binding 

10:45 Armie Zaenen (Xerox PARC) &. Mary 
Dabymple (Xerox PARC): On 'Subject' 
Antecedents for Anaphors 

11 :05 Stephen Wechsler (Stanford U): A Non-
Derivational Account of the English 
Benefactive Alternation 

11:25 •Henry Smith (Stanford U): Grammati· 
calization and Argument Structure 

Phonology: Syllable Structure 
Chair: Prathima Christdas (U CA-Santa Cruz) 
Room: Marquette c 

9:00 Henry Churchyard (U TX-Austin): 
Compensatory Lengthening and 
'Gemination Throwback' in Trukese and 
Pu!uwat as Evidence for Rime and Onset 
in Moraic Theory 

9:20 Eugene Buckley (U CA-Berkeley): 

9:40 

10:00 

10:20 

Kashaya Laryngeal Increments: Evidence 
for the Skeletal Tier 

Dawn Bates (AZ SU) &. Bury F. Carlson 
(U Victoria): Spokane Supports Salish 
Simple Syllables 

Masahide Ishihara (U AZ): Prosodic 
Domain and Syllabification in Japanese 

Diane Brenwi (U CA-Davis): Simultane 
ity in Syllable Structure: Co-Extensive 
Moras in American Sign Language 

I 0:40 •Donald G. Churma (SUNY-Buffalo): At 
the Phonetics Phonology Interface: (Re) 
syllabication and English Stop Allophony 

11 :25 Daniel Silvennan (U CA-Los Angeles): 
English Loanwords in Cantonese: The 
Rites of Passage 

11 :45 Jan Maddieson (U CA-Los Angeles): Syl· 
!able Structure and Phonetie Models 

Semantics and Syntax 
Chair: Arnold Zwicky (OH SU' 
Room: Williford C 8 

9:00 Karina Wilkinson (McGill U): 
Plural Pronouns and the Partitive 
Constraint 

9:20 •William A. Ladusaw (U CA·Santa Cruz): 
Interpreting Negative Concord Structures 

10:05 Cluis Barker (U CA-Santa Cruz): 
Separating the Domain of Quantification 
from the Restriction 

10:25 Peter Lasenohn (U CA·Santa Cruz): 
Generalized Conjunction and Temporal 
Modification 

10:45 Caroline Heycoclc (U PA): Specificational 
Pseudoclefts and Predication 

11 :OS • Pauline Jacobson (Brown U): Antecedent 
Contained Deletion without Logical Form 

Morphology 
Chair: Michael Silverstein (U Chicago) 
Roo m: P.D. R. 2 D 

9:00 Richard D. Janda (U PA) &. Brian D. 
Joseph (OH SU): Morphological Con
stellations, Hyperanalysis, and 'Else
where· Violations in Modem Greek 

9:20 •Gregory T . Stump (U KY): On the 
lneoretic:al Status of Position Class 
Restrictions on Inflectional Affixes 

IO:OS 

10:25 

10:45 

Harry Bochner: A Word Based Generalize· 
tion in Passamaquoddy 

Fabiola Varela-Oarcia (U PA): El..hum 
lwll ·· Or, on Variation in the Use of 
'Feminine' din Spanish 

Rosanne Pelletier (Yale U): The Role of 
Underspecified Representations in Dravid 
ian Gender Agreement 

II :05 Cynthia Robb Clemons (U MN>: Gc:nd<r 
Assignment in Oromo 

II :25 David J. Kathman; The Categorial Status 
of the Welsh Verbal Noun 

II :45 Natsuko Tsufunura (IN U): A Prosodic 
Constraint on the Fonnation of Nominol 
Clauses in Japanese 

\ 



Discourse Analysis 
Chair: Amy Dlhlsuom (U Chiugo) E 
Room: Astoria 

9:00 Ryoko Suzuki (U CA-Smta Barbara) & 
Tsuyoshi Ono (U CA-Santa Barbara): 
Japanese u . Spotlighting, and lntransi
tives in Spoken Narratives 

9:20 Jeff Connor-Linton (Georgetown U): 
Questions, Power and Crosstalk in Soviet
American Spacebridges 

9:40 Anita K. Bany (U MI-Fiint): Consll'llcting 
a Courtroom Narrative: A Lawyer-Witness 
Debate 

I 0:00 K•en L. Aduns (AZ SU): Male and Female 
Violations of a Preallocated Tum-Taking 
System 

10:20 Kathleen Ferrara (Texas A&M U) & Barbara 
Bell (Texas A&M U): Variation and Innova
tion in Consll'llctcd Dialogue Introducers 

10:40 Yael Maschler (U UT): Metalanguage and 
Discourse Markers in Bilingual Conversa· 
lion 

11 :00 Charlotte Linde (lnst for Research on 
Learning): The Open State of Talk: Social, 
Physical and Technological Factors in 
Discourse Organization 

II :20 Cynthia McLemore CU TX-Austin): Getung 
to the Intonational Point: Discourse 
Strucrurc and Interpretation 

Saturday, 5 January 

LSA Presidential Address 

Room: Grand Ballroom 
1:30- 3:00 PM 

"External Reconstruction" 
Robert Austerlitz (Columbia U) 

Afternoon 

Intensive Language Program Reception 

Room: Normandy Lounge 
3:00 - 4:00 PM 



Pragmatics 
Chair: Laurence Hom (Yale U) 
Room: Waldorf 

4:00 Maria G. Swora (U Rcx:hester) .t Mary E. 
Beckm111 (OH SU): The Intonation of Cue 
Words in Task·Oriented Dialogues 

4:20 RobertS. Kinner (U CA-Los Angeles): 
News Value, F~ 111d Dutch 115m: A 
Questionnaire Experiment 

4:40 Yunhee Lee (Boston U): The Social 
Function or Korean Topic Change Dis
course Markers 

5:00 Milhilesh K. Mishra (U IlrUrbana): 
Agreement and Dcixis: The Case of 
Maithili 

Typology 
Chair: Gene Grau (U Chicago) 
Room: Muquelle 

4:00 •William Croft (U Ml): Toward a New 
Typology of Complex Sentences 

4:45 Mallhew S. Dryer (SUNY -Buffalo): SVO 
Languages and the OV:VO Typology 

S:OS Anne Martinson Utschig (U WI-Eau Claire){ 
Word Order Variation in Relative Clauses 

5:25 Ann Cooreman (Catholic U-Brabant): A 
Functional Typolocy of Antipassives 

5 :45 Anthony Rodrigues Aristar (U W Ausualia): 
Case-Marking and the Generation of Case· 
Systems 

6:0S Linda Manney (U CA·San Diego): Stale*. 
Results, and the Active/Passive/Middle 
Continuum in Modem Greek 

Phonology: Prosodic Structure 
Chair: Zhi-Ming Bao (U Wiseonsin-Madison) 
Room: Williford C 

4:00 Irene Vogel (U DE): Focus and the 
Phonological Phrase in Italian 

4:20 Elizabeth C. Zsiga (Yale U): Prosodic 
Domains and Igbo Compounds: Evidence 
from Two Rules 

4:40 Cui Spring (U AZIOH SU): Implications 
of the 'Prosodic Base' for Reduplication 

5:00 Stuut Davis (IN U) & Setsuko Kiyomi (IN 
U): On Comparing Two Theories of 
Reduplication 

5 :20 ~h~~{J1El:~~tion ~ 
5:40 Fiona McLaughlin (U TX-Austin): The 

Interaction or Consonant Gradation and 
Reduplication in Sccrcer 

Computational Linguistics 
Chair: D. Terence Langendocn (U AZ) 
Room: P.D.R. 2 

4:00 Leona F. Fass: A Minimal Deterministic 
Acceptor for Any (Structured) Conlext-Frec 
Language 

4:20 Tsuneko Nakazawa (U IL): Unilicatio11 
with Disjunctive and Negative Values 

4:40 Thomas L. Cornell (U CA-Los Angeles): 
A Logic of Descriptions and the Founda
tions or Principle-Based Grammars and 
Parsers 

5:00 Diane Mudor (U AZ): Phoneme Delee· 
lion and Word Recognition with ArtifiCial 
Neural Networks 

Poster Session 
Room: Boulevard A 

4:00.6:30PM 

Nigel Duffield (USC): Processing Trans
itivity Alternations: Context Eff«ts 
across Sentence Boundaries 

Sotaro IGta (U Chicago): Universal and 
Language-Specific Chuactcristics of 
Gesture-Speech Relationship 

Reiko M1Zuka (Duke U): Processing of 
Center-Embedded Senlences in Japanese 

xviii 

Karen Emmorey (The Salk Institute) .t 
Ursula Bellugi (The Salk Institute): Effects 
of Age of Acquisition on Grammatical 
Sensitivity 

Robert Kluender (U CA-San Diego) & 
Muta Kutas (U CA..San Diego): The 
Influence of Family History of Handedness 
on Syntactic Processing: Evidence from 
ERPs 

Qi Wang (U cr/Haskins Labs). D1ane C. 
LiUo-Martin (U cr/Haslcins Labs) & 
Andrea G. Levitt (Wellesley C/Haskins 
Labs): Use of Null Arguments by Chine#· 
and Enslish-Speaking Children 



Saturday, 5 January 

Evening 

Symposium: Morphological Classes 

Organizer: Mark Aronoff (SUNY-Stony Brook) 

Chair: Joan Bybee (U NM) 

Room: Waldorf RQOm 
8:00.11:00 PM 

MaTTis Halle (MIT}: Nominal Declension in Latvian 

James W. Harris (MIT): Spanish Inflectional Classes 

Robert Hoberman (SUNY-Stony Brook): Formal Properties o f the Conjugations in Modem Aramaic 

S1ephen R. Anderson (Johns Hopkins U): Syntactically Arbitrary Inflectional Morphology 

Mark Aronoff (SUNY -Stony Broolc): Syntactic vs. Morphological Noun Classes in Arapesh 

Respondents: Mark Baker (McGill U): Morphology and Syntax 
Jorge Hankamer (U CA-Santa Cruz): General Morphology 

Sunday, 6 January 

Morning 

Syntax IV 
Chair: JeTTold Sadoclc (U Chicago} 
R-oom: Waldorf 

9:00 Dingxu Shi (USC): Topic or Adverbial 

9:20 Vida Sarniian (CA SU-Fresno) &. k111nine 
Heny {IN U of PA): Three Cases o( 

Restructuring in Modem Persian 

9:40 Christopher Culy (U NC-Chapel HiU): 
'Reliability' and the Distribution of 
Logophoric Pronouns 

10:00 *Jaklin Komfilt (Syracuse U): Turkish 
(Non·) Comitatives 

10:45 *Lynn Gordon (WASU): Nez Perce 
Relative Clauses 

11:30 *Ivan A. Sag (Stanford Uj: UDC'sin 
HPSG 

Jl l JI 

Phonology: Tone and Stress 
Chair~ Ellen Kaisse (U WA) 
Room: Williford C 

9;00 

9:20 

9:40 

10:00 

10:20 

10:40 

11 :00 

Martha Ratliff (Wayne SU): Tone 
Function as the Focus of a Tone 
Language Typology 

Deborah S. Davison (U CA-Los Angeles): 
Tonal Targets in Manduin 

Brian D. McHugh (Temple U): Restricted 
Underspecific"ion and Tonal Nodes in 
KiVunjo Chaga 

M 11tjorie K.M. Chan (OH SU)c Singing in 
Mandarin Chinese: Language and Music 
Interface 

San Duanmu (MfO: Three Pitch Levels per 
Tone Language? 

Julieue Blevins (U TX-Austin): A Tonal 
Analysis of Lithuanian Accentual Phonol
o gy 

Megan 1. Crowhurst (U AZ): The Uniform 
Foot Consuaint: Evidence from Metrical 
Structure 

11:20 Michael Harrunond (U AZ): Derived 
Temuity and the Domino Condition in 
Winnebago Stress 

II :40 Keiko Karninashi (Tsuda C): Old English 
Stress and High Vowel Deletion 



Sociolinguistics 
Chair: Kostas Kazazis (U Chicago) c Room: Marquette 

9:00 Peter L. Patrick (U PA): Phonological 
Rule Variation in Jamaican Creole: 
Constraints on /Ky/ 

9:20 Keith W allers (OH SU): Analyzing 
Variation in Contact Situations and Relic 
Areas 

9:40 Miriam Isaacs (Rockland CC); From 
Regional to Social Variants: Yiddish 
among Hassidim 

10:00 Robert Bayley (Stanfo rd Uj: Variation in 
lnterlanguage Tense Marking 

10:20 Birch Moonwomon { U CA·Berkeley): 
Incomplete Merger in the Third Dialect o f 
English 

10~40 Judy Keg\ (RUigers U) & Ann Senghas 
(MIT): Cross-Linguistic Comparison via 
the Elicitation of Controlled Narratives 

11:00 Suellen Rundquist (U MN/Macalester C): 
Indirectness: A Gender Study of Aouting 
Grice's Muims 

11120 Mark L. Louden (U TX·Austin): Co vert 
Prestige and the Role in English in Plain 
Pennsylvania German Sociolinguistics 

11:40 John C. Paolillo (Stanford U)': Sinhalt 
Diglossia and AGR 

PsychollngulstlcstNeurollngulstlcs 
Chair: Norma Register (U CO) E 
Room: As10ria 

9:00 Joan A. Sereno (Max Planck lnst) & 
Allard Jongman (Max Plttnck lnst): 
Inflectional Morphology in the Mental 
Le)licon 

9:20 RacheUe Waksler (San Francisco SU) & 
William Marslen-Wilson (U London): 
Morphological Structure in the Access 
and Representation or Derived Forms 

9:40 Shoji Azuma (U TX-Austin/U UT): 
Phoneme Monitoring on Intra-Sentential 
Code-Switching 

10:00 Julie A. Christiansen (Boston U): Famil· 
ial Handedness and Running Memory Span 

10:20 Weijia Ni (U CT/Haskins Labs) & S1ephen 
Crain (U CT/Haskins Labs): With 
Reference to Conlext: How Ambiguities 
Are Resolved 

10:40 Mary Jack (U PA): A Phonological 
Deficit in Agrammatism? 

11 :00 Jack Gandour (Purdue U): Nature or Spel
ling Errors in Conduction Aphasia 

)lX 

Morphology II 
Chair: Stephen Anderson (Johns Hopkins U) D 
Room: P.D.R. 2 

9:00 Gary Holland (U CA-Berkeley): Transitiv• 
ity, Causativity, and Surface Case in Old 
Norse 

9:20 D. Gary Miller (U FL): From Refle)live 
'Incorporation' to Passive in 
Scandinavian 

9:40 Philip Baldi (PA SU): Latin I-Form Verbs 
and the PIE 'Inactive' Class 

10 :00 Cynthia Robb Clamons (U MN), Ann E. 
Mulkern {U MN) & Gerald Sanders (U MN): 
Case and Topic Marking in Oromo 

10 :20 Carmen Richardson (U PA): E)lperimental 
Evidence for Phonesthemes in Spanish 

10: 40 Lisa A. Frank (U PA): Shared Elements in 
Modem Hebrew Free Pronouns and Past 
Tense 

11:00 Karen van Hoek (Salk Institule/U CA-San 
Diego) & Edward S. Klima (Salk Institute/ 
U CA-San Diego): Submorphemic Map· 
pings between Form and Meaning in 
Chinese Sign Classifiers 

11: 20 Gale Goodwin Gomez (Columbia U): A 
Deixis/Kinship Model for a Yanomami 
Language of Brazil 

11:40 Mary Ellen Ryder (Boise SU): Why Cliff· 
Hangers Don't Hang Cliffs: A Model of 
oer Nominal Formation 



American Dialect Society 
Saturday, 5 January 

Morning 

Panel: Linguistics and Legal Issues 
Room: Boulevard C G 

9:00 . 12:00 

Chair: Ronald R. Butters (Duke U) 

Roger W. Shuy (Georgetown U): Conversational 
Distancing in an Illegal Subsrance Case 

William M. O'Barr (Duke U) &. John M. Conley 
(U NC.chapel Hill): Heard on !he Street: 
Conslnlctions of Law in lhe lnve&tmenr World 

Lawrence M. Solans (Orans, Elsen 8t Lupert): 
Linguistic Issues in lhe Fiflh Amendment 

Edward Finegm (USC): Linguists as Experl 
Witnesses in an Adversarial System 

Belhany K. Dumas (U TN): Conspira.cy and 
Solicitation: Linguistic and Legal Issues 

Discussant: John Barlcai (U HI) 

ui 



North American Association for the History of the 
Language Sciences 

Friday, 4 January 

Morning 

Session 1 
Chair: Douglas Kibbee (U IL-Urbana) 
Room: Boulevud C G 

9:00 Dan Taylor (Lawrence U): Latin 
Declensions and Conjugations: Vuro 
to Pri&<:ian 

9:30 Michael Ward (Trinity U): Ciuadini's 
Sound Change Rules: 'vere' or 'ben 
trovate'? 

10:00 Lucia Binotti (U NC): Two Seventeenth 
Century Spanish Grammarians and the 
Apology for the National Language 

10:30 Break 

Session 2 
Chair: John Joseph (U MD-College Park) 

II :00 Joseph Subbiondo (U Pacific): John 
Wilkins' Theorr of Rhetoric: A Study 
of Ecclesiastes 

II :30 Maria Tsiapera (U NC) &; Garon Wheeler 
U NC): The Intellectual Climate of 
Seventeenth-Century France and Its 
Reflection in Grammalical Theory 

12:00 Lunch Break 

u h 

Afternoon 

Session 3 
Chair: Mark Amsler (U DE) 
Room: Boulevard C G 

2:00 Michael Mackert (U DE): In Search of the 
Inner Form of Language: The Roots of 
Franz Boas' View of Linguistic Categories 
as a Window to the Human Mind 

2:30 Julie Andresen (Duke U): The 'FAX' 
Theorr of Communication in the 
Historr of Linguistics 

3:00 Konrad Koerner (U Ottawa): The Problem 
of Metalanguage in Linguistic Histori· 
ography 

3:30 Jan-Eric Widell (Uppsala U): An Inter· 
pretation of the Social Characterization of 
Language in a Saussurian T e><lus Receptus 

4:00 Business Meeting 
Chair: Douglas Kibbee (U IL-Urbana) 



Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics 
Friday, 4 January 

Morning 

Social Dimensions 
Chair: Glenn Gilbert (S IL U) 
Room: P.D .R. 4 H 

9 :00 Aore Uphir (U DE): Social Dimensions 
of Bilingualism in Haiti 

9 :20 Kennelh M . Sumbuk (Oxford U): Is Tok 
Pisin a Threat to Sue? 

9 :40 E .F. Ko!U (U Zululand): Afrikaans in 
!he Context of Creole Linguistics: 
Dismantling Linguistic Apulheid 

10:00 Charlene J. Sato (U HI-Manoa): Applying 
Creole Sociolinguistics: Hawai'i Creole 
English on Trial 

10:20 Break 

Lexicon 
Chair: Janet DoMelly (C Bahamas) 

10:40 Satoshi Stanley Koilce (CUNY): Semantic 
Change in Hawaiian Creole English 
Lexicon from llpanese 

II :00 David M . Jeuda (U NY-Las Vegas): 

Pidgin 

The Porrusuese Lexical Element in 
Papiamentu 

II :20 J.P. Williams (U Sydney): A Preliminary 
Survey of Papuan-Based Pidgins 

11 :40 Carol Bl~~ekshire-Belay (OH SU): Does 
Foreign Workers' German Have [IS Own 
Grurunar? 

12:00 Dingxu Shl (USC): Pidian, Pigeon or 
Business 

Afternoon 

Syntax/Semantics 
Chair: Donald Winford (OH SU) 
Room: P.D.R. 4 

2:00 Kau: Howe (MRM Lang Res C1r): 
Haitian Creole and Papiamenru: 

H 

Complementizers or Relative Pronouns? 

2:20 

2:40 

3 :00 

3:20 

Armin Schwegler (U CA-Irvine): Notions 
on Decreolization and !he Misanalysis of 
Palenquero Nesation 

Shobha Satyanalh (U PA): On Tense 
Marking of daz in Guyanese English 
Creole 

Michel F. DeGraff (U PA): Haitian Creole 
and !he Pro-Drop Parameter 

Viviane Deprez (Rutgers U) & Muie
Th&~e Vinet (U Sherbrooke): s~ in 
Haitian Creole: An Ambisuous X' 
Category 

3:40 Break 

Chair: William A. Su:wart (CUNY) 

4 :00 Anand Syea (U Mist. Encland): Against a 
Predicate Raising (PR) Rule in Mauritian 
Creole 

4 :20 Wayne O'Neil (MIT): On !he Strucrure and 
History of IP in Nicaraguan English 

4:40 Salikoko S. Mufwene (U GA): On the 
Status of Auxiliary Verbs in Gullah 

S:OO Guy Carden (U ID/U BC): Corps Renex
ives in French Creoles 

Evening 

Business Meeting 

Chair: Franci1 Byrne (Shawnee SU) 

Room: P.D.R. 4 
8:00PM 

uii.i 



Saturday, 6 January 

Morning 

Morphology/Syntax 
Chair: Alexander Caskey (Lincoln Res Assoc) H 
Room: P.D.R. 4 

9:00 Anna Kwan-Terry (Nanyang Tech Inst. 
Singapore): The Use of Modal 
Particles in Colloquian Singapore English 

9:20 Glmn Gilbert (S IL U): The Future Tense 
in the English Uld Du!c:h Based Caribbean 
Creoles 

9:40 Charles Mum (U Edinburgh): Polysemic 
Functionality of Ps in Pes: fo in Anglo-
NigeriUI Pidgin 

10:00 Arthur K. Spears (CUNY): Haitian Stem 
Verb Forms 

10:20 Nicholas Faraclas (U Papua New Guinea): 
Where Have All the Adjectives Gone? 
Not to Pidgins, Any Onel 

10:40 Break 

Chair: Morris Goodman (Northweslem u-, 
11:00 Alexander F. Caskey (Lincoln Res 

Assoc): Portuguese -du: Synchrony, 
Diachrony, and Markedness 

11:20 Silvia Kouwenberg (U Amsterdam): 
Reduplication in Berbice Dutch 
Creole 

11:40 Charles Gilman (Rainbow Bridge 
Consulting): A Bantu Model for 
Seselwa pudir 

12:00 Gerardo A. Lorenzino (CUNY): A 
Structural Comparison of the Spanish-
Based Creoles 

Afternoon 

Phonology 
Chair: John Holm (CUNY) 
Room: P.D.R. 4 H 

2:00 William J. Samarin (U Toronto): SUlgo 
Phonology of Urban Young People 

2:20 Robin Sabino (U PA/Drexel U): On 
Onsets: Explaining Negerhollands Initial 
Clusters 

Serialization 

2:40 Eric Schiller (Wayne SU): Why Serial 
Verb Constructions? Neither Bioprogram 
nor Substrate! 

3:00 Donald Winford (OH SU): Directional 
Serial Verb Constructions in CEC 

3:20 Break 

Dlachrony 
Chair: Salikoko S. Mufwene {U GA) 

3:40 Hildo H. do Cou10 {U BrasOia): The 
Genesis of Portuguese Creole in Africa 

4:00 Guy Carden (U ID/U BC), Morris Goodman 
(Northwestern U), Rebecca Posner (Oxford 
U) 8t William A. Stewart (CUNY): A 1671 
French Creole Text from Martinique 

4:20 Katherine Wyly Mille (U SC): A Histori-
cal Analysis of Tense in Gullah 

4:40 Peter A. Slomanson (CUNY): V1ews of 
Two Early Twentieth Century Linguists 
on Language Variation Uld Change 

Sunday, 6 January 

creole Processes 
Chair: John McWharter (Stanford U) 
Room: P.D.R. 4 

9:00 Eduardo B. Feingold (Tel Aviv U): 
Creolization and Child Language 

9:20 John Holm (CUNY): AmericUI Black 
English and Afnkaans: Two GermUlic 
Semi-Creoles 

9:40 Lise Winer (S ll. U): Persistance in 
Decreolization 

10:00 Mwarnba T. Kapanga (U NE-Lincoln): 
Shaba Swahili and the Processes of 
Linguistic Contact 

Morning 

H 

10:20 Frederick C.V. Jones (St. Augustine's C): 
A Look at the Potential for Expressive
ness in Krio 

10:40 Maureen Healy (CUNY): Preliminary 
Study for a Sranan Creole Continuum 
Model 

xxiv 
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Karen Adams (Arizona State University) (SAT MORN: E) 
Male and Female Violations of a Preallocated Turn-Taking System 
This study reports on public displays of disagreement in 35 televised po li tical 
debates and identifies differences in turn manipulation by male and fema l e 
candidates. In the debates between male only, female only and male and female 
candidates for office , violations of preallocated topics and turns are tokens in 
the contest for determining a winner. In theory, all candidates can employ the same 
violations and often they do . But in practice , individual ~ale and fe~ale candidates 
do not enter the debate with the same range of strategies for manipul ating these 
tokens, nor do they en~ploy the same strategy for the same reasons. Developing 
suggestions from Eckert (1990), Goodwin (1980) and Philips (1987), this study 
demonstrates that differences in turn~taking strategies typically attributed to male 
and female gender-roles can only be fully understood in the context of speci f ic 
speech events. Factors such as the experience or incumbency of the candidate, 
the role of the moderator, and the effect of the prior turn~taking strategies will 
demonstrate the complexity involved in identifying behaviors as ' male' or 'female'. 

Anthony Rodrigues Aristar (University of Western Australia) 
Case-Marking and rhe Generation of Case-Systems 

(SAT AFT: C) 

Silverstein (1978) established the importance of hierarchical organization for 
grammatical cases, e.g. nominative, ergative and accusative . This paper points out 
that hierarchical organization characterizes non-grammatical case-systems as we l l . 
Furthermore, in both case-systen~s, hierarchical organizat ion figures in the 
diachronic generat ion of distinct case-functions and of distinct ive case-markers. 

Data fr0111 Australian, Alllerindian, European and Asian languages suggest that 
non-grammatical case-functions are hierarchically organized, in that : 

(i) certain non-grammatical case-functions (i.e. locative, ablative, 
instrumental, allat1ve) are bound to low-hierarchy nominals, and are either dis
allowed or heavily marked on high-hierarchy nominals. 

(ii} non-grammatical case-functions (i.e . the dative, the past possessive and 
the causal) are high-hierarchy case-functions, and are either disallowed or heavily 
marked for low-hierarchy nominals. 

Distinctive case functions , as well as distinct for111s of the case-Marker, may 
result from a heavily marked conjunction of case-function and nominal (e .g. , in 
Yidiny and Djirbal, a locative case bound to a high-hierarchy nominal produces a 
distinct dative cftse and dat ive case n~arker). 

Julie Auger (University of Pennsylvania) 
Verbal Agreement-Marking in CoJ/oquial French Subordinate Clauses 

(FRIAFf: A) 

Based on structures such as ''Marc____il ~aime sa maison" ('Mark he likes it his house' 
'Mark likes his hruse') , it is l'lCM n:>re am n:>re widely accepted that Colloquial French 
{CF] differs substantially fran St:aroard French am shares with other RQnanoe languages 
the property of hav.in;J null-arguJOellts (or at least rull-subjects} . 'lbat is, given an 
approach where the so-called pronaninal clitics of CF are (re)analyzed as prefixal agree
ment-markers on the verb (cf. S\llier 1988 arxi Ossipov 1990}, such elements play the same 
role as verbal suffixes in 1~ like Italian am Spanish do in markir¥] ani assuring 
the recoverability of missing argtDnents (Roberge 1990}. Althrugh this analysis is well 
supported for s.inple irdepen:ient clauses, not lll.lch has been said so far about enU:ledded 
clauses. 'lhe existence of non-st:aroard subject relative clauses introduced by~ (like 
"C'est 100i ~ j§ parle" • 'It's tre that I speak' ~ 'It's tre who's speaking'} actually 
provides further support for the agreeaent-~~~arker analysis aJ:gUed for in this paper. 
Even though such structures are traditionally analyzed as involving resunptive prol'lO..IllS, 
a number of argmnents (e.g., their obligatory use in subject relatives) make the agree
ment-marker analysis mre plausible. When we add these new argtmll!nts to those of the 
type proposed by Zwicky & FUllum 1983 for distinguish.in;J clitics arxi affixes, it is clear 
that analyz.in;J verbs as having agreement prefixes is the best way to acoount in a unified 
way for several seell\i.n;ly unrelated facts about clitics ani res\lft1:)tive elements in CF. 
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J, Marc Authier (University of Ottawa) 
Arbitrary Null Objects Are Not Implicit Arguments 

(FRI AFT: A) 

Rizzi (1986) was the fli'St to argue, based on a number of tests including object control and anaphora, that the null 
argument with arbitrary interpretation in Italian sentences such as (1) is an empty category which fills a syntactic V
govemed position. 

(I) 11 bel tiempo invoglia [e) a PRO restare. 
"The nice weather induces arb to stay." 

Similar arguments are taken up in Roberge (1987) to argue for the structural presence of arbitrary null objects in 
French. Such arguments have been challenged, however, by e.g., Bouchard (1987), Condoravdi (1987) and 
Williams ( 1986), who claim that arbitrary null objects are "implicit arguments," a term to be understood as referring 
to thematic roles which are in the thematic array at D-structure but which are not mapped onto a structural position. 

This latter claim has, as I will argue, an undesirable consequence: that of collapsing arbitrary null objects 
and the extemal argument in passives without a by-phrase under the label "implicit argument." I will show this by 
devising three novel tests which discriminate between implicit arguments and empty categories occupying a 
structural position and which allow us to establish that arbicrary null objects are of the latter kind. These tests are 
based on constraints penaining to "thematic control" (cf. Jaeggli (1986)), donkey anaphora, and the cliticization of 
predicates to le in French. 

Shoji Azuma (University of Texas-Austin) (SUN MORN: E) 
Phoneme Monitoring on Intra-Sentential Code-Switching 

This experimental study on Spanish/English code-switching presents support for the two
stage processing model proposed in Hyers-Scotton and Azuma (1990). The model builds on 
the concept, originally due to Garrett (1975), that there are two distinct stages, a 
frame-building stage and a content word insertion stage in speech production and locates 
the latter stage as the relevant stage for code-switchinq. By using the phoneme monitor
ing technique (Foss 1969), this study tests the model's prediction that content words 
can be code-switched, but function words, which are essential members of the frame
building stage, cannot. Further, by including stress factor in its design, the experiment 
will determine if there is any open vs. closed word class effect independent of confound
ing stress effect (Cutler and Foss 1977, Swinney, Zurif and Cutler 1980). The present 
study, by eliminating overt grammatical judgment from subjects, offers an innovative 
approach to the field of code-switching study. The results of this study will be of 
general ~nterest to speech production researchers. 

Philip Baldi (Pennsylvania State University) 
Latin r-Form Verbs and the PIE 'Inactive' Class 

(SUN MORN: D) 

It is frequently argued that the mediopassive voice attested in such languages as 
Greek and Sanskrit has its origins in the PIE "inactive" class. Part of the 
evidence for this claim lies in the fact that both mediopassive and inactive are 
often characterized by the non-agentive role of the syntactic subje£t~ that is, 
roles such as experiencer or patient (cf. Gk. ~'I know', Lat. vidi 'I have 
seen'; Lat.~ 'I turn',~ 'I change'). But the derivation of the 
mediopassive from the IE inactive rests on several questionable assumptions and 
analyses, not the least of which is the large number and type of Latin~- form verbs 
which cannot be motivated from the inactive. Latin~- form verbs mark passive with 
expressed or unexpressed agent (amor (ab aliauo) 'I am loved (by someone)'), 
deponent (~'I follow'), direct reflexive (lavor '1 wash myself'), reciprocal 
(altercor 'to quarrel'), impersonal reflexive (~'I make use of'), and impersonal 
passive (~'one goes'). It is to be noted that many of these have subjects which 
are thematically agentive. In this paper it will be shown that the Latin~- form 
verbs must be derived directly from an independent IE mediopassive inflectional 
category. It will also be shown that the traditional view of Latin as a language 
lacking a productive middle voice is in error. 
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Catherine N. Ball (University of Pennsylvania) (FRI AFr: C) 
The Origins of the Informative-Presupposition it· Cleft 
Prince 1978 identified two functionally distinct classes of Jfcleft: tbe stressed-focus (SF) and 
the informative-presupposition UP) il-cleft. WhiJe tbe SF iHleft marks an open proposition as 
CHAIT-GIVEN ( Who did itl/IJV.Is _loll11 who didil), the clause of the IP cleft conveys information 
which is NEW in the discourse and possibly unknown to the reader ( The le11ders of t/Je homophile 
movement In AmerJCI/ senerli/y h11ve b~ you/16 people. It l'lslhey wo fouglzt b1ct durigg 1 
rioleqt ooliqrlidoq 1 6reegryJC!J ViP«ehcm 1969 .. .). Tbe oriains of tbis distinction have not 
previously been mvestigated and offer an interesting problem in diachronic pragmatics. In this 
paper, I bring to bear facts gathered from work in progress on the historical development of the 
Jfcleft. The NP-focus IP Jfcleft is shown to be a Late Middle English innovation, arising some 
200 years after the first attested SF iHleft. Four other copular constructions are identified in 
whicll the clause-final complement conveys NEW information, and it is argued that it was 
primarily the inverted pseudo-cleft and the AdvP/PP impersonal (both eJtant since Old English) 
that supported this change in the functions of tbe NP-focus /1-cleft. 

Chris Barker (University of California-Santa Cruz) 
Separating the Domain of Quantification from the Restriction 

(SATMORN: B) 

It is generally assumed that natural language quantifiers take two arguments, a restriction and 
a nuclear scope, and that the domain of quantification coincides with the restriction. 

(1) a. Most dogs bark. 
b. Most students's dogs bark. 

In (la), mo$t denotes a quantifier that takes the set of dogs for its restriction and the set of 
things that bark for its nuclear scope, and quantification ranges over the set of dogs. But in 
(lb), quantification ranges over students, not dogs. 

Evidence from the licensing of donkey anaphora as well as the licensing of negative polarity 
items establishes the restriction and the nuclear scope of quantificationaJ determiners embed· 
dedin possessive specifiers. Arguments from truth conditions and presuppositions show that the 
domain of quantification diverges from the restriction. Thus at least when prenominal po~ses
sives are involved, the domain of quantification and the restriction are potentially independent. 
This paper argues that in the general case quantifiers must take three arguments, not just two: 
a domain of quantification, a restriction, and a nuclear scope. 

Anita K. Barry (University of Michigan.Flint) (SAT MORN: E) 
Constructing a Courtroom Narrative: A lAwyer· Witness Duet 
Much work In discourse analysis has focused on the tasks facing a speaker 
constructing a coherent narrative, among which are: distinguishing given from 
new information; signalling foregrounded and backgrounded information; 
tracing the Identity of referents and distinguishing among multiple referents; 
and signalling relationships among events, temporal, causal, or otherwise. 
The present paper is examines what happens during courtroom testimony, 
where the task of constructing the narrative must be shared by two people, a 
lawyer and a witness, who may not necessarily employ the same strategies 
or make the same choices for telling a story. The paper seeks to identify the 
points of difficulty In narrative construction which lead to frustration and 
miscommunication on the part of both the lawyer and the witness. The data 
is drawn from written transcripts of approximately fifteen hours of 
testimony in criminal trials. 
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Dawn Bates (Arizona State University) 
Barry F. Carlson (University of Victoria) 
Spokane Supports SaUsh Simple Syllables 

(SAT MORN: C) 

Salish languages are notorious for their unusual surface syllable structures, long 
strings of consonants and even vowe 11 ess words. Bagemi h 1 ( 1989) argues against Hoard's 
(1978) complex syllable types for Salish, claiming that Bella Coola has very simple 
syllable structure at the phonological level. The surface facts result from the language 
allowing unsyllabified segments to persist through the derivation under revised Prosodic 
Licensing (Ito (1986}). Spokane supports Bagemlhl 's claims in at least two ways. First, 
the ' repetitive' morpheme in Spokane has two surface allomorphs: an infix -e-: ~-e-~mt~s 
'he ·is havil!P ht)l~cinations', and this -!- preceded by a copy of the first root 
consonant: I( -e-11. ul 'something is made over and over'. The distribution of the 
allomorphs is explained if Spokane syllables are of the form eve. We argue that the 
repetitive infix targets an initial unsyllabified c onsonant; if the base lacks one, a 
segment is reduplicated. A second source of support for simple eve syllables involves 
root-fi na 1 consonants. The 1 ast e of a cvec root fa i1 s to copy under a red up 1 i cation 
which targets the syllable: ?atx 'watch' reduplicates ?at-ac-x ~ ?actx 'observe'. A more 
complicated syllable structure would incorrectly copy the root-final e (McCarthy and 
Prince (1986)). These processes are quite mysterious within a theory which incorporates 
all root consonants into complex syllables. 

Robert Bayley (Stanford University) 
Variation in Jnterlanguage Tense Marking 

(SUN MORN: C) 

Imerlanguage grammars are charactem;ed by great internal variability. In learner vm·ietics 
of English. for example, verbs referring to past time may or may not be marked for tense, e.g , 

la. At that time we have just one room. 
b. Then we ask/~/ her and she said .... 
c. I called him yesterday. 

Is a Ieamer's choice between marked and unmarked verb forms variably constrained in a 
systematic way by developmental, linguistic, and stylistic factors, or does it represem "free 
variation"? Using theories and methods of quantitative analysis drawn from current sociolinguistic 
approaches to variation, this paper, based on approximately 6,000 tokens extracted from 
interviews with twenty Chinese adult learners of English, shows that Vltriation in interlanguage 
tense marking is in fact highly systematic and subject to multiple intersccung constraints. 

Betty J. Birner (Nonhwestem University) (FRI AFT: C) 
Discourse Entities and the Referential/Attribwive Distinction 
In this pa~er we argue that 'referential' defin1te NPs are not qualitatively different 
from 'attr1butive' definite NPs (Donnellan 1966, 1968). Donnellan states that for 
'successful reference', an attributive NP must accurately describe same entitf, while a. 
referential NP may be inaccurate yet successfully refer. T~usi Donnellan.claL~, Lf_Smith 
committed suic1de but is bel1eved murdered, 1 used referent1al y may pred1cate 1nsan1ty of 
some indLvidual; 1 used attrirr~tively may not. 

(1 ) Smith s rrurderer is insane. . . 
However, suppose Smith has been injured and is wrongly believed aead; the 1naccurate NP, 
t~ed attri butively, sti ll successfullf picks out the assaila_~t. Furthe~~~e, Donnellan 
holds that if 1 is used t o predicate 1nsanity of Jones, who is falsely bel1eved to have 
murdered Smith. thP sentence is true iff Jones is insa.~e. This view, however, conflates 
semantic and pragmat1c issues 1 with the referent of the NP being fixed bf the speaker's 
beliefs, while the applicabilLty of t he predicate is fixed by its semant1cs. We argue 
that the referential/attributive distinction corresponds to t~e ~nte~l9cUt9rs' s~e of 
whether thef know the 'identity' of the referent; however, this LntULtl9" 1~ n9t f1xed, 
but rather 1s sensitive t o a variety of facto~s. Moreover , it has no ~1n~st1c 
manifestation; for exaiTQ?l e, Smith's llll.lrderer 1n 1 may be freely pronrounalized under 
either reading: . 

(2)a .... He was released fram Bellevue last week due to overcrowd1ng. 
b .... If we ever learn who he is, he'll get the death penaltf. 

We claim that all so~called 'attributive' and 'referential' ~Ps have d1scourse-model 
referents (Karttunen l97l , Webber l 979, inter alia); thus all are equally referential. 



Juliette Blevins (University of Texas-Austin) (SUN MORN: B) 
A Tonal Analysis of Lithuanian Accentual Plwnology 

In this paper we argue that the four accentual syllable types described in the traditional literature 
for modem literary Lithuanian are represented as shown in (1) (R a sonorant, H a high tone): 
(I) grave (A) acute lcln) drcumflex (ai\) unaccented (a) (2) H-deletion (3) Restatement of Saussure's Law 

V VR VR V V .. . ) ... ) ~ ~ -> ~ ~ 
1 w foot 1 1 1 

H H H H HH H 
Stress in Lithuanian falls on the leftmost accented syllable, or, in the absence of accent, on the 
leftmost syllable. If one of the syllable types in (1) ls'stressed, accent surfaces. Otherwise, accent is 
neutralized by a dialect-specific rule (2) which deletes all H-tones in unstressed syllables. Three 
basic arguments are provided for the tonal analysis in (1). First, Saussure's Law which moves 
word stress from a grave (short) syllable or a long circomflex syllable to the following syllable if it 
is acute can be viewed as a simple result of the Obligatory Contour Principle as shown in (3). 
Second, additional alternatiOI\$ within the four nominal accentual classes viewed by Saussure 
and others as idiosyncratic are accounted for by (3) as well. Finally, the tonal representations in 
(1) are supported by dialects of Lithuanian where words may surface with multiple accents. In 
these dialects, rule (2) of H-tone deletion simply does not apply. 

Harry Bochner (SATMORN: D) 
A Word Based Generalization in Passrnaquoddy 

In a Word Based (WB) theory of Morphology, parallelisms among derivatives of a stem are often best handled 
by relating the derivatives directly, rather than deriving each of them from the basic stem. So, for instance, 
Aronoff(76) suggests that -~ adjectives are derived from -.i2n nouns, a proposal that allows us to capture the 
parallelism between the variants of the two suffixes: ·li2nl-m. -illi2n/-~. -iti2nf-~. The predictions of this 
approach are often difficult to distinguish from those of the Morpheme Based (MB) approach, but a particularly clear 
argument in favor of the WB approach can be seen in the morphology of possessed noun forms in Passamaquoddy. 
The need to relate the possessed forms to each other in a WB analysis is indicated by two phenomena. First, some 
nouns form their possessed forms using only the possessive prefixes/n/, /kJ and /w/, while others arbitrarily require 
a suffix /rnl as well. Secondly, there are so-called 'dependent' nouns that have no nonpossessed forms. 

The argument comes from the phenomenon of t-insenion: nouns whose non possessed form begins with a vowel 
require a /1/ between the prefixes and the stem, e.g. i.!ul 'fish net' .lllihlilin 'my fish net'. Notice that when stated 
this way, !·insertion makes no prediction about dependent nouns, since they have no nonpossessed forms, and, in 
fact, t-insenion does not apply to dependent nouns with vowel-initial stems: 11.Q1 'my belly', •j!. Crucially, there are 
no exceptions tot-insertion among independent nouns. In a MB analysis we would have to regard I at/ as a exception 
to !-insertion, since it is a vowel-initial stem like /ahp/. In the WB analysis II.Q1 is not an exception: t-insenion, as a 
rule affecting the relationship between possessed and nonpossessed forms, has no chance to apply to a noun that lucks 
a nonpossessed form. Thus the WB analysis automatically makes the right predictions. 

(SAT MORN: C) Diane Brentari (University of California-Davis) 
Simultaneity in Syllable Structure: Co-Extensive Moras in American Sign Language 

The mora has proved to be a useful construct as a syllable consmuent in quantity-sensitive languages. 
This paper takes up two particular questions concerning this aspect of syllable structure: I ) Must moras 
occur linearly in time?. and 2) If moras can occur simultaneously (i.e., they are co-extensive), how can 
we define such a mora? Using evidence from ASL. this paper argues that the traditional sequential 
arrangement of mora structure is a consequence of the organs used for speech and hearing, rather than an 
aspect of cognitive structure, and that ASL syllables may consist of ce>-extensive moras. The following is 
an tllustration of this: Many signs in ASL contain both a handshape change and a path movement (e. g., 
BAWL-OUT (muluple), INFORM (multiple), LAST-YEAR. While there is consensus that these signs are 
monosyllabic, there is. at present, no way to express the difference in the quantity of information 
contained in the signs above, and signs such as GIVE, SHOW, HELP, which contam no handshape change. 
I argue that the mora is the appropriate unit for expressing these facts, based on the following arguments.: 
1) A path movement, onentation change or handshape change can occupy a syllable peal<. 
2) A well-formed ASL syllable must consist of at least one of these parameters and no more than three. 
3) Sequentiality is not a necessary consequence of language-specific syllable well·formedness conditions 
4) If the mora is a unit of phonological weight and timing, then each of these parameters can be employed 
mdependently. 



Eugene Buckley (University of California-Berkeley) 
Kashaya Laryngeal Increments: Evidence for tM Skeletal Tier 

(SATMORN: C) 

Moraic phonology (Hyman 1985, McCanhy and Prince 1986, Hayes 1989) and the two-root theory of length 
(Selkirk 1988) challenge the existence of a skeletal (X or CV) tier. In this paper I present evidence from Kashaya 
for a skeletal tier distinct from the moraic and root tiers, and for a two-root representation that does not encode 
length. Like several other native languages of northern California, Kashaya has LARYNGEAL INCREMENTS: a['?] 
or [hI which sometimes precedes a consonant. If the consonant itself has laryngeal features, they must agree with 
the increment: _hk'uy- 'burn' (*-1k'uy- ), -?fu- 'finish' (*.h/Cu-). When the consonant is underspecified for 
laryngeal features {i.e. a plain voiceless obstruent or a voiced sonorant), either increment is possible: .hce
'obstruct', -1coq· 'shoot'. The increment and the following consonant syllabify together as an onset, as seen in 
final CV-reduplication: compare the increment in iu.hmi.hmf 'glimmer' { *suh.mi.mi) with the cluster in 
mi?dif.{i.{i 'wrentit' ( *mi?di.f{i.f{i) and the nonincremental {h) in nah.mo.mo 'armpit' (*na.hmo.hmo). 
Increments are also found word-initially ( hku 'one'). Since there are no onset clusters in Kashaya, the 
increment and consonant must count as one segment. (a) c ( b) c 
These two facts- featural dependence and single- I ' I ' 
segment status--can be captured as shown at the right. Roar Roar Roar Roar 
In (a) the two root nodes share Laryngeal features 'uJ. ~RALAR ~ sU~RAlAR 
(·hk"uy-), while in (b) no features are shared (· hce-, 
-1coq-). Crucially, since the comple>t consonant must be treated as a single segment, the two root nodes cannot 
count as long; and since the consonant occurs in onset position, no appeal tO the mora is possible. 

Luigi Burzio (Johns Hopkins University) (FRI MORN: D) 
Principles in Phonology 

We argue that the alternations in (1) • (5) (upper case• long) result from the simple 
interaction of two mechanisms: i) shortening of stem vowels under suffixation, which we 
call "Generalized Shortening" (GS); ii) preservation of stem stress under suffixation, or 
"Stress Preservation" (SP). We wil l show that the two mechanisms are in conflict in (1) 
(3), whence the essentially idiosyncratic variation, while they are not in (4) · (5), whence 
the consistent results there. 

(1) blasphfme •> blasph~mous I desire •> desirous 
(2) generAte •> generjtive 1 legislAte • > legislAtive 
(3) articulAte •> articulJtory (Am.) I articulAte •> articulAtory (Br.) 
(4) defAme •> defjmation (5) divine •> divinity 

We argue that SP is independently established and in fact underlies bot h the phenomenon 
of naotlleon->naobletlnic/ *naooletlnic, and the phenomenon of stress "neutrality", as in 
e.g. american->amerjcanist, of which we propose a radically new interpretation. The single 
GS, interacting with independent principles of metrical structure, thus supplants the five 
different provisions required by past analyses for each of (1) - (5) --a unification which 
we argue is not achievable by means of standard-type phonological rules. 

Guy Carden (University of Idaho/University of British Columbia) (FRl AFf: E) 
Lynn Gordon (Washington State University) 
Acquisition of Binding: A Longitudinal Case Study 
Gnmshaw & Rosen 1990 attempts to explain away the experimental data which suggests that 
children acquire Principle 11. before Principle B by claiming "children do know Principle B' 
(GS.R:187). rut fail to obey 1t. 1\lo lines of argument imply that GS.R's approach is mis
guided. First. languages with pronouns which are unmarked for reflexity luRl exist (e.g. 
early Engllsh. Bauan Fijian. a number of creoles). Secord. contrary to G&R ' s claims 
(pl08. 210). the spontaneous productlons of at least one child show a period where [uRI 
plain pronouns are frequent. Our analysis is based primarily on a longitudinal study of 
one cluld. from the first appearance of a proform in a reflexive enviro11111ent (1: 11 I to age 
J . <N.r data about the child ' s input and productw n suggests that he has gone through four 
s tages: ll.t stage I. the -self reflexive has not been acquired. ll.t stage II. i t ~ppears 
optionally in the prototype locally-bound DO environment. ll.t stage III. it is optional ir 
both ro ard OP. ll.t stage IV. it appears obligato ry (in production) in DO. rut r emains 
optwnal for OP. We e:>.:pect development to continue sorting out the differing behavior of 
the various PP structures. This gradual development is exactly what we would expect if 
the ch1ld made use of both positive ard irdirect negative evidence from the input. with 
the 1nd1rect negative evidence taking longer t o show an effect on the out put. Dut not if 
he a lready "knew" the Birding Principles of the adult English system. 
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Marjorie K.M. Chan (Ohio State University) 
Singing in Mandarin Chine:re: Language and Music Interface 

(SUN MORN: B) 

:n s t ddying the u~ ~erface bPtWfl'en ltulguag~ ancl mtlsh·· . n a tunf• ) ,:ll t! ll\lt{t" tlu· nn1 u ral 
iucl inat1on is to f'Xflmine t.hP' col'rP.spond~nc. · f' hr: t~ .... ~l ~· · :-::if a! tnnP ;.tltl! ltw l w ll. In 
)1nncJnr1t1 Ch~i1('$e .. th :s c.orrt!sr•l'ndenct! i:::: rP\ttt ~ v,~ly pot1r, P.Vt~n thou~h 1PX.it:ct! t•~n~s ure· 
wel l (JI't•sc~rve-~ i u (lOilU \ ;lt· r.antonfls+ .. sunt!~ ( flht ll ~ QH;) ! ~ may l~t' lh,t: 1 Jw cnl• i ·• : 
cot r..,.spondt?IH~e b~tWPttn 1 angungP and ••us i c in ~andnr j 11 1 i 4~s t'") s~wh~•·~ '1,Hldtt l ~ . , 'li1s •• 
ful: f!tod{!~<! ,_.:itt11 !>YSlt!ll of tone i\fl\1 Sli'PSS , P\'~U thuur.h thP fOf'U~ (:.; typl c•41) 1~· Uti thf• 
!'c,:mf" :- :::,. c:i:1 o f ~hP papPr is to exp}or~ the- 1 ntPr- f:tce• !) .. tWt>f>ll !i unn.s1 ; c ~~t~ss <uH\ 
llltdocl~ ~a tha\ tHule,• . t-:xamln~d "-"~ l! lw UH~ l'Xtt\n t ~ o "hi ch s~l'f'SS ;s r,• f l•' •'~t·d i n tlu 
l,e;od~· of ~-.tudnr.in ~ ones. wath FO tJ~~ated as thE~> p•~imnry .u·oust ~'-- r.n !·r.-1;•tf• of ~!Pt s s. 
Au a• o .. tst it st•;dl' is conduc.t~d usitlt-! six moct1~rn ~t1.1Uttu in U~lPv •~; fHl .ut.l Zlm\·i·· sull!'~ . Th•· 
!~·;-i cs Of thP. SiX SOnf!S ,trfl l'eild by .. natiV .. lll'lj ,.)1' ~ilallilrin SjlP<Ik, r, • ~' OI'tlt-d •tn•J 
d~clt Jz.e•!. Th<· FO r-untour~ arf" obttlined .tnd compcll't'rl tn tht! lltt• .: ucli,:s i11 lh .. st• ~o t J~s. 

-.·h {t•h n:·e ~nr;l~~clcd .a .1 puhlistJPd collect ion of s i nd !;u t~1Pv is . on itncl movif! songs f1 nm 
tlu r't'np : t • ~ R~puhJ ic. or fhith\ ThP sUit'~). t s an ''>qltnJ'(ltnl'y niw :o, llu t' •lu .... in1i la :· 
!:Wes tlga t ion, tO thP. author ' s knoW]PdCI< , hilS hf'Pil tnndiHIPtl Ill: th o~ :<tpit' rl1•• p;tp"t" is 
,1 l•:(· ; ~c::!~ .\1")* :· l!i'tJ t ~ tn an un ~~ojng f•xplor,•C i on nf thl"' iHt4 • r· r.uc~ ! tt'~wn• ·~ laui~U4\f~t· •111d 
ill:sic \n :.tandarin a;~d of thf' ro)P that llnY,nlst it str;,s~ 1tlays ln tlwt <l i nl"ct . 

Wen-yu Chiang (University of Delaware) (SAT AFT: B) 
Reduplication in Chinese 
Prosodic constituents such as word, foot. and syllable not only serve as targets in 
reduplication but also as possible bases of reduplication (McCarthy & Prince. 1986). 
Several types of reduplication exist in various Chinese languages: (X and Y are variables 
representing monosyllabic morphemes and XY is an independent morphological word; 
Chinese languages differ in which sub-types of reduplication they possess): (1) X ·> XX 
(2) X ·> XXX (3) X ·> XXXX (4) XY ·> XXYY (5) XY ·> XYY (6) XY ·> XXY (7) 
XY ->XYXY (8) XYZ... ·> XYZ ... XYZ.... Using phonological, morphological, and 
semantic arguments, I will show that (1)-(6) involve suffixation to a prosodic base (i.e., 
syllable). For example, the correct derivation for (4) is X-.1- YJ' rather than ~~Y.,C. rc.y• 
and ~t.oX "L. . I will also show that (a) suffixation to a prosodic constituent can apply 
more than once (e.g., two cycles of suffixation in (2) and (3): Xg. ·> XX ·> X XJ' · > 
XXX;~-> XX·> X~~-> XXXX); and (b) each cycle can provide an environment for 
phonological rules (cf. stnct cycle condition (Kiparsky. 198S))(e.g .• the interface of prosodic 
suffixation with Mandarin third tone sandhi and with onomatopoeic words in Mandarin and 
Chaoy~g). 

Young-mee Cho (Stanford University) 
'Voiceless' Sonorants Are Aspirates 

(FRI AFT: B) 

This paper argues that distinctively "voiceless" sonoranls found in some languages have to be rep
resented as aspirated universally, as has been proposed by Mester and Ito (1989), who analyze Burmese 
voiceless aspirated rewnanlS as aspirates on the basis of t he fact that they pattern with the aspirated 
consonants in the language in $everal processes. The voiceless laterals in I<lamath have been analyzed 
as underlyingly aspirated by Clements (1985) on the basis of the phonemic paUerning of the language. 
In addition, the fact that the voiceless /1/ patterns with / h/ (/nl/ --+ llh]) is accounted for by a simple 
debuccalization rule- A similar case can be made for Icelandic (Tlmiinsson 1978) where devoicing of sono
rants takes place in an exactly parallel fashion to l>renspiration in stop clusters, as exemplifed in fulpaf 
_. [ulpa] or (ulpha] (but *lulpha.] or *(ulpal). There is 1 o dialect that has dc\'oicing without concomitant 
deaspiration of the stop. 

Another piece of ev1dence for the position that (+s.g.]. rather than (voice: is marked for sonorants 
comes from the literature on the correlation of voicing with tones ( Urown 1975, Kingston and Solnit 1988)
Wherea.s voiced obstruents consistently lower tones, souorants do not. Crucially, voiced consonants raise 
tones only if the consonant system conditioning the to1•e split indncles a voicmg constrasl for sonorants 
as in Min dialects of Chinese. Again, an a.J>parent paradox finds a natural explanation by representing 
"voiceless" sonora.nU as aspirates, 
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Julie A. Christiansen (Boston University) 
Familial Handedness and Running Memory Span 

He~~r PL ~1 . ( lYH~! have round that vartAtlanP in 
c o gnitive slvles ~x ist not only betuPen right - handers and 
J ett- h anders. hut "[ so bet11een 1 ight. - h a nde1·s tlit.h left-ha n d<" <! 
t JmiJy members ( l.tH' \ an d rigt.t. - hand,.r s u i th n o lett-handed 
t..amjJy m~rubtJ~ l kHt' •· 1 t-y :-tJ"'t1nq ~l,.n t-t li vi t. \' LtJ syut~ct1c 

s tructure )n l a H<,Illag~ p r ocess inq. 'l'he c urrent study looks at 
LhP ett ~cts or sent~nt i al h~u ndarie s on th ~ runn1ng mem o ry 
o:q,ans ot Jett - hantiers. (LHt'l t- iqht - handers, and (RHFl riqht
handers, using an interruption technique simil a t tc 
J drvella'~ 1 19781. ~reliminary data indicate that sentential 
boundaries reduc• runnin~ memory spans in rRHPJ right handers 
much more than 1n J P. tt- o r ( LHFI dqht-handers. These 
1 e su J ts undP r seat~:: t.lH· .r ... J ~1 t. l o u o t ft .:-t n.-1 JH!ne ~fi an rl t c~m i 1 i C4l 
hdndedness to differentia l sensitivity to syntactic 
t; trtlcture, SUPJIO rtiog Hever et al. ' s (198~) theory. 

(SUN MORN: E) 

Henry Churchyard (University of Texas-Austin) (SAT MORN: C) 
Compensatory Lengthening and 'Gemination Throwback' in Trukese and Pu/uwaz as Evidence 
for Rime and Onset in Moraic Theory 

In moraic theories (Hayes 1989, McCarthy and Prince 1986) the syllable is "flat", without rime or onset 
constituents. In Trukese and Puluwat, final vowel loss can lead to compensatory lengthening: inflected 
S)ru-n vs. uninflected s:>Jr; also there are word-initial geminates: kbn. The phonology of geminates 
here, and their interaction with compensatory lengthening, will show the need for rime and onset. In 
Trukese, geminates are simplified word·finally: aasse-n vs. aas. But simplification can result in non
local compensatory gemination: pekki-n vs. ppek. Initial geminates are moraic, and the process prevents 
nouns from having the monomoraic shape CVC. The problem is that conventional moraic theory needs 
undesirable multiple "flopping", even delinking the vowel, to get a mora to the beginning: 
[p(e)11t(k)112lak --> (p)11t[p(ek)112la· In Puluwat, geminates simplify only phrase-finally: hak.ka·n vs. 
haakk vs. phrase-final haak 'piece of coconut shell'. How do we "remember" that k is geminate during 
the chain reaction of moraic reassociation [h(a)11t(k)11z)0 [k(a)113lo --> [h(a)11t(a)11z(k)113lok? The 
answer is that geminates are moraic onsets; that geminates are the only allowed medial clusters then 
follows from the fact that they are the only initial clusters. Separation of consonants and vowels onto 
separate planes, as in Semitic, can be extended to separation of C moras (in the onset) and V moras (in 
the rime) onto separate planes: Puluwat [h(a)11Jk)0[(k)11z(a}~J3)o --> [h(a)11I(a)~J3k)0(k)11z and Trukese 
[p(e)11tk](k)11z --> [(pp)11z(e)111 k], where in both cases J.12 is on a different plane. 

Donald G. Churma (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
At the Plwnetics-Piwnology Interface: (Re)syllabication and English Stop Alloplwny 

(SAT MORN: C) 

This paper will be a (re-)alCarnination o~ three phenomena found iro maroy 
vaf'il ties of English, aspiratioro arod !Jlottalization o~ voiceless sto ps and 
flapr ing of alveolar stops. It will be argued that they are all due to 
rule! of 'phonetic implementation' which must rnake reference to features 
wh1ct are never present in underlying representations. In particular, 
glottalization affecta unreleased voiceless stops <Selkirk 1982> 1 aspira
t ion applies to long <released) stops, and flapping appiea to short re
lease•:l alveolar stops. This eccount thus elCplains the elCistance of two 
phenc.r1ena which are problematic for all previously proposed accounts; 
utteY .ance-final voiceless atops may b~ aspirated in hyperarticulate speech 
style~ (if they are long enoughl, and /d/ and /n/ are ~lappable even in 
(absc· lutelyl syllable-initial position in rapid speech (cf. Dl"oductive, !1!...... 
~) 1 because they at•e shol"ten"'d suffici .. ntly in such styles, whereas 
1nher~ntly long /t/ is ~lappable only in syllable-final p osition, where it 
is sh :>rtened. 
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Cynthia Robb Clamons (University of Minnesota) (SAT MORN: D) 
Gender Assignment in Oromo 

In Oromo, an important East Cushitic language of Ethiopi_a ~nd Kenya, _nouns 
are classified lexically as masculine or feminine. However, 1t IS also posstble to 
move a noun from one gender to the other in speech in order to express speaker 
evaluation or attitude in a particular domain of discourse. . . 

In the eastern varieties of Oromo, for example, demonstratives and ~dlecttves 
modifying the noun II!JI~n 'lr.nife' are feminine in neutral contexts, as tn { 1 ), but 
may be marked as masculine, as in (2), if a speaker wishes to indicate that the 
referent is large with respect to a particular domain. 

( 1) ableen tun doom-!Wl. 
knife this E sharp f 
'this knife is dull. 

(2) ableen xun doom-n. 
knife this .M. dull M. 
'this lmi.Wl knife is dull: 

I identify the other factors that are relevant to gender assignment, in an 
eastern variety of Oromo, including sex of referent, number and collectivity, and 
propose an analysis that defines the logical relationships among them. 

S' &I•) 

Cynthia Robb Clamons (University of Minnesota) (SA:r.MORN: D) 
Ann E. Mulkern (University of Minnesota) 
Gerald Sanders (University of Minnesota) 
Case and Topic Marking in Oromo 

Oromo, an East Cushitic language, is typologicai!Y unusual with re.spect. to the 
morphologica! marking <?f both grammatical. relat1ons and pragma!tc dtscourse 
functions. F1rst, Oromo IS clearly an accusat1ve r~ther than an ergatt~e languag~. 
but it has zero marking of objects rather than subJects. Furthermc;>re, m Oromo 1t 
is the relatively unusual non-topacal ~r focu~sed, sub~ects that are 
morphologically unmarked, and the prototyptcal subjects-as-toptcs that require 
obligatory overt inflection. 

a. eenyuu dhufe? gurbaal~ dhufe. 
who came boy came 
'who came?' 'the boy came.' 

b. gurbaa-~ maal godhe? gurbaa-nJ•" dhufe. 
boy what do boy came 
'what did the boy do?' 'the boy came.' 

We show in this paper that this system of case and topicality marking is in 
fact a very natural result of certain regular historical cllanges and a general 
strategy for marking focus in Oromo. 

(FRIAFr: B) Abigail C. Cohn (Cornell University) 
The Consequences of Dissimilation in Sundnnese 

In this paper, I discuss dissimilation in Sundanese, a case which raises several important issues regarding 
the appropriate description and formal account of dissimilation. Sundanese (an Austronesian language, spoken in 
West Java, Indonesia) has a productive process of infixation, marking the plural form of a verb or adjective (see 
Robins 1959), e.g.l}irim "send, active", IJ=Or=irim "send, pl.", where= =marks infixation. There is a regular 
morphophonemic alternation in the shape of the plural marker: =or- - =ol• . The allomorph =ar= is the more 
general form, with =ai= being triggered by both assimilation and dissimilation. The =a/= occurs if the initial 
consonant of the stem is N ( lega "wide",l=al• ega "wide, pl."), but not if any subsequent consonant is N. It 
also occurs if there is an /r/ in the rime of the farst or second syllable (e.g. kotor. "dirty", k• al=otor "diny, pl."), 
or in the onset of the third syllable, but n01 if the /r/ is in the syllable onset of the farst or second syllable. 

It will be argued first that these processes of assimilation and dissimilation are distinct processes. The 
account of assimilation to the initial N is quite straightforward. But the account of dissimilation from /r/ poses 
much more interesting questions, as the application of dissimilation depends crucially on both syllable structure 
(rime vs. onset) and number of syllables in the stem. The standard Obligatory Contour Principle account (see Yip 
1988) alone is not adequate, since dissimilation applies between more distant /rfs, but not between closer ones, 
nor within stems. Finally, this rule of dissimilation has important implications for the representation of infixation. 
McCarthy and Prince (1986) propose a two-tier account of infixation in S undanese; yet both the syllable based 
location of the plural marker and the nature of dissimilation suggest a single tier analysis. A single tier analysis of 
the facts of infixation and dissimilation of the plural marker in Sundanese will be presented. 
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Yoko Collier-Sanuki (University of California-Los Angeles) (FRI AFT: C) 
On the Use of Relative Clauses in Japanese and English Discourse 
This paper compares the characteristics and functions of Japanese and English relative clauses 
(RCs) In discourse. Consider this Japanese RC example of a heavily-modified personal pronoun in 
the subject position: 1850 Uno t4y6 kanji ds wa. omqu t6ri oq buoSh6 ga fcaktwaj tq suru w1tash/ 
wa itsumo itanshi o uksnak4Jrsbaoaranakatta (1. who josjst that we cannot write freely wjth the 1850 
officjal Chjnese characters, was always ostracized). Such modification of personal names and 
pronouns by RCs occurred 59 times in Japanese vs 14 times in English (200-pages each of written 
data). I will show that this drastic difference is due to the functional differences of RCs in the two 
languages. governed by information flow (Chafe 1976, 1987, Prince 1981 . et al.). Following Fox 
and Thompson's study of English RCs (1990). I speculate that Japanese RCs provide crucial 
background information, or -.rames,• for comprehending their head NPs. In fact, many Japanese 
RCs which modify personal names and pronouns are better translated into English by separate 
adverbial clauses, indicating that they set up situational frames. Consider this modified translation 
of the previous example: Because I jnsist that we cannot write freely wjth the 1.850 otfjcja! Chjnese 
characters, . . . . This hypothesis also gives a cognitive account for Matsumoto's claim that the 
understanding of Japanese RCs involves semantic -.rames· evoked by linguistic clues given in 
noun modifier constructions and the construer's expectations based on their knowledge (1988). 

Nancy L. Condon (University of Georgia) (FRI AFT: D) 
Jared S. Klein (University of Georgia) 
Gothic -(uih: A Synchronic and Comparative Analysis 

The Gothic enclitic conjunctive particle -~ to this day lacks an illuminating syn
tactic treatment. This paper reports the results of a syntactic study of -(ulh in the 
Gospel of John. When occurring by itself, -~Jh shows three basic values: ~simple sen
tential conjunctive (9.16-17 missaqiss war~ mvp-im. qe~unuh du pamma ... blindin 'A schism 
arose among them. And they said to the ... blind man');~) anaphoric-conjunctive (10.2-3 
sa inngaggands pairh daur hairdeis ist lambe. pammuh daurawards uslukip 'The one entering 
through the door is the shepherd of the sheep. Ana-to him the doorkeeper opens'); (3) 
anaphoric-correlative 15.9 swaswe frijoda mik atta, swah ik frijoda izwis 'As [my] father 
has loved me, so also have I loved you'). The second of these employments is generally 
considered to e emp atic. 

These facts unambiguously support the etymological derivation of ·iQlh from PIE *u 
k~e (Brugmann, 1gl3-14). Cf. Skt. u~, Hispano-Celtic auCu (Hamp, ms.~nd Greek aute 
(Hamp, ibid.). The presence of the particle*~ in the etymon ~elps explain.the syntax of 
Gothic -(ulh, w~ich closel~ paralle~s that o~ Skt. u and Gk. ~~. both of wh1ch show an~
phoric/conJunctlve/resumptlve funct1ons (Kle1n, 198~). The ~ccurrence of -(ulh.f~llowlng 
forms of the ~-pronoun (as in 10.3) is therefore better 1nterpreted as expl1c1tly ana
phoric-conjunctive than as emphatic. 

Jeff Connor-Linton (Georgetown University) (SAT MORN: E) 
Questions, Power and Crosstalk in Soviet-American Spacebridges 

~luch research on crosstalk assumes that misinterpretations occur because speakers from 
different cultures use different contextualization codes t o mark a shared construction of 
the context, and that this colli11Uilicative failure could be avoided if speakers \~ere made 
aware and rrore tolerant of each other's codes. Analysis of differences between Soviet 
and American speakers' uses of Yes-No questions in two "spacebridge" meetings indicates 
that participants in crosscultural interactions aften do not construct the same context 
fo1· their talk and that c rossta lk can be used strategi callyto create misinterpretation 
in order to c011111unicate and maintain an in-group member's higherstatus and power over 
an out-group member. 

Yes-No questions play an important role in the negotiation of power, in large part 
because their illocutionary force is co-constructed by speaker and addressee. This also 
makes them fertile ground for crosstalk. In contrast to Soviet speakers , American 
speakers asked more Yes-No questions, in a higher proportion of floor turn~ , and in very 
salient positions within floor tu1ns. American speakers used Yes No questions to create 
self-fulfilling prophecies, fitting the elicited information into the questioner's pre
existing schema and heighteni~ the likelihood and salience of dispute. 
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Eung-Do Cook (University of Calgary) 
Is fy} Coronal? 

(FRI MORN: D) 

In Ath~paskan, ~he alt~rnation between 1 and! is part of a productive process involving 
all pa•rs of vo•ced/vo1celess continuants, while there i s no systematic alternation 
between rand l (ei~her. as (+syllabic) vs. (·syllabic) or as nucl eus vs. margin). In 
some S~ave and Oogrob d~alects! 1 and! f~eely alterna~e- In Eskimo, y alternates not 
o?ly With!. bu~ also woth d2 on well-defined phonologi ca l contexts within and across 
~1alect boundarieS. !he phonological feature that characterizes this set of segments both 
1n Athapaskan and Esk1mo fs (+coronal) . While it remains t o be seen to what extent the 
treatment of l (and other front vowels) as [+coronal] has un iversal appeal (e.g. Clements 
1976, 1989 vs. Gorecka 1989), r in Athapaskan and Eskimo, which is not an alternate 
phone~ic realizat~o? of_l• ~s clearly (+coronal] as i• !. and d! are . This interpretation 
~f r IS. not surpr1s1ng on VIew of the fact that [o) is a high vowel in Cree, a mid vowel 
1n Engl1sh, and a low vowel in Turkish. This is also consistent with Sapir's view (1925) 
that what 7ount are .not absolute values (physical reality), but relative differences 
(psychological real oty) among segment s whose functional relationship is determined 
within a self-contained s ystem. 

Ann Cooreman (Catholic University of Brabant) 
A Functional Typology of Antipassives 

(SAT AFI': C) 

A typological compari&on of the antipassiv• construction in a sample of 19 ergative 
languages suggests that this particular syntactic structure is used first and foremost to 
signal the detransitivization of a transitive state-of-affairs along a certain set o f 
parameters previously s uggested in Hopper and Thompson's Transitivity Hypothesis (1980 ) . 
In this paper, I propose that the different functions corrn lating with the use of an 
antipassive can be combined into one general function : the antipassive correlates with a 
relatively high degree of difficulty in identifying a recognizable effec t on a uniquely 
identifiable 0, stemming from the activity described in the proposition . The absence of 
languages with only "structural" antipassives, i.e, those which have been taken as evi
dence for "deep" or "syntactic" ergativity in languages like Dyirbal,,leads me to assume 
that the antipassive•s primary reason for existence is to signal firs t and foremost an 
identifiable deviation from a prototypical transitive state-of-affairs, but that it can be 
put to work to fulfill other functions in the ergative language . I will call this prin
ciple Co-opting. Two examples are explored: I. there is suggestive evidence that anti
passives are often used to ensure unaonbiguous reference in discourse 1 2. antipassives are 
sometimes used to fill in a gap which may arise when certain discourse pragmatic tenden
cies have been syntacticized. 

Thomas L. Cornell (University of California-Los Angeles) 
A Logic of Descriptions and the Foundations of Principle-Based Grammars and Parsers 

(SAT AFT: D) 

In this paper I will look at a problem which will appear at first to be of quite limited interest: the design of 
an efficient parser based on a principles-and-parameters grammar. However, such an endeavor cannot be 
carried out properly without a detailed analysis of the logical foundations of the Principles and Parameters 
Theory of grammars, and it is this topic which is of interest here. The parsing problem for grammars of 
well-fonnedness conditions is a constraint-satisfaction problem (CSP). The standard solution for CSP's is to 
use a "generate-and-test" algorithm, but even very sophisticated implementations of this technique are 
inefficient. I propose a parsing model which can extract structure directly from the constraints of the 
grammar, in effect completely collapsing the generate and test steps, and assuring that the structure-building 
operations of the parser are responsive to the grammar at every point. This can be accomplished by treating 
the parser as computing a description of a phrase marker, rather than the phrase marker itself. The relation 
between descriptions and the phrase markers they describe is formally very similar to the satisfaction 
relation between logical formulae and assignments of truth-values, so in essence what I will demonstrate is a 
description logic. Recast in terms of the formal description language which I will present, licensing 
conditions tum out to express relations between 'licensees' and 'licensors' which are formally sim1lar to the 
rewrites-as relation of rewrite grammars. The description logic allows a princ1ple-based grammar to be at 
once a licensing grammar (for theoretical studies) and a rewrite grammar (for parsing purposes). 
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William Crort (University of Michigan) (SAT AFT: C) 
Toward a New Typology of Complex Semences 
The coordinate-subordinate distinction has been notoriously difficult to define, and some 
linguists (e.g. Haiman & Thompson 1984) have argued that it does not exist. Typological 
data suggests that a different distinction is the correct one. Type A constructions include 
coordinate structures, switch·reference constructions, most complements and serial 
constructions: these are characterized (prototypically) by Mtense" iconicity (Haiman 1985) 
and differ in degree of binding (Giv6n 1980) and grammaticalization. Type B 
constructions include adverbial clauses: these are characterized by reversibility of 
clause order and figure·ground asymmetries (Talmy 1978). Conditionals are an 
intermediate case. This distinction appears to be grounded in discourse: constructions 
denoting two events that are both foregrounded (Type A) vs. those denoting a 
foregrounded and a backgrounded event (Type B); thus, Type B also includes relative 
clauses and focus constructions (Sc!:achter 1973). 

Cheney Crow (University of Texas-Austin) 
Variability in Speech Production Planning: Effects of LangUJJge and Bilingualism 

(FRI MORN: E) 

Analysis of over 2,000 elicited speech errors by monolingual and late bilingual speakers of 
French and Engl ish showed that certain speech error characteristics wera consistent in all 
four experimental groups (10 French monolinguals; 10 English monolinguals; 10 French/English 
late bilinguals; 10 Engl ish/French late bilinguals), while others characteristics occured 
with different frequency among the different groups. Monolingual French and English speakers 
showed significant d1fferences for within-word error position (p < .01), yet no significant 
differences were observed between the bilingual native speakers of English and either the 
bilingual or monolingual native speakers of French. Error- pos ition of both late bilingual 
groups differed from tho<>e of monolingual speakers of their native languages. Errors 
1nvolving second-language segments were significantly different first lar""''ge, or first
language related segment errors. As speech errors are considered evidence of events in the 
phonological organizat i on of speech production planning, these results Indicate that certain 
speech product i on characteri s t ic s may be invariant, or language- universal, while others may 
be var i able, and may be determi ned by language-specific characteristics. It 1s eyident that 
late bilingualism influences speech production in both first and second languages at this 
level 

Megan J. Crowhurst (University of Arizona) (SUN MORN: B) 
Tire Uniform Foot Constraint: Evidence from Metrical Structure 

This paper claims that in any lexical stratum where foot structure 
is introduced into representations, a single prosodic "shape" is avai
lable to foot-dependent rules. I refer to this universal requirement as 
the Uniform Foot Constraint, or ~. This claim has clear consequences 
for rules assigning metrical structure: First, if two metrical rules in 
a language apply at the same level, the feet they construct must have 
identical structures. Metrical rules applying at different levels, on 
the other hand, may yield feet with distinct structures. Finally, the 
UFC does not entail that settings for parameters such as iterativity and 
directionality are also fixed within a level. I show that these predic
tions are supported by the stress facts of Winnebago, Cahuilla, and 
Spanish. The UFC has theoretical consequences for prosodic operations 
in addition to stress. For example, it makes the strong claim that all 
foot-based rules applying within levels (e .g . reduplication, truncation) 
must refer to the same foot structure. Thus, the UFC provides a 
principled means of curtailing the proliferation of prosodic foot 
structures within the lexicon. 
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Christopher Culy (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) (SUN MORN: A) 
'Reliability' and the Distribution of Logop/wric Pronouns 

Logophoric pronouns, pronouns whose antecedent is the person whose words, 
thoughts, or emotions are being reported, have been widely attested (Hagege 1974, 
Clements 1975, Sells 1987), but the cross-linguistic variation in the contexts in 
which these pronouns occur has received but l ittle theoretical attention (Wiesemann 
1986). 

r propose that this variation can be accounted for by referring to notions of 
"reliability", of the report on the one hand, and of the idea being reported on the 
other. In particular, the more reliable the report is, the more logophoric the context 
is, while the less reliable the reported idea is, the less logophoric the context is. 

Degrees of reliability can be determined by various tests, leading to a hierarchy 
of predicates more or less likely to give rise to a logophoric domain. Logophoric 
pronouns are then used in contexts ranging over a continous portion of the hierarchy, 
with those contexts that are most logophoric always being included. 

Hartmut Czepluch (University of Hannover/University ofGoningen) 
Nonconfiguratio11(1/ Propenies of English 

(SAT MORN: A) 

The comparison of German and English V(erb)P(hrase) structures will 
show that, while German is strictly configurational, English may well 
have a flat VP, with both complements and adjuncts as vo-sisters, at 
least in neutral contexts. Arguments are drawn from a GB analysis of 
Case- and 0-marking for unmarked constituent orderings of double ob
jects and adjuncts, of adjunct (pseudo-)passives, and of anaphoric re 
lations between complements and adjuncts. The differences in linear 
a nd hierarchical VP structures in the two languages are shown to fol
l ow from three parameters: HEAD POSITION (G:right!E:left), CASE-/THETA-HARKING 
(G/E: left) and MORPHOLOGICAL CASE (G: yes/E: no I , Since syntactic realization 
principles relate only to lexical arguments, adjuncts occur in places 
not needed for argument realization. 

The analysis relates to the configurationality debate: If German is 
configurational and English may have a flat VP, the inverse correla
tion between richness of morphology and rigidity of word order does 
not yield valid criteria for distinguishing configurational and flat 
languages. 

William D. Davies (University of Iowa) 
Agents, Themes, and l ·Ciwmeurs in Eastern Javanese 
In Javanese, Agents of passives and Themes of "ndversative passives" show similar 
characteristics. 

(1) Buku·ne di-keknO Siti nang Amir. 

(FRI MORN: B) 

book-DEF PASS-giveS to A 'The book was given by S1ti to Amir.' 
(2) Amir ke-paten-an arek-e nang rumah sakit. 

A AD-lose child-DEF at hospital 'Amir's child died on him at the hospital.' 

Among the commonalities of Siti ( the volitional Agent in (1)) and arek·~ 'the child' in 
(2)) are (i) immediate postverbal position (no adverbial material may immediately 
precede the NPs) and (ii) the inability to control pro subjects in adverbial clauses. 
The common behavior can be captured in terms of 1-chomeur by analyzing the adversative 
construction as a Union (proposed in Dubinsky 1985 for Japanese and Kana 1986 for 
Indonesian). Under the Union analysis, arek-t in (2) is put en ch6mage by the 2-1 
advancement of the Affectee, Amir. The 2-1 advancement from a transitive stratum also 
accounts for the nonvolitional passive marker ke-, which is part of the ke-cm 
adversa tive circumFix. 



Stuart Davis (Indiana University) (SAT AfT: B) 
Setsuko Kiyomi (Indiana University) 
On Comparing Two Theories of Reduplication 

In McCarthy & Prince's (1986) (henceforth 1-IP) theory of (partial) redu!:)lication the redu
plicative affix should be expressible as a ~late analyzablc as a possible prosodic con
stituent (eg, foot, heavy syllable, etc.) . Steriade (1988) has oroposed ti'lat reduplica
tion, whether total or partial, involves full copying of the base. Under steriade's the
ory, in partial reduplication, after full copyinq of th• base , a red~licative ~late is 
inlx>sed upon the full copy and then a ll phonenes that do not fit into the ta119late delete. 
1"!1ile l1P have analyzed a wide variety of cases of partial rerlu!;)lication in terms of their 
t~'leory, sane enpirical problE!IlS for the:t, such as Sanskrit intensive reduplication, have 
been pointed out by Steriade which are not problenatic under Steriade' s theory. In this 
paper, though, we present the case of Swati verbal dirU.nutive reduplication wi'>i.ch is pro
blE!llatic for Steriade's theory but not for MP's theory. In Swati reduplication of this 
type, a bisyllabic sequence fran the verbal ste:t reduplicates as a prefix (eg, 1~ --;> 
}ingi-linaisa 're5€1l'ble a little'). If the verbal ste:t is rronos<Jllabic then in reduplica-
tion the s:tllable y!_ is inserted (eq, f'la --) Myhta 'rain a little') . '!'he aM lysis of 
~ i s unproblematic umer MPs theory 1-ri.th the reduplicative ~late being a bisylla
bic foot and /y/ and /i/ being motivated as the default consonant and vowel in Swati. nte 
problen for Steriade's theory with this fo:rrn is it can't ntle 0<.1t ·~aM as a possibility. 

Deborah S. Davison (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Tonal Targets in Mandarin 

(SUN MORN: B) 

The target and interpolation model used in recent phonetic work has helped 
elucidate the empirical base of tone and intonation (Shih 1988) and under
specification (Keating 1988) in phonology. In this paper it helps clarify 
the relation between phonetic and phonological compon£:rts and thus evaluate 
competing analyses. Tianj in Mandarin's four lexical tones are analyzed as 
high and low falling and high and low rising, hence with distinct contour -
register features, by Shih 1988 (cf. Bao 1989 for Changting); the four tone 
sandhi rules change feature values. In contrast Yip 1989 (also Davison 1987 
& 1988) use II and L elements only, giving 1-.L, L, H, I.H respectively. Tone 
sandhi involves conto ur simplification or tone insertion, even though the 
rule application environment refers to contour tones as units. .Accustic 
data analyzed in a target and interpolation model shc.~o~ that sevE::ral low
levf:.l structta:e-changing phone.tic r~alization r~les may refer to register a s 
well as II and I tonal targets. 1'- hybrid model is prcposed in which struc
ture-preserving tone sandhi rules operate on abstract H and I elements in 
the lexical phonology, while register and scalar effects are introduced 
later as part of phonetic implementation tc produce surface phonetic repre-
c;pntatjons 

Molly Diesing (University of Arizona) 
Indefinite Object Interpretations and Extraction from NP 

(SATMORN: A} 

Indefinite object NPs in generic contexts are ambiguous bet ween a 
•quantificational" reading, and an existent ial c l os ure reading: 

(1) a. I usually read books about wombats. 
b. Usually, [book(x)] I read x 
c . Usually. [time(t)) j, book(x) & I read x. 

This ambiguity correlates closely with the poss~bility of ext r cction from NP: 
extraction eliminates the quantificational reading: 

(4) a. What do you usually read books about? 
b. •usually, [book(x) J I read x 
c. Usually. (time(t)) ~. book(x) & I read x 

If the quantificational reading of the indefinite is derived by "QH - .1 r&<J " 
the object to adjoin to IP (May 1977, 1985), the incompatibility o f the 
quantificational reading with extraction from NP (as well as parallel facts 
from German) can be explained by a costraint against having a trace in a n 
ungoverned position, in th1s case t he WH-trace which has been moved to such 
a position by QR: 
(8) (.,, What, ["(",books about td , ! 1,0tto usually !v,read t;) I 11 



MatthewS. Dryer (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
SVO Languages and the OV:VO Typology 

(SAT AFf: C) 

Within word order typology, two positions have been taken on the status ofSVO languages. One 
position (Lehmann, Vennemann) is that SVO languages pattern like V -initial languages and that 
there is thus a fundamental split between OV and VO languages. The other position (Hawkins, 
Comrie, Mallinson & Blake) is that SVO languages are an inconsistent type, intermediate between 
V-final and V-initiallanguages, and that the OV:VO typology is thus inaccurate. Evidence is 
presented here, based on a database of over 600 languages, that, although there are a few respects 
in which SVO languages exhibit properties intermediate between those of V-final languages and V
initial languages, they in general pattern very much like V-initia\\anguages, thus supporting the 
OV:VO typology. For example, despite appearances to the contrary in Greenberg's data, SVO 
languages tend to be prepositional almost as strongly as V -initial languages. Other characteristics 
for which SVO languages appear intermediate between V-initial and V-final languages in 
Greenberg's data tum out not to correlate with the order ofS, 0, and Vat all, such as adjective and 
noun (Dryer 1988). The order of genitive and noun is one of the few characteristics for which 
SVO languages are intermediate between V-initial and V-final: while V-initiallanguages tend to be 
NGen and V-final languages GenN, the two orders of noun and genitive are about equally 
common in SVO languages. 

San Duanmu (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Three Pitch Le11els per Tone Language? 

(SUN MORN: B) 

This paper argues that not all tonal levels contrast by pitch alone. In par
ticular, while the Tonal Hode tier correlates with pitch, the Tonal Root Node 
tier (TRN), or tonal Register, primarily correlates with voice quality. This 
leaves the upper limit of pure pitch contrasts to three. 

This analysis agrees with the fact that tone depends on relative pitch, not 
absolute pitch. It also exPlains why onsets do not bear tones. 

Nigel Duffield (University of Southern California} 
Processing Transiti11ity Alternations: Context Effects across Senrence Boundaries 

(SATAFf: F) 

This paper investigates the processing of thematically ambiguous English verbs, such as DROWN, which may have 
either a 'causative' or 'unaccusative' reading. Spec ifically, it examines the role played by pragmatic-contextual 
information in guiding, on-line, the selection of a particular (transitive or intransitive) thematic grid. Previous 
experimental work (Duffield 1990) suggests that the contextual information provided by a subject NP, as in (a) 
THE CRUEL MAN DROWNED HIS FRIEND'S CAT vs. (b) THE STRUGGLING SWIMMER DROWNED A MILE OUT TO 
SEA, is sufficient to determine thematic selection. This is evidenced by the significant 'garden-path' effect induced 
in inappropriate cases, such as (c) THE CRUEL MAN DROWNED A MILE OUT TO SEA, as revealed by an auditory 
word-monitoring experiment. 
The present experiment, also an auditory monitoring task, investigates whether such context effects are sustained 
across sentence boundaries: instead of a subject NP, a prior (and pretested) sentence provides the biasing context 
for thematic selection: (d) ARTHUR SHOULD HAVE BEEN MORE CAREFUL WHEN HE WENT SWIMMING. A FEW 
DAYS AGO, HE DROWNED MILES OUT TO SEA. vs. (e) ARTHUR WAS A CRUEL, BRUTAL MAN, WHO HATED HIS 
WIFE'S CAT.A FEW DAYS AGO, HE DROWNED MILES OUT TO SEA. Sentence-pairs involving semantically 
ambiguous verbs, such as CHARGE, previously shown to induce garden-path effects (Carlson & Tanenhaus 1988) 
are here used as control conditions. The results will indicate the extent to which pragmatic information can 
influence syntactic processing, and address the continuing debate about the degree of 'encapsulation' or 
'modularity' within the language parser. 
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(FRI MORN: C) Michele Emanatian (University of California-Berkeley) 
Shifting Perspective and the Development ofTense·Aspecr: Chagga 'come' and 'go' 

The semantic changes that accompany the shift a noorpheme undergoes from full lexical 
item to grammatical element are just beginning to be understood. Thi s paper e~plorPs 
those changes for two cases of deictic motion verbs which are becominc marlters of tense
aspect. In Chagga (Bantu; Tanzania) each of the motion verbs 'r,o' and 'come' has a 
meaning of purely physical motion, as well a s a future-like meaning of ' mot. ion' through 
time. It is argued that a) the basis for the polysemy of Chage.a 'eo' and 'come' is a 
metaphorical linl•ing of spatial and temporal deixus; b) the future-like "'l.'anings of thl' 
two verbs are charactPrizal;le as "prospc<..Live aspect" (Flt>ischman 1982) ; c ) t hl' SP.I'I"in~ 
anomaly of two verbs which are opposite in their deictic dircctedness both acqui rine 
future-oriented semantics is explicable, given the shared property or allowin~; a shift 
in speaker-perspective; and d) the prospective-aspcctual use of both 'go' and 'en~· 
may be accounted for by a single, simple conceptualization of te.1poral r elations . The 
Cha66a picture i s suegestive of soo•e general characteristics of 'come' and 'co' verts 
that mahe the• viable sources of grammatical futures . 

Karen Emmorey (The Salk Institute) 
Ursula Bellugi (The Salk Institute) 
Effects of Age of Acquisition on Grammatical Sensitivity 

(SAT AFT: F) 

American Sign Language provides a unique opportunity to investigate the effects of late exposure to a 
primary langua~e on adultlingu1stic processing because deaf people tend to have varying onsets of exposure to 
ASL. Using a s1gn monitoring task and a grammaticality judgment task, we investigated the sensitivity of 30 
deaf subjects to errors in verb agreement and aspect morphology. Sign monitoring taps automatic on-line 
processes and does not require overt awareness of grammatical errors. In contrast, grammaticality judgments 
arc made off-line without time constraints and with mctalinguistic awareness. In the monitoring task, subjects 
(10 native signers, lOearly signers (exposed to ASL between ages 4 • 7), and 10 late signers (exposed to ASL 
between ages 10 and 20) watched 70vidcotaped sentences and monitored for a target sign, pushing a button as 
soon as the target sign was detected. Sentences were either structurally correct or contained an error in verb 
morphology. Target signs always followed the correct/incorrect verb. We hypothesized that if subjects were 
sensitive to a grammatical error, response times would be slower if the target followed an error. Our rC$ults 
were quite dramatic. Native signers reaction times indicated that they were sensitive to errors in both verb 
agreement and aspect, but early and late signers' RTs indicated sensitivity only to errors in aspect morphology. 
Importantly, in the following off· line grammaticality test all three groups were equally able to consciously detect 
the grammatical erro rs. Our results sug~est that late exposure to a primary languasc affects the recognition 
and/or integration of verb agreement mformation within a sentence but leaves mtact the integration of 
aspectual information. Late exposure to language did not, however, affect grammatical knowledge of verb 
agreement or aspect morphology. 

Thomas Ernst (University of Delaware) 
The Phrase Structure of English Negation 

(FRI AFf: A) 

Pollock 1989 and others have analyzed English nQt as the head of NegP, 
taking VP or AgrP as its comple•ent. I present evidence agai nst this ap
proach, and then propose that OQt is (usually) in Spec,VP position. 

There are at least four arguments against DQt as a head: (1 ) VP Dele
tion, possible after Infl+n2t, is impossible after a second Aux--thus nQ1 
is not a head in the latter cases, so a unified analysis is possible only 
if nQt is an adverb; (2) if nQ1 is a head, the widely-assumed constraint 
that subcategorization is local is violated; (3) the relative s cope of me
dals and negation cannot be treated straightforwardly if DQ.t is a head; 
(4) DQt must be an adverb in order to account for certain raising facts. 

I suggest that the adverb DQt may occur in Spec of the VP complement 
of Infl, permitting deletion (cf . Lobeck 1987) only in that position; it 
is elsewhere completely like an adverb, barring deletion ( 1 above). In 
Spec,VP it is not a head, correctly giving 2-4: Infl and VP are again 
local with respect to subcategorization ( 2), and both scope facts and 
raising facts (3-4) can be accomodated by head-movement over D2t without 
violating the HHC (which forbids movement of a head over another head). 
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Joseph F. Eska (Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies) 
On the Evo/UJion of Celtic Word Order 

(FRI AFr: D) 

The basic VSO word order of Insular Celtic is exceptional among the Indo-European 
languages . Watkins , Celtica 6 , 1963 , 1- 49 , ascribes the development of VSO order in In
sular Celtic from the SOY reconstructed for Indo-European to a generalisation of marked 
Indo- European sentence patterns and a left~ard univerbation of compound verbs , motivated 
to large extent by a Celtic restriction upon the possible hosts for enclitics occurring 
in Wackernagel '' s position. This is the commonly accepted vie~ to-day. 

Watkins based his proposal upon certain uncommon patterns attested in archaic Old Irish 
texts . Since 1963 , a not insubstantial amount of Continental Celtic linguistic matter 
has come t o light , close analysis of ~hich suggests an alternative to Watkins' hypothesis . 

I will demonstrate that ~e can see the development of basic word order from SOV to SVO 
in the linguistic records of Continental Celtic , and that at the SVO stage certain con
structions , most notably that due to the restriction upon the possible hosts for enclit
ics occurring in Wackernagel's position noted above , motivate VSO order at S-structure . 
I ~ill propose that this and other constructions that motivate VSO order at S-structure 
may have b come so common as to cause a linguistic catastrophe whereby a generalised 
verb-fronting rule was implemented , resulting in the basic VSO order observed in Insular 
Celtic at 5-structure . 

Alice Faber (Haskins Laboratories) (FRI MORN: E) 
Evidence for Three-Way Up Position Contrast in English Consonants 

Phonological systems, from SPE on, treat lip rounding as a binary phenomenon. Rounded vowels and 
consonants are [+round] or have a (LABIAL} tier, while non-rounded consonants and vowels are [·round) or 
have no (LABIAL] tier. This implies that two basic settings are available for lip position and that observed 
variation in lip position results from phonetic context. The results of the present study suggest that three feature 
values, encoded in two binary features or in one tri-valued feature, are necessary to characterize lip postures for 
English consonants. English·speaking subjects produced ten tokens each of pseudo-words of the form <iCSa, 
aSCa, aSaCa, aC<iSa, <iCa, and aSa, with C rangmg over {k m r} and S over (s s}. Lip position for all 
utterances was monitored with a modified Selspot opto-electronic tracking system. Preliminary analysts for one 
subject showed no difference among (s r rn/ in maximum upper lip protrusion in the single-consonant utterances; 
each had c. 2.5 mm more protrusion than did /s/, which in turn had c. 1 mm more protrusion than /k/. More sig· 
nificantly, lip position for /k/ in the biconsonamal utterances was comparably affected by irrunediately preceding 
Is/ and /Sf; in each case, the /k/ was only insignificantly less protruded than the adjacent sibilant. These facts sug
gest that each of the two sibilants has its own characteristic, phonologically distinctive lip posture and that both 
sibilants differ from /kl in characteristic lip posture; the latter may be specified for minimal lip protrusion or 
(more likely) underlyingly unspecified for lip position, receiving its surface realization either from an adjacent 
sound or by default. 

Leona F. Fass 
A Minimal Deterministic Acceptor for Any (Structured) ConteJ:t-Free Language 

Structural properties distinguishing the context- free languages (CFLs) 
from regular languages (NL• l prerlude generalization ot significant RL 
recognitive theory to the entire CFL class. But vhen a CFL is reprP.sented 
in a skeletal structured fashion S and non-traditional slteletal auto~ata 
(SAs), introd uced by Levy and Joshi , are employed as syntactic analy2ers, 

(SAT AFT: D) 

ve find relevant IlL theory Indeed does generalize to the class of structured 
CFLs. With this approach ve prove any structured CFL S has a unique , 
finit e-state, minimal deterministic SA (DSA) acceptor. We show this DSA 
to be effectively obtainable from any known SA for s, from any CF grammar 
defining S, or, from a suitable structured language sample. Poss ible 
applications of these results, to such area• a s the design of efficient 
parsers, also will be describe~. 
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Kathleen Ferrara (Texas A&M University) (SAT MORN: E) 
Barbara Bell (Texas A&M University) 
Variation and Innovation in Constructed Dialogue Introducers 
This paper focuses on the full range of discourse variation in dialogue introducers, with particular attention to an 
innovative grammatical feature (be+ liu) found in personal experience narratives (Example: He~, "Why, 
what's wrong, why you still sitting up?"). The form was observed by Johnstone (1987) and dtscussed by 
Tannen (1989) as a means of introducing constructed dialogue, but use of the form has not yet been quantified in 
the literature, and its frequency relative to other discourse forms is not known . The study expands the work of 
Schiffrin (1981) and Wolfson (1982) which dealt with tense variation in verbs of quoting (e.g. said/says; 
goes/went) by examining the relative frequency of the three types say, go, and be +like in the past and Historical 
Present in 300 tape-recorded narratives from two generations of rural and urban Texans. The study finds that 
while say is the most common form (43%), be+ like (33%) is more frequent than instances of go_ (24%) as a 
dialogue introducer. The form is, likewise, more common for urban than rural speakers, and shghtly more 
common for females than males. The study shows that the form initiates constructed dialogue of several types, 
both representations of inner speech and apparently actual speech. The implications are that, contrary to 
Underhill (1988), who noted a decline in the use of like as a focus mechanism in California, there is diffusion of 
like into new geographical regions and new discourse functions. 

Josep M. Fontana (University of Pennsylvania) 
John Moore (University of California-Santa Cruz) 
VP-Subjects and se- Rejlexivization in Spanish 

(FRlAFf: A) 

The VP-internal subject hypothesis (e.g. Koopman and Sportiche 1987) is gaining acceptance. However, 
this proposal conflicts with a constraint on NP-movemem and reflexive clitics in Romance languages. Rizzi 
(1986) invokes a chain-formation algorithm based on local binding to rule out sentences like the Spanish 
example in (1a); however, assuming VP· internal subjects, his account would also rule out (lb): 

(I) a. * Juan1 se; ha side presentado ei ecja si mismoi. 
John has been introduced e. to himself. 

' 1 1 
b. [1p El hombre; se; esta [yp e1 mirando ec;a si mismoi en el espejo]]. 

[1p The man; is [yp e, looking at himself; in the mirror]]. 

Under Rizzi's account, se, is an intervening binder in (Ia)! preventing proper chain formation. This sllould 
also rule out (lb). We propose an account that retains Rizzi's chain formation algorithm, but excludes A
elements such as se from being potential A-binders (in itself desirable). We propose that se-reflexives 
require local·binding between a subject and the anaphor (an independently motivated constraint); this rules 
out (la), while allowing (lb). Our account makes further predictions with respect to noo-se-reflexives. We 
correctly predict these to be grammatical in conjunction with passive, but not with raising. 

Lisa A. Frank (University of Pennsylvania) 
Shared Elements in Modern Hebrew Free Pronouns and Past Tense 

(SUN MORN: D) 

The p~nominal and past-tense verbal systems in Modern Hebrew share remarkable 
phonolog ical and semantic similarities. Several possible analyses of this situation 
exist, depend1ng on whether one regards the two entities, pronouns and verbal suf
fixes, as identical or distinct but similar. Trdditional descriptions of Model"n 
Hebrew have described informally these shared elements, since they cannot be col
lapsed into any economical set of rules. Yet speakers are aware of such shared ele
ments - for example, in an.!_ 'I' and zaxarti ·I remembered' -- and have preserved 
them from earlier form~ of Hebrew, The current paper examines the possibility that 
rules compounding or cliticizing the pronouns onto a bare verbal stem, but determines 
that the most economical set of rules neglects the aforementioned similarities. 
However, J(anda] and (Joseph]' s 1988 notion of rule templates provides a framework 
for capturing these kinds of semantic and phonological similarities between distinct 
rules and/or items. J & J propose that a template can be viewed as a kind of (meta
)...-.,dunJ<~ncy rule express1ng formal unity across rules and representations. Adopting 
this approach, the cun:ent paper presents rule templates which capture the shared 
elements between and among numerous verb suffixation rules and pronominal items in 
the Modern Hebrew morphology. 
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Jack Gandour (Purdue University) 
Nature of Spelling E"ors in Conduction Aphasia 

(SUN MORN: E) 

A Thai conduction aphasic's performance on a writte n confrontation 
naming task is reported. Thai is a tone lanl uage, and tones are consist
ently marked in the Thai writing system . Spelling errors were classif -
ied as substitutions, additions, omi s sions, and reversals. A qualitative 
analysis of his spelling errors indicated that most erro rs were phonolo
gically si~ilar to the target stimuli , longer stimuli were more difficult , 
distribution of error types varied between segmental (con s onants, vowels) 
and suprase, mental (tones) units, phonological constraints were rarely 
violated, errors tended to occur at or near the beginning of word, over a 
third of the word s in error elicited multiple attempts a t a target word 
(conduite d' approche) which almo a t always resulted in the correct spelling 
and error patterns were similar to thos e observed in oral reading and 
repetition. The co-occurrence of symptoms across tasks is discussed in 
relation to a curre nt functional ar c hitecture for reading, repetition, and 
writing, and is hypothesized to refle c t primarily a functional lesion to 
the Phonological Buffer. 

Orin D. Gensler (University of California-Berkeley) (FRl AFf: D) 
Reconstructing a Word-Order Lock: Construct vs. Periphrastic •au in Proto-Semitic 

1 have argued that the key to any word-order (WO) change in Semitic (notably Ethiopic) 
lies in loosening the tight lock on VO-type WO found at the NP-level in Proto-Semitic (PS). 
That lock inheres in the PS "Construct" formation, whereby N(Head) -Dept embedding is ach
ieved through a rigid, quasi-compound asyndetic Head- Dept bond. The Construct locks in not 
only N-Gen order but also Prep-N and N-RelCl order , thus freezing PS in a VO mold . - - - The 
key to opening the lock is the competing strategy for embedding in Semitic: the ever
increasing use of a periphrastic subordinator *~u (N *~u Dept), used both as an "of"-word 
and a RelCl particle . Here there is no lock blocking a possible WO reversal: 

Head [ *du Dept ] ••R> [ *du Dept ] Head ••. as in Ethiopic. 
But *du (with i t s by-form •lu < *9u) I tself clearly reconstructs to PS. How, then, can 

we claim that PS WO was "locked"? The answer emerges from a func tional recons truction of 
*du in PS. Drawing on data from attested Semitic languages, this paper proposes that : 
a) With N-RelCl embedding, *du functioned in PS as a normal RelCl particle; but 
b) With N-N embedding, [*~u N] was only~ in PS, was essentially headless , and was 
s emantically distinct from "true" Possessee-Possessor embedding. Embedding involving two 
Nouns was done by Cons truct. Thus *du, though extant in PS, was l argely irr elevant to 
N-Gen (and thus Prep-H) ordering; ins tead of competing with Cons truct, it fulfilled a 
different function. For these WO parametersJ the lock was fully intact in PS. 

Jean Berko Gleason (Boston University} (FRI AFT: E) 
Rlvka Y. Perlmann (Boston University) 
Diminwives in Parents' Speech to Children 

Diainutives in English are a common teature of baby talk 
(BT) or of Child Directed Speech (CDS). Whereas soae languages 
(e.g. Latvian) have a rich repertoire of productive hypocoristic 
morphemes, English relies heavily on the hypocoristic ending 
yjie. This ending is perhaps the first morphological marker 
noted and manipulated by children. Moreover, the use of the 
hypocoristic carries with it the parent's own world view, insofar 
as the ending implies both approval and affection. This paper 
examines all uses of diminutives in the speech of 16 mothers to 
their children at three points in time: 14 months, 20 months, and 
32 months. Results indicate that diminutives are used with only 
a restricted class of the already small lexeae pool in CDS (with, 
for instance, proper nouns, soae body parts, kinship terms, 
games,etc.) . The use of diminutives is consistent across parents, 
although some use more than others, and girls hear a soMewhat 
different set of diminutives than boys. This latter can be seen 
as differential gender role socialization through the medium of 
language. 
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Chris Golston (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Level-Ordered Lexical insertion in AncienJ Greek 

(FRI MORN: D) 

The paper proposes that Lextcallnsertion <Chomsky 'b5} into ~yntactic structure is level-ordered: ev1dence is 
taken from Ancient Greek. At the first level only content words (nouns. verb~. adjecti ve~. adverbs) are 
msened: funct ion words are inserted at the second lnel. Sentence-level stress is .tss1gned 1!/!t' t' the first level of 
1.1 but hefure the second: thl~ deri1·es the fact that fulll"tion words in AG are not stressed. The model is 
e'lsentially an extl'nsion of the familiar Level Ordering used for Class I ( ·atum. ·llblt!) and Class 2 C 11ess. ·full 
aff1xe~ in English (Siegel '74: Kiparsky '82. Mohanan · ~21 . LOLl inserts function word~ into the derJvauon 
C{f'tt!r prosodiC structure has been created (as with Class 2 affixes~ and adjoins them to it without altering it: this 
late in~e1tion of funcuon words explains both wh) they are not mstrumental in creatin~ prosodic structure 
abo\ e the word <Chuc Group. Phonological Phrase. ell:. ) and 11.hy they cliticize w Jdjaccnt ~·ontent words 
<Dc~ine & Stephens 197!1. 1983: Hayes 1989): function words underl!o Ll without a syllable·tier of their own 
and are adjoined to t .\U'tillX prosodic structun: via stray adjunction (SA). SA assoCiates moras to the ~yllable
ner. resulting in the loss of syllables th,u occur in slow '(leech (/w a . ll l 'l!l' 'the man' > lwa.n<•er). LOLl thus 
lre.tts the 'reduction' of function words not by '1ru~ture de~troying mh•s of rfdllt tinn. but by invoking 
independently needed autosegmentalm/es of 11s.wriatum that license material stranded on the CV ·tier. 

Gale Goodwin G6mez (Columbia University) 
A Deixis/Kinship Model for a Yanomami Language of Brazil 

(SUN MORN: D) 

A bipartite s tructure for deictic systems (as opposed to the 
traditional tripartite one) contras t s 'I' and 'thou' with 'he/she ; ' 
likewise: ' t his' and 'that' contrast with a remote demonstrativ e 
'yon(der).' Thi s is the case in Yanam, where the personal and demon
strative pronouns f a ll together in a simil a r bipart ite framework. 
What is even more s triking is that the same framework can be seen in 
the kinship s ys tem. The feature of Yanam kinship terminology which 
reflects the btpartite deictic framework is the morpho logical irre
gular ity of the kins hip stems for a third person posse s sor {pi se e 
'his/her father-in-law') in contra$t to the stems which occur -with 
first and second person possessive forms (~-ce •my father- in-law• 
and ~-ho •your father-in-law•). Of the six sets of kinship stems 
referring to relatives of ascending generations, all have allomorphs 
for the third person s ingular which differ from those for the first 
and second person singular possessors. 

Merce Gondlez I Calderon (University of Iowa) (FRI AFT: A) 
The Lexical Clause Hypothesis: Evidence from Catalan and Spanish 

It is conunonly assumed that transitive subjects originate in [Spec, IP). On the other hand, the Lexical 
Clause Hypothesis (Speas, in press) argues that at D·structure all the arguments in a verb's 9-grid project to 
positions dominated by a projection of that verb. Under the LCH, the subject occupies a position within VP, 
assumed to be [Spec, VPJ. We present evidence from Catalan and Spanish in support of the LCH versus the 
[Spec, IP] hypothesis. Data such as (1) are crucial to our argumentation ; 
(1) (.Quitn trajol!m.!!!i~? Who brought for me a letter?' 
The (Spec,IP) hypothesis requires either ad hoc and unconstrained ad junctions (of VP-intemal arguments) or 
lowerings (of the subject) to account for this type of data, while the LCH together with the hypothesis that 
!NFL is a Lexical category in Catalan (GonzAlez 1990) and Spanish (Contreras, fonhcoming) account 
straightforwardly for the facts. In these languages INFL governs into VP, assigning Nom Case to the [Spec, 
VP], and obviating the need for movement of the NP in (Spec, VP] into the (Spec, IP]. [Spec, IP) remains a 
Caseless, 6-less "landing site" for movement of any constituent. The interaction of the LCH with a single 
parameter -- the Lexical vs. Functional nature of I NFL- explains the otherwise surprising and troublesome 
facts of constituent order in Catalan and Spanish. 
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Beverley Goodman (Cornell University) 
Dissimilation and the Form of the OCP 

(FRI AFf: B) 

A rule of dissimilation in Takelma (Sapir 1909; 1921) can be expressed in the following form: (a F)-> 
(·aF)/_ (aF]. Yip (1988) proposes that such rules are triggered by the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP, 
McCanhy 1986). In this paper I will present evidence that the OCP does trigger both dissimilation of nasals 
and coronal consonants in Takelma. However, the OCP as it stands is too strong and is not surface true. I 
£ropose that the correct statement of the OCP for Takelma is as follows: (i) OCP: '"Ia place] [a place]; 

(nasal] (nasal] (ii) condition: (a sonorant(. 
A large class of Takelma noun stems occurs with a characteristic suffix consisting of an unspecified vowel 

slot and a coronal nasal, i.e./- Vn/: (I) a. /dag+Vn/ -> [dagan] 'turtle' b. /gwith+Vn/ -> (gwithin) 'wrist'; 
(2) /sim+Vn/ ·> [simil)'dew'; (3) /gul+Vn/ ·> [gulum( 'oak'. These examples illustrate that the suffix surfaces 
as [-Vm] following a coronal sonorant and as [-Vl] following a nasal. 

The OCP operates on the coronal tier and the nasal tier triggering the delinking of the flace specification of 
the suffix consonant. The labial specification is supplied by default. The case o offending [+nasal) 
specifications receives the same analysis except that no default value is supplied and the segment surfaces as a 
non-nasal coronal sonorant (i.e., [!)). However, as ( lb) illustrates, OCP effects on adjacent coronal 
specifications are not absolute but rather depend upon like values for sonorancy. 

The OCP in Takelma accounts for coronal diss•milation in noun stems and also applies to underlying forms. 
Thus forms such as /IS'il/ 'red' are correctly allowed but forms such as '"/f!;ats/ are (correctly) disallowed. The 
OCP-trig¥ered dissimilation of coronal sonorants, therefore, is not an isolated case of an OCP-triggered 
dissimilauon rule but rather is the result of the OCP as it affects the grammar as a whole. 

Lynn Gordon (Washington State University) 
Nez Perce Relative Clauses 

(SUN MORN: A) 

Uez Perce has both internally and externally headed relat;v.~ cia~ses. Unlike other 
languages documented as having internally headed RCs (see Gorbet 1977, 1978; Cole 1987), 
flez Perce has free order of major constituents; moreover, modifiers and heads do not 
necessarily form surface constituents. Evidence that the "head" can occur structurally 
within the RC is found in the case marking. Internal heads can only be marked for 
the appropriate syntactic role in the RC, not in the main clause (as in (1)), while 
external heads must be case-marked for their role in the main clause (as in(~)). 
(1) Shi la-nm pe-cutkup-e kex ?ini:t-kex ku:y-e 

Shi la-TSJ 3/3-burn-PRF REL =1 house-to co-PRF 
'Shi 1a burned down the house l 1~ent to' -

(2) Sh1 la-nm ?ini:-ne pe-cutkup-e kax-kon-~a ku:y-e 
Sh1 la-TSJ house-DO 3/3-burn- PRF REL=l-that-to go-PRF 
'Sh ll a burned do1m the house l went to' 

RCs with internal heads form a con~ ti tuent containing the head; RCs with external heads 
not only do not contain the head, but t here is no evidence that they form a surface 
constituent with the head. 

Michael Hammond (University of Arizona) 
Derived Ternarity and the Domina Condition in Winnebago Stress 

(SUN MORN: B) 

In this paper, it is argue-d tlml the stipul;tUve Domino Condilinn (Halle and Vcrgnaud, 19117) c:: ut he done 
aw;1y with by unulyzing Winnebago (Hulc and While Eagle, I 'JI!OJ <IS:/ C<JSC of derived tcmary foo~ug. 

Main stress ill Winnebago falls on the tl1\rd syllable from the left. Secondary slresses fall on ultcrnating 
syllahlcs roll owing the pri111ary stress, hakinljikshittl<t, 'he pull~ itlllut'. The fuels or interest concern cpenU!elic 
vowel~ in~rtcd to hrc:1k up sequences of an obstruant followed hy n sonorunt consonanL In some examples, this 
cpenthcsi~ Hppcars to apply alkr stress assignmelll. i.e. ll docs not alter the distribution of stress: b.9Sh!lw~. 
'you nrc 111'. (Epcnthetic vowels arc hoklcd.) In otltcr examples, epcnthclic vowels do disrupt the dtstrihution of 
stress, suggesting that cpcnthcl is precedes stress ussignmcnt, hir;1ls!in~IJ<\ 'you dress, prepare'. 

The pmposal rnatlc here is tlmt epenthesis applies before sliess assignment, hut that epcnthcslzcd vowels 
;u-c marked as ·root-extnunetrical". This 111eans thal, if at all possible~ cpenthesizcd vowels must occur at the left 
edge of a fool. In oU1cr respects, the analysis is straighlforwan.l. The initial syllable is cxlramctrical and iambic feet 
<Ire huilt froiJI Jei'Lto right Following H;~ycs ( 1 1J87), iambs arc minimally hi morale. This requirement of 
bimnmidty will ocot~ionnlly l(m:c the Joss or foot-exuamctJical marking to rnak.e up u minimal iumb. In contr<lSt 
to the Domino Condition, foot-extrumcllic:llmark.ing cnn he shown Lo play u role in a number of other syslems, 
e.g. Oh.l English (Dresher & L<lhiri, 198/1). OE tmsically cxhibils stress on the first syllable and on every second 
mora counti11g frmn the left. However, there is evidence from <1 rule of High Vowel Dclctinn that the J"u'st fool is 
fullowcd hy n fml·extramctnculsyllublc. {A foot-extra metrical high vowel is dclclcd in an opcnsyllahlc.) 
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SJ. Hannahs (University of Delaware/Swanhmore College) 
Strict Cyclicity and Level Ordering in French 

{FRI MORN: D) 

:ertain facts of French phonology are argued in the literature to support 
a level-ordered view of lexical phonology. Thus, Johnson (1987) argues 
that the prefix in- is affixed at different lexical levels and Withgo t t 
(1982) that prefinal schwa deletion results from level ordering . In 
t his paper it will be argued, following Kaye (1988), t~at level ordering 
~s not required i~ these cases. Rather, it will be shown that the inter
action of Strict Cy c licity (SC) with cyclic a nd noncyc l ic affixation 
accounls for the facts. Thus, in- nasalizes before a stem-ini tial son
orant if there is an internal C'Y'Cle, but it assimilates i f t!;~:-<:> is 
no internal cycle~ a) cyclic ((in)mangeable] --> {emalab"l) ' ;,;;;-~t::ule '; 
b) noncyclic (i n + moral) --> (imoral) 'immoral' . Relyin:s on 5:..., thio. 
analysis provides s upport for el l•inating unnecu s~a rt lexica l ~·v~lc. 
This account of tw~ prefixes, cyc lic and noncyclic ia- , is alsv s~~-o~~= ~ 
inde~endently by ~emantic differences in compositionalily between f or•& 
in which the prefix nasalizes and those in which it as•i~ \ l•t~~. 

(FRI AFI': D) John U. Harkness (Harvard University) 
An ExpiQ/UJlibnfor the Change of Indo-Iranian *s...ro Avesran gb 

In Avestan a new cat egory of ve.lar nasal consonants arises as one of the outcomes 
of Indo-Iranian ·~; compare :>anskrll svasar- , and Avestan XVAIJhar- . This is a quite 
unusual diachronic source for new nasals . I n this paper I propose a new explanat ion for 
the unexpected nasality this segment acquires. This explanation r evolves around the 
observation that the hi s torical merger of t wo phonemes may yield t he phoneticall y more 
marked member of the pair . I n t his case a stage of I ndo- Iranian ~ust be reconstr ucted i n 
which there exis t ed both a non-nasali ;_ed form of *! (from Indo-European *~, *!• and *£) , 
and a nasalized fom - Indo-Iranian *! fror:1 Indo-European vocalic *m and *!1.• ilhile Indic 
lost the nasalit,, I r anian seems to have generalized the marked , nasal *(. «ith this new 
understandin~ of Irania~ phonological history it i s r.o l onaer a mystery that ·~ should 
become~ (through t he i ntermediary *hJ specif i cally in t he proxi mity of "!• which we 
now ta~e t o have been a nasal vo"el at the appropr iate point in pre-Avestan. 

Caroline Heycock (University of Pennsylvania) (SAT MORN: B) 
Specijicarional Pseudoclefts and Predication 

Specifica~ion&l pseudoclefta {I) are of interest because of the insights they offer 
into the syntactic reflexes of predication, and proposals explicating the syntactic 
distinction between them and predicational pseudoclefts (2) in terms of predication 
have been made in Williams {1983) and Ballin (1989). 

{1) What John is is proud of himself. 
(2) What John is important to him. 

An analysis of pseudoclefts as involving raising of a constituent of a small clause to 
Spec of IP can account for some aspects of their behavior, but this paper argues that 
some striking distributional restrictions on specificational pseudoclefts- e.g. their 
ungrammaticality in infinitival contexts and in inversion structures- require at least 
the additional hypothesis that in this construction the wh-clause obligatorily appears 
in the Spec of CP, rather than in the Spec of IP. Apparent counterexamples are shown 
to result from the ambiguity of sentences with wh-clausea as arguments. 



F.R. Higgins (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
The Fronting of Non-Finite Verbs in Old English 

(SATMORN: A) 

It is widely accepted that Old English, like the modern Continental West Germanic lan
guages, exhibits tbe effects of a rule fronting a finite verb to some left-feripheral position in 
certain contexts. It is argued here that non;finite verbs, most clearly o these the bare infinitive 
and the passive participle, may optionally be fronted in similar Cashton in certain contexts. This 
fronting does not affect to+ dative infinitive, which provides striking distributional contrasts, 
occurs only when the verb of the governing clause is itself fronted, and cannot be reduced to other 
processes known to affect non-finne verbs, such as the generalizations of West Germanic "verb 
raising" required in Old English. Its characteristic form in passive participial clauses may provide 
further evidence of the opttonality of the movement of the underlymg obJect in passive clauses in 
West Germanic. 

The main effects on word order here can be achieved b)' moving a VP-final non-finite verb 
form into the I position of a head-initial IP phrase. Such a configuration of the IP is found in finite 
subordinate clauses, and the only special feature of the current construction is therefore the 
requirement that the governing verb should also be in a head-initial IP. The Old English material 
does not yet provide arguments for a more detailed diagnosis of this property. 

Gary Holland (University of California-Berkeley) 
Transitivity. Causativity, and Surface Case in Old Norse 

(SUN MORN: D) 

There exists in Old Norse a sizeable number of verbs which take dative objects. and 
whose congeners in other Germanic languages occur with the accusative, e .g., (a) 
hestrinn drap ( gras h~fai (dat.) 'the horse drooped its head into the grass', Egill 
kasta5i niar horninu (dat.) 'Egill cast down the horn', (c) j>au hafa flestum (dat.) 
a kne komit 'they have brought most people t o their knees', ld ) verpa eggjum (dat.) 
'to lay eggs•. The traditional explanation maintains that the dative here can 
generally be translated by 'with' + the noun, and that this meaning derives from the 
Indo-European instrumental, which in Germanic merged with the dative. This explana
tion overlooks the crucial fact that the synchronic semantics of these verbs and 
thftir dative objects are not those of a verb plus instrument. It seems clear that 
collocations of verb and dative objec t are a 'construction' in Fillmore's sense of 
this term (1988, MS) . The unifying semantic feature is that these verbs either 
impart ~~ Dation to, or control the motion of, their objects. When used with 
dative objects, intransitive verbs are transi t ivized. Tran~itive verbs, on the 
other hand, undergo a dim1nution of transitiv1ty when they are used with dative 
cbjects. The construction spread through the lexicon, affecting verbs with the 
appropriate semantics. 

Ki-Sun Hong (Stanford University) 
An Analysis of Case Alternation in Korean in Terms of Control 

(FRI MORN: B) 

The purpose of this paper is to isolate the primary semantic factor relevant for the nominative I accusative 
case alternation on objects in Korean. My basic assumption is that case marking cannot be solely accounted for 
in tenns of a configurational structure, or grammatical functions. Instead, I calim that the case alternation is 
based on semantic infonnation. 

Korean has two kinds of dyadic predicates: one assigning accusative case to its object, and the other 
assigning nominative case (e.g., cohaha- I coh- 'like' , kaci- 1 iss- 'have'). Kim's account (1990) in terms of 
lexical conceptual structure (Jackendoff 1986) is not viable, since the predicates share the same conceptual 
structure. I claim that the semantic notion of a controller (Givan 1975) is relevant, based on five semantic tests 
for controllerhood: the subject of the predicate which assigns accusative case has co ntrol over the situation 
denoted by the predicate. In contrast, nominative case is sanctioned by the non-controller subject. This analysis 
correctly .Predicts the nominative I accusative case alternation in the other pairs of predicates, which share the 
same lex1cal conceptual structure and grammatical functional structure: (i) involuntary bodily movement 
predicates; {ii) lexical passives; (iii) receive type verbs; (iv) causatives . Theoretically, this analysis implies that 
case selection in Korean directly refers to semantic infonnation, which is not necessarily encodable in syntactic 
argumem structure. In this sense, it suppons the view that syntax can in fact be directly constrained by the 
semantic infonnation (Bresnan !982, Dowty 1986, T. Mohanan 1990, among others). 
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Qian Hu (Boston University) 
Semantic and Pragmatic Factors in the Acquisition ofWh- Questions 

(FRIAFf: E) 

It hae been widely reported and accepted that children acquire wh
quastions in a sinilar sequence, i.a.s what, wHere, who, why, how, 
when <Ervin-Tripp,1970 >. A lot of researches <Wootten, Harkin, Hood 
L Bloom, 1980, Tyack & lngran, 1977) have bean dona on the syntactic 
complexity that contributes to this order of acquisition, but little 
has been done on the semantic and prag~atic factors, the relation 
between parental input of different types of wh-quastions and 
children's acquisition. Basad on the analysis of 24 two-to-five year 
olds' interactions with their parents in a 30-minute lab play-room 
situation, this study examined the semantic and pragmatic factors 
that contribute to the relative later a~quieition of why and how
questions. The results suggest that why and how-questions embody a 
variety of semantic and pragmatic implications depending on the 
context. Accordingly, the input frequency of different types of why 
and how-questions with a certain semantic and pragmatic connotation 
is reduced. Both the semantic and pragmatic complexity and the 
comparatively infrequent parental input of different types of why and 
how-questions contribute to their relatively later acquisition in the 
saquanc:e. 

Jose Hualde (University of Illinois) (FRIAFf: A) 
Negative Lowering and Clause Reduction in Catalan 
Aissen and Perlmutter (1976) demonstrated that the phenomenon in Spanish by 
which an object of a subordinate verb cliticizes to a higher verb, as in 
la guiero ver 'I want to see her' must be analyzed as a process of clause 
reduction, and not simply as an independent rule of clitic climbing . Since 
then, a number of studies on the Romance languages have come to confirm the 
basic insights of this analysis. In this paper, confirming evidence of a type 
that has not been discussed before will be presented. In Catalan,there is a 
negative particle ~' which immediately follows a ve~b that is also preceded 
by n£, as in nose pas la resposta 'I don't know the answer . ' Interestingly, 
with those verbs that allow clitic climbing ~ may appear after the subor
dina t e verb: no l a vull veure pas ' I don't wan t to see her . ' On the other 
hand , verbs that do not allow clitic climbing do not permit ~-lowering 
either. Since both phenomena of cl~tic climbing and pas - lowering are 
triggered by t he same set of verbs, the conc l usion is that these two 
phenomena are aspects of one single process, i.e . c l ause reduction . 

Katharine Hunt (University of British Columbia/California State University-Fresno) 
WIJ- Movement and Case Assignment in Girksan 

(FRI MORN: A) 

Gitk!Mlll, a Ts iJnshianic language of nortn-tern British Columbia, ha5 overt 
wh-movament, which applies i n forming wh QU&Stions, clefts and relative 
clauses. T-.o unusual features of the tran5formation are the appearance of an 
otlwrwise unattested morpheme clO!W to ti'Mi! position o f subject traces and 
the fact that fronted NPs s urface wi th default case regardless of the 
morphological case which they would have received in t~oeir base gererated 
position, I propose that the !ipecial s ubject trace morphology is supplied to 
case-license the trace, while the def.-ult caM on fronted liPs is due to the 
absence of case chains in Gitksan CKoopman,1987) . 
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Sabine latrldou (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Clitics and Island Effects 

(FRI MORN: A) 

I t will be arguod that while Modern Greek OSV word-ord~r i~ the result of 
movement of the object out of the base-generated SVO order the OScl-V 
o rder (Cl~7ic Left Dislocatiaq is base-generat~d n3 ~uch . However,as also 
no~e<;l 1--!' C~nq':'e (1989~, the relation between ·~he object and the coreferent 
~l~t:..c ~ s subJect to ~slands, yielding a ;-drarlox for stdndard GB, where 
l -:aands are supposed to constrain only .nov,~tnent, ne e base-generated rela
t~ons. However, CLLD can be exPlainP.•.< \' ~ thout ::.hr.ndoning the aforementio~ 
standard hypothesis. Spe~ifically, ~on Kostd is moved out of the~sitibn 
and th~s movement obeys ~~lands. ton Kosta[! ~!aria ipe [o[Oti o Yanis ton idhe]) 

Dm' '<osta DEI' Mary said that Yanis him saw 
The ~sition is generi\ted on the mini:tal CP containing the clitic. This locality foll08 
fr~ structural :;on~traints on p.· .• ~ication, of which CLID is an instance: the D-position 
(hcensed by D-ll.nlung, cf. Pe:.<etsky (1987)) is the subject of predication, the mi irr.al 
clause containing the C'li'.:.ic (the predicate variable) is the predicate. It is als..'"l 
argued that what ha.,; been analyzed as extraction frcm a cliti c doubled position, is, in 
fact, extrac! io1; frcr.1 the ~sition: pion andra [ D [ t on maloSI':.,;)"}. 

Michael Inman (Stanfonl University) 
Vowel Coalescence: Assimilation or Fusion? 

which man · him (you) S("'O)ced 

(FRI MORN: D) 

In this paper I argue that vowel coalescence should be treated as an assimilatory process, instead of 
as a fusion process, as in (De Haas, 1988). The addition of vowel coalescence to the class of assimilation 
processes is a straightforward con~equence of the theory of assimilation proposed in Cho (1990) and offers 
the advantage of a more constrained view of phonological processes. The putative asymmetries in the di 
rection of spreading or in the designation of sites as triggers or targets which motivated the fusion analysis 
are instead derived from independent, (language-specific) constraints on syllable structure. Since vowels 
are typically unaffected by syllable structure contraints, asymmetries of the sort that affect consonants 
are not observed and thus accounts for the symmetrical nature of vowel coalescence. While the fusion 
analysis introduces unwarranted power into phonological theory, the assimilation analysis simply requires 
spreading rules, which Cho (1990) demonstrates are needed independently to account for interconsonantal 
assimilation, and the Obligatory Contour Principle, which has also been motivated elsewhere, for example, 
in the analysis of tone. 

Susan Banner Inouye (University of California Los Angeles) 
R&R: The Trillffap Contrast 

(FRI AFf: B) 

Scvcrru phonetic fcnUJrcs hove been pt'oposed to di~1111guish anterior coronnl trill from Laps, including 
heightened subglounl pressure (Chomsky and Hnllc. 1968). rate and vibration (Ladcfogcd, 1971 ). posture 
(Williamson, 1977) and others. In general, these proposals are based on hypothesized articulatory 
differences between trills and taps across languages, rather than on the phonological behavior of trills and 
taps conlnlSting within particular languages. The hypothesis under investigation here is that most or all 
such cases do not require such a feature. Examination of the behaVIor of contrasting trills and taps 1n 
several languages sbows that often there is some difference between the segments bes1des trill versus tap. 
ln Hindi, Panjabi (lndic), Kota (Dravidian}, Maung. Yolngu and DJingili (Australian). and others 
there is a place of articulation difference, with the tnlls being alveolar and the taps retroflex. In Malayalam 
(DravidiM), Catalan, Arabic (Semitic), and others, there is clear evidence that the trills pattern with 
geminate consonants and the taps pattern with non-geminate consonMts. The same melodic features can 
be used for both consonMt types, with the conlnlSt carried by the skcletnl structure. Thus there is no need 
for an independent tri11/tap feature, at least 10 lexical representations, in either of these groups of 
languages. ln certain languages, place of articulation and gemination do not seem to be participating in the 
distinction between tap and trill. These languages include Basque. Knliai-Kove (AustronestM). Piua-Pitta 
and Kurtjar (Australian). A feature specific to th(: tnllftap distinction may still be needed for lexical 
ccpr«:sentations in these languages (and possibly others), but ntleast with a more limited number of cases it 
may be easier to determine what this feature should be. 
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Miriam Isaacs (Rockland Community College) 
From Regiollill to Social Varianrs: Yiddish among Hasidim 

An exploration of the proces~es by which regional dialects are shifting to 
become socio-cultural variants across two generations of Yiddish speaking 
hasidim in Israel. To understand the how such changes occur. social and 
attitudinal factors determming selection of variants by the target popul:tUon 
are studied. Taped intervJews provide insight into informants perceptions. 
language loyaltJes and language policies. The tapes also provide phonological 
and mophological outcomes on the varaants themselves to assess how closely 
the perceptions of variat1on on the part of the speakers conform to reality 

Masahide Ishihara (University of Arizona} 
Prosodic Domain and Syllabification in Japanese 

(SUN MORN: C) 

(SATMORN: C) 

In this paper, I will argue that single morphological domain has one 
or two prosodic (or phonologica l ) domains (see Inkelas (1989)). Thi s 
distinction causes asymmetries in application of phonological rules. The 
argument comes from segmental rules related to syllabification in 
Japanese . The language has two suffixes which have an identical shape : ta 
"desiderative" and ta "past tense". The former triggers /if-epenthesis 
upon concatenation but the latter does not. I will show that the 
asymmetry resides in representational differences: the stem and des. ta 
have two prosodic domains while the stem and pst. ta have only one 
prosodic domain. The present approach, if correct, has a few theoret i cal 
implications: i) Japanese has only one morphological level; ii) Vowel 
epenthesis is not automatic; iii) a segmental rule may refer to an 
absence of a prosodic unit as a condition of the rule. This approach is 
better than the Lexical Phonological approach, where Japanese has more 
than one morphological levels and is required to have a loop to explain 
o rdering of ~orphological operations. 

Mary Jack (University of Pennsylvania) 
A PhoMlogical Deficit in Agrammatism? 

(SUN MORN: E) 

Agrammatism - in which it is usual for both morphology and syntax to be 
impaired in speech - can be one of the most linguistically revealing 
aphasias, especially when it involves a significant interaction with 
phonology . Given the inti~ate interaction between morphology and 
phonology in intact grammars, and the major role of morphology in 
agrammatism, it appears that phonological processes must be addressed 
before "higher level" phenomena can be accurately accounted for . 
secondly, just as in morphosyntactic analyses, a hierarchical framework 
such as non-linear phonology is necessary to deal adequately with t he 
data. Finally, based on comparison with slips of the tongue (cf. 
Shattuck-Hufnagel 1986 ), the present evidence supports the hypothesi s 
that some aphasic deficit s differ from normal slips of the tongue more 
in quantity than in quality . 



Neil G. Jacobs (Ohio State University) (FRI AFf: D) 
Glide-Substitution in Northeastern Yiddish 
All modem Vtddtsh (V) dtelects (Western= WV, Central= CV, Northeastern= NEY, South
eastern= SEV) possess surfece diphthongs. Generally1 the westernmost dlelects (WY, CV) 
heYe both the front off-gHde 111 end the beck off-glrae lwl, whtle the easternmost 
dialects (NEY, SEY) lack lwl-gllde. The lwl-gllde has disappeared from NEV,SEY es e result 
of e number of seemingly unrelated htstortc~tl processes, described In Weinreich ( 195B) 
end Herzog ( 1965). The present peper shows thet the loss of lwl Is pert of the generel 
loss of long vowels In NEV, SEV; In the vowel-length dlelects (WY, CV, end the Courlond 
sub-region of NEV) lw]ls melntetned. The metn sources of (w] ellmlnetlon In NEV were: (e) 
lntervoc~tltc herdenlng to (YJ (tom< *llWir 'sour'); (b) Joss before lebl~tl(tzed) 
consonants (vartents Mm. < *ta:tan 'hardly',.IM! < •mw 'mouth'); (c) hypercorrection 
besed on l (vertent mn < *.kmw.t 'cebbage'); (d) the putative rule of lwJ-gllde fronting I 
- C (v~trtent k(QJ1 < *krv.Yd 'cebbege') Is snown not to be 11 conditioned sound chen a 

Is en otherwlse- ecceptable cluster)hbut rather en Instance of ~-
with the other aYetlllble glide, 111 (cf. ypercorrect form~< d.Hnln 'to prey' . 

J en Independent phoneme ln V, wherees rwJ Is not. G.S. creotes surface diphthongs 
which m11y be reinterpreted (In non-length dialects) es short Yowel + conson11nt; Yowel + 
lwl could only be Interpreted es long Yowel or Yowel seQuence. These observations 
suggest a reenel!,lsls of dlphthonps generally tn non-length Yertet.les of Y. 

Pauline Jacobson (Brown University) (SATMORN: B) 
Antecedent Contained Deletion withouJ Logical Form 

Using recent accounts of extraction and quantifier scopes within the Categorial 
Grammar literature (e.g., Steedman, 1988; Hendriks, 1987), this paper provides an 
account of Antecedent Contained Deletion (ACD) under the view that surface sentences 
are directly assigned a model-theoretic interpretation rather than being mapped into a 
Logical Form. Sag (1976), Williams (1977), and Larson end May (1990) point out that if 
the "missing" material in (1) is understood as said he read then the object NP has only 
a de re and not a de dicto reading, and this alsc follows ,mO::er the analysis here: 

1. His father said he read everything which his teacher also did. 
I also show that ACD provides evidence for a wrap operation (as in, e.g., Bach (1979), 
and show how the formalization of Wrap in Pollard (1984) can be incorporated into a 
Categorial Grammar with function composition. Given this formalization of wrap, the 
analysis here (but not the LF analysis of ACD) correctly predicts that the "missing• 
material in (2) cannot be understood as said Mary put on the shelf: 

2. John said that Mary put every book which Sam also did on the shelf. 
This reading does emerge in (3), which also follows under the present analysis: 

3. ,fohn said that Mary put on the shelf every book which Sam also did. 

Janice Jake (University of South Carolina-Columbia) 
Empty Categories in Fur 

{FRI MORN: A) 

Thia paper examinee problema encountered in the analyaia of empty categories in 
aentential complement& in Fur, apoken in weetern Sudan. In (1) below there are two empty 
categoriea, ea, co-indexed with 111:!1. and e,, co-indexed with kitab-a. 

1. Blit-ai kitab-a, mumkin ge [ala9 et dogola-ei e1 innil 
Alia-d&t book-pl, able be+Jpl (camp ea children-dat e1 give+legJ 
' Por Ali it ia poaeible to give the children booka' 

one interesting aepact of examplea like (1) ie the assignment of 9 roles to Eli-si and 
kitab-a. The 8 role of kitab-a ia determined by e1 • Thie is true for any nominative 
caae NP controlling eubjact-verb agreement of 'be possible'. This suggesta that in (1) 
81 ia an NP trace resulting from the movement of kitab-a to to subject position in the 
matrix clause. This analysis ia not unproblematic for a Govern=ent and Binding 
fra.awork, in that there appears to be NP movement out of finite clauaes and out of 
case-marked poaitiona. Possible eolutions to theae and other problema will be propoaed 
and evaluated. The NP Bli-ai ia interpreted ae baarng two 9 rolea, that of beneficiary 
in the .-trt. clause and that of agent in the aentential complement. What is interesting 
about the interpretation of thia NP is that it must bear two 8 rolea1 that ie, the 
poaition occupied by ea cannot be filled by an overt NP. The analyais of empty 
categoriea like ea ie alao diecuaaed in a Government and Binding framework. 
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Richard D. Janda (University of Pennsylvania) (SAT MORN: D) 
Brian D. Joseph (Ohio State University} 
Morphological Constellations, Hypera/Ullysis, and 'Elsewhere' Violations in Modern Greek 

Morphologists have generally imported from phonology the "paradigm" of factoring out 
recurring elements and accounting for them via mdependently motivated rules. Such an 
approacll avoids positing for particular a lternations unique rules whose parts are for-
mally identical to those of rules required elsewhere. But precisely the analysis of real 
morphological paradigms suggests that adherence to the practice of factonng out recur
rent elements in mo~holexJY can create a plethora of rules whose interaction violates 
the r]E[Isewhere" ]C[onditJonl. A case in point is the person- and number-marking in the 
Modlern] Gr{ee)k pret[erite). When elements recurring across end1ngs are isolated and at
tributed fo indiVIdual rules, there result many instances where the application of a gen
eral rule is not blocked by a preceding specific rule or is followed by a specific rule. 

This situation supports Janda & Sandoval's '84 claim that morphological rules are not 
subject to the same EC which governs phonology. But these putative EC vio lations in the 
Mod. Grk. pret. may actually indicate that not all recurring elements across the various 
suffixes should be factored out, and that to do so Is actually to engage in quasi-histori-
cal hyperanalysis not reflective of the synchronic competence of nat1ve speakers. In
stead, one may analyze the relevant endings as realized by rules introducing a combi
nation of recurrent elements, yet still capture the obvious formal similarities across 
these rules via Janda & Joseph's '86 "rule constel!ations" and "meta-redundancy-rules". 

Eloise Jelinek (University of Arizona) 
Noun and Verb in Yaqui Possessive Sentences 

(FRIAFT: A) 

There a re Possessive sentences in Yaqui (Uto-Aztecan) where the lexical 
noun that is head o f a possessed NP appears in the sentence-fina~ verb 
node, Eollowed by any one of the large s~t o f Tense/Aspect/Mod~l~ty 
suffixes that o ccur with verbs. Any r es1dual complement to th1s head noun 
is marked Accusative, as a non-s ubject . 

1) inepo woi-m tu'tuli-k maara-kan 
I two-PL pretty- ACC daughter-PAST PERFECTIVE 
I had two prett¥ daughters. 

The N may originate J:n a rel ative clause wi thin a possessed NP . 
2) •aapo uka __ em hinu-ka-•u-ta kava'-ek 

he DET:ACC 2sPOSS buy-PERF-REL:OBJ-ACC horse-PERF 
~he horse that you bought belongs to him. 

These moved nouns differ crucially from verbs as foll ows: a) They can 
appear with or without an ACC complement; b) An ACC complement has no 
lexical N head; c) The subject argument may have only a Possessor theta 
role . When these construct~ons are passivized, an Impersonal i s produced; 
there is no object which can be raised to subject. In these Possessive 
sentences, zero level N goes directly to zero level V; the internal 
Possessor argument of the underlying NP is raised to INFL, where it gets 
NOH case. 

Brian D. Joseph (Ohio State University) 
Hinite llllfiw:la 'inside, indoors' and the l11do-Hittite Hypothesis 

(FRI AFT: D) 

The Hittite adverbial aodyrza 'inside, indoors' is generally taken as a frozen ablative. 
However there is no trace of ablatival meaning in andurza. and though adverbs in :Ia 
without ablatival force do occur, they are generally variants of locatives; no such locati
val by-form is attested for andyrza. Accordingly, a different account of aodyrza is pro
~sed here: andurza contains the IE adverbial suffix *-s of multiplicatives, e.g. *dwis 
twice' (Skt ~. Grk S{c;, etc.), and other forms, e.g. Grk xe£c; 'yesterday'(< *g'h-dye-s), 
etc. with the same phonological development of •-rs# as 1n hasterza 'stal' < *H2ste(:)r-s. 

This analysis has important consequences for the lndo-Hittite hypothesis, regarding 
the relation of Hittite to the other IE languages. The multiplicative use of ·-s seems to 
be an innovative functional specialization ollate IE, since other uses of •-s are quite 
diverse with no distinct distributional pattern, i.e. relic forms. Interestingly, Hittite 
also has a prod~ive numeral formation in :iS- surely related to the '-(i)s of *dwis--in 
the forms 2:ii. ~etc. which Laroche 1947 has taken to be multipl'catives. 

Thus both Hittite and the rest of IE share a common innovation--the productive 
specialization to multiplicative function of the earlier more general adverbial • -s--a 
Situation which would be unexpected under the lndo-Hittite hypothesis (see Oettinger 
1986), but which would be expected if there were no IE unity that did not include Hittite. 
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Keiko Kaminashi (Tsuda College) (SUN MORN: B) 
Old English Stress and High Vowel Deletion 

We will try to analyze Old English stress (e.g. w6rdu. Mafudu j~lini~pellnges. 
r~dels/rtdelsas) and Htgh Vowel Deletion (HVD) (e.g_ ~~word. werudu-.~ 
l}ealudu-+Mafdu. ~-scettan) by constructing grid constituent structures, under (i) 
Proje<:tions (I) and (II), the lat~r of Which gives rise to the bipositionatity (=bimoraicity) of 
heavy syllables m Quantity Sensitive languages, and (ii) the Boundary-Head Construction 
J>rinciple, and the Constituent Integrity principle. among other principl~s . A comparison will be 
made with the grid consutuent structures construe~ in t.M framework. or Halle & Vergnaud 
(H&V) ( 1987) Our grid constituents contain two levels of foot construction, Fi- and Fj
construction. our structures are able to account for all outputs or HVD Which Is asserted to be 
com~ or two processes: Metrical Transformation (zx-delinking) and Syllable Transformation 
(• (7'-delinlting) H&V's structures cannot predict the right outputs of HVD, as far as heafudu
llblQy, ~_,~are concerned. We will suggest that thiS is because their structures are 
not construe~ meeing the principles given above, Which gives us confirmation for these 
principles and the mechanism of Metrical Transformation. 

Christine K. Kamprath (Leltpertise Linguistic Software) (FRI MORN: D) 
Toward a Restrictive Model of Unstressed Vowel Reduction 

Allhough general limits on the shapes and sites of stressed vowel CSV) systems aDd their UDstrused 
counterparts have been rec:ogniled since Trubetskoy's (1939) innntori.,, phonolo1ic:al theory bas 
largely ianored the widespread phenomenon of unstressed vowel reduction (UVR). Sla.odard feature 
theory can describe neutraliutiont of natural dams of SVt to som• UV by featun-chaoaina rules but 
leaves the details of the process of reduction unmotivawd and unconstrained. 

This paper propnes that a thuory whil:h represents vowel slf'Uctu" u unary primitives oraanized in 
head/dependent relationships (vao der Hulst 1988, 1989; Anderson a.t.en 1987: Kaye et al.l98~. etd 
tao account for UVR as a simple paramewrized operation of prunina non-bead branc:bes. As suc:h it 
straigbtfonrardly constrains and predicts lhe natural clUMs of SVs which c:u neutralize, u well u lhe 
identity ofth11ir corresponding UV and the shape and size of the UV inventory. ll nonetheless allows for 
a variety of neutralization relationships, constrained by structural limitations on head/dependent 
c:onfisurations and motintes, in its simplitity, the •* spread of the UVR phenomenon. 

The paper presents data from languages with a variety of SV and UV inventories, including some whose 
identical SV and UV inventories patwrn differently (Catalan. Romansh, eld. llalso discusses the effect 
of stren vs. syllable tim ina and pitch n. stren ac:c:enl on UVR. ll araues that a systematic model of UVR 
11 necessary to account for the identity and interaction of vowel features (tf. the debaws over place vs. 
11rtic11lator. and the status of the features fopenNl <Clements 1989) and IATRD. and to inform the 
development of automatic: sp"ch rec:o1nition and synlhesisapplic:ations (fujimura, 1990 ). 

David J. Kathman (University of Chicago) 
The Categorial Status of the Welsh Verbal Noun 

(SAT MORN: D) 

In recent syntactic ~o~ork on l~elsh, the class of uords traditionally lcrlo1m as 
"verbal nouns" (or VNs) have generally been treated as non-finite verbs, since they have 
verbal meaning. However, there is considerable evidence that they are best seen as 
syntactic nouns, with their maximal projection (the verbal noun phrase or VNP) being 
an NP. Welsh VNPs and NPs have essentially the same internal structure, and a wealth 
of evidence points to the conclusion that a VN plus its logical object are in a 
syntactic genitive construction; this evidence includes similarities in the use of 
pronominal clitics and prohibitions against the doubling of these cl i tics. In terms 
of distribution, both NPs and VNPs can appear as subject or direct object of a finite 
verb, or as object of a preposition; in contrast, finite clauses cannot be objects of 
prepositions or subjects. Though there are a few ways in which VNs behave unlike 
regular nouns, these are perfectly consistent with VNs being a special class of 
syntactic nouns. 

If (as I try to show) h'elsh verbal nouns are syntactic nouns, then this is a clt!&r 
case where syntax and semantics are not correlated in the usual way, since VNs are 
certainly syntactically verbal. I suggest that the theory of Autolexical Syntax , in 
which syntax and semantics are parallel but independent, Cdn handle this discrepancy. 
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Judy Kegl (Rutgers University) 
Ann Sengho.s (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Cross-Linguistic Comparison via rhe Elicitation of Conrro/led Narratives 

A.s ,:,n extens v'• 01 1 ve vears o: researc'l on N1carag.Jan S:gn Language tsee 
V.:>•j' .~ ' wa~a. ' 989). t ~·ls st:;cy used two nonver!':la1 cart0ons selected on tt1e 
tas•s of ' ... e"· 3t> t' ;•y t ·:> e' •clt classlfle"s. veros of motlon and locat ion, ano 
lot:auve arocJ per<so" .Jgreernent, to LSN <LenguaJe de S1gnos N1caraguense l 
,,..,d t'3"J Ud•w•a oe Signos ~1caraguense1 signers m corder to e11clt top•c
cor.trol iN 1"\arr·;Jr. ivo>:. that. "erve as 't•e rJaSlS of cross-comoanson Thes.:
c.;,ta cvde;.: ano transcnbec <J;oow \JS :o craaracter ize an abrupt 
·~ s:ontlnu:tv :) f.'~ween l.S\ <a peer-group Pldginl anc::JSN <a nat lvized 
'.::r,g: •. ~ge. T~1e f.''>C ~· tfO'nct: o' a par a 1 e 1 corpus of cat a :or A5L s1gners 
~ ·h~ wec W'>!. f.' 'l';,~ ~·c co~,par l son .v 1tn that !anguage as well 

Robert S. Kirsner (University of California-Los Angeles) 
News Value, Face, and Durch liiJm:.: A Questionnaire Exp~ri.menr 

(SUN MORN: C) 

(SAT AFT: A) 

Most treatments of the Dutch utterance-final 1 intensive • particle hoor, as in Zeg maar 
Anneke, hoor 'Go ahead and call me Anneke, please do' (Shetter 1988:131) are too vague 
to predict its use; cf. Geerts (1984:676). In contrast, Kirsner and Deen • s postulation of an 
explicit component of FRIENDLINESS for !Joor (1990:3,6-8) suggests that there will be a 
simple linear relationship between the relative • goodness of news • communicated by a 
sentence Yli.t.hmU the particle and the relative acceptability of final hoor in that sentence. 
The more • friendly • or 1 positive • a sentence is on its own, the more compatible it should 
be with hoor. However, a questionnaire experiment reveals that the actual relationship 
between 'news value' and acceptability with floor is not linear but asymmetrically 
curvilinear: Though hoor remains least acceptable in 'negative • sentences such as U bent 
ontslagen! 'You • re fired! ', it is surprisingly less acceptable in very positive sentences than 
in neutral ones. This paper presents a revised semantic analysis of floor which, 
supplemented by the theory of face in Brown and Levinson 1987, explains the quantitative 
details of the data. 

Sotaro Kita (University of Chicago) 
Universal and lAnguage-Specific Characteristics of Gesture·Speech Relationship 

(SAT AFT: F) 

It has been claimed that speech and the gestures that spontaneously accompany the sp~ech 
are manifestations of one psychological process (McNeill 1985) . However, prior works do 
not discuss about what aspects of the gesture-speech relationships are universal or 
language-specific. This is a significant question since it might help sort out universal 
and language-specific aspects of the cognitive process o f speaking. An experiment is 
carried out, in which Japanese-English bilinguals are shown six-minute cartoon and retell 
the story in both Japanese and English to a different listener who has not seen the 
cartoon. The analysis of the videotaped narrations reveals that the temporal relation
ships between gestur e and speech is sensitive t o s elf-repair, discourse connec t ors, 
semantics, and syntax in both languages in a simi l ar manner. The analysis also reveals 
that the g~stures in Japanese narrations are mor~ elaborate and, in a certain speech 
context, take the view point of characters in the cartoon more often . This coul d be the 
evidenc~ for the claim that the kinetic planning of gesture as to when to start and stop 
moving limbs with reference to the aspects of speech that are shared by languages has 
universal characteristics . By contrast, how gesture rep resents the imagestic content of 
the memory might be language-specific. 
(McNeill, David. 1985. So you think gestures are nonverbal? Psychological Revi~w. 92 . ) 



Robert Kluender (University of California-San Diego) (SAT AFT: F) 
Marta Kulas (University of California-San Diego) 
The Influence of Family History of Handedness on Syntactic Processing: Evidence from ERPs 

The~ is substantial evidence in the event-~lated brain potential (ERP) literatu~ for sensitivity of the N400 to 
lexicosemantic information, but only recently have there been attempts to investigate syntactic phenomena. 
Osterhout (1990) has claimed to have evidence for diffe~ntial processing of syntactic violations occurring 
mid-sentence as indexed by a late positive-going component in the averaged wave form provisionally refe~ 
to as the "P600"; he also ~pons an N400 occurring at the end of anomalous sentences as an index of failed sen
tence interpretation. Bever et al (1989) have reported on a large body of evidence for differential language pro
cessing between right-handers with left-handed family members (RLs) and those without (RRs): RRs appear to 
be more sensitive to syntactic structure and RLs to conceptual information. Our experiment looks at the pro
cessing of classic movement constraint violations in English by both RRs and RLs. Preliminary results are as 
follows: (I) the N400 appears to be sensitive to lexicosemantic information in both groups; (2) syntactic viola
tions occuning mid-sentence tend to elicit an N400·1ike response in RRs but a P600-like ~sponse in RLs; (3) in 
sentence-final words, both groups reflect difficulty of processing in a P600-like component and ungrammatical
ity in an N400-Iike component. These findings a~ consistent with an interp~tation of the P600 as an index of 
syntactic processing difficulty and of the N400 as an index of ungrammaticality. They also suppon Bever's 
hypothesis that RRs are mo~ sensitive to syntactic structure than RLs. 

Masatoshi Koi:l;uml (Ohio State University) (FRI MORN: B) 
Secondary Resultative Predicates in Japanese 

Kegl and FeUbaum ( 1988) suggest that a secondary resullative predicate (SRP) is adjoined to VP, 
whereas McNulty proposes that it is sister to the verb. This paper discusses distribution of SRI's in 
Japanese, and &r&ues (i) that an SRP in Japanese is dominated by V', and (ii) that, if we assume that an 
SRP is assigned a non-referential thematic-role, the distribution is derived from the principle of 
predication proposed in Koizumi ( 1990), which slates that a predicate must be c-governed by both the 
NP it is predicated of and a zero-level category. I will draw the conclusion (i) from several syntactic 
tests including quantifier scope interaction, weak crossover phenomena and soo-su "do so" 
replacement For instance, in Japanese, the pro-verbal form soo-su "do so" may refer to either VP or 
V' but not a fragment of V'. When soo-su is used, the SRP is obligatorily replaced by the pro-verbal 
form. This is shown in (1). 
(1) John-ga zibun·no kuruma-o kiiDWl nuUa. Tom-mo soo-sjta I •Tom-wa ahku soo-sila. 

-Nom self· Gen car ·Acc yellow painted -also s<Hlid -Top red s<Hlid 
'John painted his own car yeUow. Tom did so,too. /Tom did so red.' 

H the SRP could be base-generated outside the V', it should be able to appear outside the scope of 
soo-su. lbus, it is dominated by v·. 

Jaklin Komfilt (Syracuse University) 
Turkish (Non-)Comitatives 

(SUN MORN: A) 

This paper azgues, contra Aissen{1Y~YJ 1 that the subject of ll) consists, on reading a . , 
of a complex NP that is a coordinate construction (CC), with t he second conjunct a silent , 
1.st person singular pronominal, rather than A.'s Plural Pronoun Construction (PPC), with 
a silent Plural pronominal head and the comitative phrase as an adjunct (rather than as a 
conjunct, as proposed here) , (1) Hasan-la sinema- ya git-ti -~ 

-with (Colli tati ve) cinema-D:I.t . go-Past-.hP!.:. 
(1) is ambiguous between two readings• a. I went to the movies with Hasan1 b. We went to 
the movies with Hasan.--An apparent counterpart of (1), claimed by A, to be-an~stance of 
the PPC, with an overt plural 1.st person pronoun, is shown to involve a parenthet ical CC 
rather than the PPC. Further, it i s shown that the genuine counterpart of (1) with an 
overt s~ar pronoun and plural agree~ent is an instance of the(double-headed, since co
ordinate CC and not of a logically possible Singular Pronoun Construction (SPC) With the 
singular pronoun as single head and the comitative as adjunct. Differences between (first) 
conjuncta and PP-adjuncts within complex NPs will be listed• Differences in truth values, 
in case ~ing properties, and in determining the person feature of agreement . While A. ' s 
particular analysis of Turkish (non-)colllitative constructions will thus be shown t o be 
wrong, her general claims Hill be maintained• Agreement is controlled syntactically,rather 
than semantically, by a "surface" (rather than "deep") constituent. 
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Rena A. Krakow (Temple University/Haskins Laboratories) (FRI MORN: E) 
Ignatius G. Mattingly (University of Connecticut/Haskins Laboratories) 
Conflict between Jaw and Lips in Vowel Production 

Recent work on articulatory coordination suggests that lips and jaw collaborate to achieve targets ol 
aperture. In the present study, we have examined the effects of height, rate, diphthongization, and 
consonant voicing on bilabial aperture for vowels and on the individual contributions of the upper lip, 
lower lip, and jaw. 

Light-emitting diodes (LEOs) were attached to the speaker's upper and lower lips and, for observation 
of jaw motion, to a splint fixed to a lower front tooth. The vertical movements of the LEOs were recorded 
as the speaker produced, in a carrier sentence, at fast, normal, and slow rates, utterances of the form bVb 
and bVp, where V was one of I 1 £ a I (monophthongs) or I i e aj 1 (d iphthongs). Movements of the 
upper lip minus the lower lip (aperture) and of the lower lip relative to the jaw were derived from the 
signals recorded. · 

Our results show that lip aperture does vary according to the factors manipulated and as such should 
be considered an important aspect of vowel production. However, the pattern observed was, at times, the 
result of apparently conflicting labial and mandibular goals, whose importance should not be 
underestimated. Thus, for example, the jaw acted to reduce lip aperture for diphthongs relative to 
monophthongs, while the upper and lower lip acted to increase lip aperture. Also, as vowel height was 
increased, the height of both the jaw and upper lip increased so that the jaw was effectively functioning to 
decrease, and the upper lip to increase, the aperture. [Supported by NIH grants H[).{)1994 and DC-00121.) 

Tina Kraskow (University of Pennsylvania) 
Multiple Wh-Movement in Slavic 

(FRI MORN: A) 

Rud1 n ( 1988) s howed tha t in Slavi c and Roman i an, multiple Hh- movement fell into two 
classe s : one w1 th all t he Hh• phrases in (Spec , CPJ (Bulgar i an, Roman1anJ, the other with 
one uh-phrase i n ( Spec , CPJ, t he others adjoin~d t o IP <Poll sh, Serbo-'Croat ian, Czech). 
( 1) co. Cine c ui c e i - a dat ? <Romani an) 

who to-whorn what t o -him-h•a. given "Who gave what to ~o~hom'f" 
b . [ c,. [ 8 ,..c WH WH WHJ C ( ,,. ••• V ••• 

(2J a . Kt o komu co dal? <Polish> 
who to-whom what gave ~wno gave what to whom?" 

b. Cc,. [ .. ,..c WHJ C £,,. WH (,,. WH £,,. ••• V ••• 
The cont r ast betwel:"n ( l bl and <Zb > rai se s two ques t i ons: Ci ) How do we account for the 
fcoc l t hat a ll the Hh -phras l:"s arE- in (Sp•c , CPJ i n (lb) b1.1t not i n (2b l?, (i i) What is t l1e 
nature o f t he m<~vera&nt process that adjoins the Hh- phrase!i t o IP in (2b>? I propose thAt 
the above contr ast is related to th• presenc e of obligatory i nversi on i n s1ngle Hh
questions in the ( lb ) languages <BALKAN), and t o 1t s absence 1n the <Zb) languages 
WLAVlCl , r "pr <-senti ng di f fNo?n t s t r ateg1es f or 'ri'alizing' C. In BALKAN, the ECP forces 
the r<h-phr as e s t o (Spec , CPJ, but not i n SLAVIC. For <ii>, I propose that uh-movi'ment is 
OR at S- strudur l.', a nd a ssuroe 'least effort.' Cllti c /2 in Slavi c forc i's the leftmost Hh
phr as•· to (Spec , CPJ , and t he ECP in BALKAN f orces alI thi' l-lh- phras &s to [Spec , CPl. 

Karl Krippes (Indiana University) (FRI AFT: D) 
Archaism and Innovation in Mongolian Dialects 
The reconstruction of proto-Mongolian anlaut *P raises two theoretical 
problems t l. ) anlaut h *P is attested in Middle Mongolian (MMo. ) and 
preserved in some .isolated dialects as h-, but zero in major dialects, 
therefore reconstruction based only on Mongolian evidence yields *h-, 
2.) evidence for labiality comes from both ancient Mongolian loan-words in 
Manchu and Nanai (of the Tungusic group) and from assumed Tungusic cognates 
which derive from proto-Tungusic *P· This paper will examine recently 
published Mon~olian dialect materials from the PRO for the archaic Mongol
ian dialects {Oagur, Baonan, Dongxiang, Monguor, Shera-Yugur) in order to 
develop criteria for determining which words retain MMo. anlaut h- and 
which words with anlaut h- involve a secondary development of¢> h-, with 
or without the presence of a Middle Mongolian or Tungusic counterpart. 
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Paul R. Kroeger (Stanford University/Southern Illinois University) 
Non-Subject ConJrollees in Tagalog 

(FRI MORN: B) 

Tagalog presents a counter-ex.tmple to the near universal generalization that Equt targets {or 
controllecs) are always grammatical subjects. Syntactic tests such as relativization, clefting, 
raising. quantifier float, etc. uniquely identify the NP which bears absolutive case (the ang-phrase) 
as the grammatical subject of the clause. However, in the most productive type of obligatory 
control construction in Tagalog, the controllee in a transitive complement clause must be the 
"logical subject" (or Actor) rather than the grammatical subject of the complement clause. 

Janet Fodor (1974} argues that obligatory control constructions of the type under 
discussion here mu~t sati~fy two constrnints, one semantic and the other syntactic. I will formulate 
the semantic constraint as requiring that the Equi target be the "detenninanf' of the controlled 
situation, i.e. the participant who is responsible for the event taking place. If there is a volitional 
agent involved, that agent will normally be the determinant and thus the only possible controllee. 
However, a shift in detem1inant is possible through a process which Sag and Pollard (1990) refer 
to as "coercion". This effect is possible in Tagalog only in a particular class of verb forms wh1ch 
Schachter and Otancs (1972) label · Ability or Involuntary Action" (AlA} verbs. When the 
embedded verb carries AlA morphology, the controllee may be either the logical subject or the 
grammatical subject of the complement clause. 

Elisabeth D. Kuhn (Virginia Commonwealth University) 
Directive Speech Acts and Speaker Responsibility in Hungarian 

(FRI AFf: C) 

Analyzing dl.rective speech acts to determine how speakers utilized their authority, 
l found that one of the most salient features was whether the speakers openly reli.ed on 
their authority or whether they cited some outside source to get their t.ask accoot>Hshed. 

Data from Hungarian support the assl.lllption that there is irdeed a fundarrental dif
ference between these two kinds of dlrectives. Hungarian distinguishes them by using 
different grammatical structures: In speech acts where the directive force is ackn~ 
ledged as coming from the speaker, Hungarian uses the irrperative morpheme b ~ in i.ts 
various manifestations (including /f./ after another "~, • as in "olva§~" (reach)) . In 
speech acts of the kird where the speaker avoids taking overt responsibility for getting 
someone to do something, Hungarian uses a different grantTiati.cal marker that i.s virtually 
limited to these cases: The verb i.s in the infini.tive ard has a personal possess ive 
ending: "olvalrm" tread). 

Hungarian thus granmaticalizes a furdarrental pragmatic distinction, which shows 
that this distinction is crucial in the analysis of directive speech acts, especially 
with respect to how speakers use their authority, in data from other languages as well. 

William A. Ladusaw (University of California-Santa Cruz) (SAT MORN: B) 
Interpreting Negative Concord Structures 

This paper proposes an analysis of negative concord structures in which negative argument expressions 
are treated semantically as indefinites (after Heim 1982) and syntactically as elements in a negative chain 
(after Kayne 1984). It provides a compositional interpretation of negative concord, illuminates the relation 
between it and negative polarity item licensing, and provides a typology of crosslingulstic variation in 
conditions on negative concord based upon data from English, the Romance languages, and Serbo-Croatian. 

Negative concord requires special attention in compositional semantic interpretation. 1n this analysis, the 
concordant terms are linked to form a 'negative chain'. It is the negative chain as a whole which negates the 
sentence. The semantic contribution of the negative terms no(ne) and never as arguments is therefore divided 
from their ability to express clausal negation. As argument expressions they are interpreted as indefinites, 
capturing their relation to the negative polarity items like the any and ever. 

This theory of the semantic interpretation handles the apparent idempotence of negation in negative 
concord, explains Linebarger's 'immediate scope' requirement on negative polarity licensing, and provides a 
treatment of negative noun phrases in existential constructions, where their analysis as generalized quantifiers 
is problematic. Negative concord is subject to a good deal of variation across languages and dialects. (Cf. 
Labov 1972, Zanuttini 1988.) The paper proposes a typology of this variation in terms of conditions on the 
formation of negative chains and the surface syntactic position of their heads. 
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Christiane Laeufer (Ohio State University} (FRI MORN: E) 
Reverse Interference in the Timing Patterns of Stops 

The temporal implementation of l!'renc h stops by a group of (native 
French) advanced French- English bilinguals is examined to determine 
patterns of reverse interferenc e (RI). The data consist of digitized 
waveforms from ten repetitions of eve wo rds read in short frames (e.g., Dis 
bac/bague a Marie) similar to the ones used for English in a previo us study 
(e.g., Yell bock/bog at MarY). Duration meas urements are being made of VOT 
and closure of initial ~; glottal pulsing in initial and final QQ&; vowel 
and following stop clo sure; and final stop release. 

On the empirical side, the aim is to determine which of the parameters 
are most susceptible to RI and why; what the relationship is between order 
o f acquisition and the occurrence of RI; and between L2 mastery and Ll 
attrition. On the theoretical side, the aim is to det ermine the nature of 
the phonemic and phonetic representations of the bilinguals' English and 
French stops. Existing studies o n VOT, the only parameter for which RI has 
been investigated, have produced conflicting results: unmodified Ll 
categories (e.g., Caramazza et al. 1973); Ll categories modified in the 
direction of L2 (e.g., Williams 1979); Ll catego ries modified in the 
opposite direction (e.g., Flege & Eefting 1987a, 1987b). 

Yetunde Laniran (Cornell University) (FRI MORN: E) 
Patterns of Pho~tic Realizations in Yoruba Tones 

In their work on japanese intonational palterns. Pierrehumberl and Beckman (1988, P&:Bl suggest an experiment 
to examine the phonetic realization of different lexical tonel in sequence P&B suggelt the use or experimental 
data 10 distinguish between an underspeciried or fully specified account for a sequence of identical Iones in the 
phonological representation of tonal or accentual languages. P&:B claim that a rising pitch contour in japanese can 
be predicted, if lt is assumed that there is no tonal specification for intermediate syllablel between initial L and 
final H syllablel in an utterance; the rise in pitch is a result of inle!l)Oiating between the L and H. The hypothesis 
in P&B about surface tone representations was tested by conducting three experiments in Yonlba. In the lest 
sentences, the first syllable is followed by 2 to 7 syllablel L, M and H, as illustrated by : (Ll 1-r L... (1-r • 2-7 Hs). 

Our results show that Yorilbii uses a more complex system for specifying targets and interpolating between 
targets than for japanese or Hawa. For example. going from a L to a H target depends on the number of H tones 
following the L tone. If there is a single H tone, there is a rapid rise to the H target, whereas when there is more 
than one H tone for irutance, it takes two H tonel to get to the H target before there is a plateau of pitch of the 
last three tonel. The prtnciplel proposed by P&B to account for the interpolation pattern in Japanese do not 
generalize to Yoruba. Neither OCP nor underspecification alone can account for the phonetic realization of tones in 
Yonlba data, since there is a rise before a plateau is achieved. We conclude from this and other results that tones 
are fully specified and the phonetic implementation rule in Y onlba is sensitive to each of the surface tones in an 
uuerance. This srudy shows that phoneuc implementation rulel in tone languages can provide valuable inslghl 10 
surface representations in non·tonal and 10nallanguages 

Peter Lasersohn (University of California-Santa Cruz) 
Generalized Conjunction and Temporal Modification 

(SATMORN: B) 

In the usual semantics for conjunction, the extension of a coordinate predicate ~ 
at time £will be the intersection of the extensions of ~ at ! and g at !· The intension 
of ~ does not carry information about when a given individual has property P and 
when it has g, but only when it has both. Unfortunately, certain adverbials are sensitive 
to information about the conjuncts, and not just their intersection. For example, to 
determine the denotation of alternately hot and cold, one must know the times when an 
object is hot, and the times when it is cold -- precisely the kind of information which 
is lost in the standard analysis of conjunction. This paper will suggest a lattice
theoretic, event-based analysis, in which conjunction corresponds to a sum operation on 
events. Events of alternation with respect to a complex predicate ~ systematically 
show a certain structure: They have subevents which are not of type ~. but whose 
sum is of this type, and these subevents have disjoint running times. Alternately is 
assigned a semantics which filters out events which do not have this structure; this 
allows interpretation to be assigned compositionally, without the information-loss 
paradox which results in more standard approaches to generalize~ conjunction. 
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Eun-Ji Lee {University of Connecticut) (FRI MORN: D) 
Vowel Hannony and Diphtlwngs in Middle Korean 

Some gaps in the paradigm of a~ di.-pb,_,th..,...ong_s__,...tn"""M::"":"7':'(id..,...d,.,...lt ..... )-=K=-r(or-ean-T") "'T.O~SC:-.-:A-:.D:""tJ~is 
suggested to foUow from vowel harmony and an undersptdficatton approach to it (alo: 
defaUlt Vs un<Strlytngty). MK harmony is claim~ to be spreading of l+roundl, an 
autostgment, 1-round) being a r~undant feature. The vowel i behaves exactly like 
consonants in transparency to harmony: none of them are claim~ to belong to the 
adjacency class tor harmony; even 11 they are sltipped, it does not result tn a violation of 
adjacency reqUirement of spreading. Diphthongs are assum~ to be form~ under a 
single branching nucleus n0<1t. None of a and o form diphtnonas because they are 
underlyingly unspeciti~ and nothing is under one half of a single branching nucleus 
n0<1t. The vowel i freely constitutH a diphthong with every vowel (d. i, a, and o) t>ecaus. 
of the neutrality of it to harmony. Tbt reason for *wa(ua)/w:)(U~) comes from harmony. 
The fact of *yi(ii)/*wl(ut)/*wU(uu) are due to the obligatory contour prinCiple (OCP) (with 
harmony). Two identical root n0<1ts are adjacent. violating the OCP. 

Yunhee Lee (Boston University) (SAT AFf: A) 
The Social Function of Korean Topic Change Discourse Markers 

Through the analysis of the use of three Korean markers gende, genqjeM, 
andje in the conversations of a Korean TV drama, this study demonstrates that it 
is essential to consider the social as well as the discourse functions of markers, 
within Korean culture for a more comprehensive view of the functions of these 
markers. Results suggest that an important discourse function of these three 
Korean markers is to signal "topic change." A closer examination, however, 
reveals that the use of these markers also reflects certain aspects of social debris, 
especially the speaker and addressee relations. It is suggested that, in the past, 
traditional use of the markers was onJy related to the cultural emphasis on 
hierarchical relationships. Although, historically, the markers gende and 
genajena were non-honorific markers, and the marker je was an honorific 
marker, I propose that modem use of these markers is closely related to 
traditional, socially determined hierarchical relationships as well as to individual 
values concerning those relationships and the degree of fonnality of the situation. 

Charlotte Linde {Institute for Research on Learning) (SAT MORN: E) 
The Open State o{Talk: Social, Physical and Technological Factors in Discourse Organization 

The organization of discourse must be understood in its social and material context. The discourse level can not 
be studied autonomously, independent of non-linguistic features of the situation. This paper defines the open 
state of talk cosn as one of several structuring contexts for discourse, and shows how il is constructed by the 
social assumptions, physical selling, and technological resources of the panicipants. This tenn was first used by 
Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974), but not defined. This paper shows that OST contrasts with suict 
conversational organization in that the no-gaps-n~>-overlaps rule is suspended. Gaps in talk are penniued and 
frequent because other legitimate activities of the setting may override or interrupt talk. 

The social factor defining the OST is that the interlocutors are in a legitimate relation requiring continued 
copresence. There are physical factors which facilitate this: ie spatial layouts pennining continual access: open
plan housing, open offices, gathering places at coffee machines, etc., and technological resources permitting 
degrees of access: telephone, video conferencing, remote screen sharing, etc. Data from two work sites shows 
one work group which has constructed an OST, and another which has not. This difference has imponant 
linguistic consequences: length of penni ned pauses between utterances, whether pauses are treated as marlted or 
unmarked, number of pause fiUers, presence or absence of linguistic uptake for remarks, presence or absence of 
closing markers, and scope of closing markers, whether or not second conversations are treated as side 
sequences, and conversion of OST into conversation by introduction of discourse units such as narrative. 
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Linda Lombardi (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
Privative Laryngeal F earures and Neutralization 

(FRIAFT: B) 

This paper examines the r~onolo~y of neutralization and assimilation of [voice) and 
other laryngeal features. l conclude, following Mester and Ito (1990!, that (voice) 
is a privative feature, and that assimilation of [voice) is a combination of the 
operations of neutral1zation and spreading, both of which are independently needed in 
phonology. This analysis result& in agreement in voiceless clusters without 
spreading of [-voice). Neutralization is delinking of the Laryngeal node {Clements 
1985). It is formalized as due t o a positive constraint on the Laryngeal node which 
has the effee t that [voice ) is licensed only in onset position, so that elsewhere it 
delinks. Doubl~· linked (voice], as in the output of spreading, will escape the 
effects of the constraint due to the Linking Condition. Neutralization in woni
internal syllables does not always correlate with word-final neutralization; 
languages may have the former and not the latter. I argue that this is due to the 
special status of word-edges in licensing: as otherwise impennissible elements can 
appear due to Final Extrametricality, similarly otherwise impermissible feature 
specifications may be allowed at word- edge. 

Mark L. Louden (University of Texas-Austin) (SUN MORN: C) 
Covert Prestige and the Role of English in Plain Pennsylvania GeT71Uln Sociolinguistics 

The bilingual situation among the 'Plain' Pennsylvania Germans (Old Order Amish, Old 
Order 1·1ennonites) presents one of the mere interes ting in North American sociolinguistics, 
but also one of the most frequently misunderstood for the fact that the parameters 
defining their sociolinguistic situation are so unlike those of other bilingual speech 
communities in the U.S. and Canada. One particular point of misunderstanding is the rol e 
English plays in defining Plain Pennsylvania Gerwan (PPG) sociolinguistic identity. In 
this paper I examine the functions of English within PPG-speaking society and relate 
them to Labov's classic notion of 'covert prestige'. 

The functions of English in PPG society can be understood by viewing English as 
covertly prestigious, though in a way significant ly different from the context in ~1hich 
it has been articulated by Labov and others. English, while overtly considered an out
group symbol of the 'worldliness' contrary to the Plain lifes~s at the same time 
regarded by speakers covertly as 'high' (class)' (PPG 'hooch', synonymous \"lith 'Englisch' , 
i.e. 'non-Amish'), or prestlgious, and is an important source of language change. Thus 
the covertly prestigious variety in the PPG sociolinguistic equation, English, is not 
the variety of in-group identity and solidarity (PPG). -

Ian Maddieson (University of California-Los Angeles) (SAT MORN: C) 
Syllable Structure and Phonetic Models 
Phonetic models like Lindblom's Theory of Adaptive Dispersion (TAD} aim to account for some 
aspects of phonological structure. TAD derives segments from principles that favor sequences of 
articulatory gestures involving less effort, and types of acoustic sequences producing temporal 
patterns with sufficient auditory contrast (when the set of patterns is evaluated jointly). So TAD 
predicts relative frequencies for particular sequences more directly than for particular segments or 
inventories. However, little is known about the cross-linguistic frequency of sound sequences. 
Janson (1986) analyzed the frequencies of CV syllables In 5 1anguages, suggesting that CV's 
requiring smaller articulatory movements were preferred over CV transitions showing strong 
auditory/acoustic contrast (Kawasaki 1982). This conclusion is overstated: no statistically 
significant tendency for dental/alveolar consonants to pair with front vowels and for labial and velar 
consonants with back vowels is present. To obtain further i nsight, the lexical frequency of sound 
sequences in a sample of genetically distant, geographically dispersed and typologically disparate 
languages is being suveyed. To date, results parallel those found in the reanalysis of Janson's 
data. Particular attention will be focussed on the analysis of systemic contrast in a subset of the 
languages which have unusually small phoneme inventories and only CV(V) syllables, since these 
languages provide a particularly clear test of the predictions of TAD. 
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lan Maddieson (University of California-Los Angeles) (FRI MORN: E) 
Peter Ladefoaed (University of California-Los Angeles) 
The Sounds of the World's Languages 

The sounds of the world's languages are very diverse but certain types of sounds are much 
more common than others and there are considerable co-occurrence constraints. In order to build 
an appropriate linguistic phonetic theory It is necessary both to make accurate observations of all 
the sounds that languages use and to describe their patterns of occurrence. We have now 
assembled a database illustrating nearly all of the different speech sounds known to occur. The 
data will be exemplified with recordings of the clicks of various Khoisan languages, the lingua-labial 
segments of some languages of Vanuatu, unusual phonation types in languages of South-East 
Asia, the two types of retroflexion in Badaga vowels and the set of four voiceless sibilants in Toda 

This database has enabled us to determine the parameters that are needed for a more 
adequate description of the distinctive sounds of the world's language. Our results clarify the nature 
of the weaknesses of two current models which aim in different ways to account for the sound 
patterns of languages. A biological model which emphasizes principles such as ease of articulation 
and auditory distinctiveness faces the challenge of accounting for the range of data we have 
presented. A second model, typical of modern phonology underrepresents the number of sounds 
we have observed, and also does not permit much of the variation between languages to be 
specified. 

Linda Manney (University of California-San Diego} 
States, Results, and the Active/Passive/Middle Continuum in Modern Greek 

(SAT AfT: C) 

The pres ent research provides a semantic account of voice marking (active vs , 
middle) within several classes of stative and change of state verbs in Modern Greek, 
The proposed analys i s relies on a theory of transitivity as a grad i ent property of 
the clause (Hopper and Thompson, 1980; Langacker, to appear) and on the r ole of 
prototypes (Lakoff, 1977; Dowty, 1988) and semantic networks (Langacker, 1982) i n 
explaining grammatical behavior, first, it is argued that active vs. middle voice 
marking is semantically motivated in terms of an energy continuum or its abst~act 
analog, On such a s cale , causation and pure s t ate occupy the two extremes ; active 
vs , middle voice correlate with greater vs, less energy, respectively. Second, it 
is claimed that passive voice is an extension from the middle network of meanings . 
The presentation thus illustra tes the central r ol e of the semantic continuum in 
expl a ining an a rray o f data from the Modern Greek voice system, 

Alec Marantz (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Icelandic Quirky Case and the Theory of Double Object 

(FRI MORN: A} 

Marantz (1990) proposes a theory of double object constructions, similar to Larson (1988), 
in which the first object is the specifier of a VP headed by an affixal verb, with this verb taking 
a VP complement containing the second object; such D-structures are projected from "event 
structure." Zaenen et al. ( 1985} note certain restrictions on the distribution of morphological 
case markings in Icelandic double object constructions and on the syntactic behavior of the 
objects. Most of these restrictions follow directly from the above theory of double objects, given 
a particular understanding of the phonological realization of "Case." In particular, we take 
the various names of case markings to stand for particular "spell-outs" of Case within 
structurally defined domains. When the upper verb directly governs the lower V in double 
object constructions, both Vs are in the domain of INFL and the higher verb is marked 
relative to the lower; the behavior and Case-marking of DAT-ACC double object verbs follows 
immediately. When the lower VP is closed off from government from above, the upper NP 
may be ACC or DAT, the lower DAT or GEN, and only the upper may passivize. The DAT 
ACC double object verbs will be shown to parallel those from Georgian and Albanian while 
the explanation of the possibilities/impossibilities of passivization in different double object 
constructions carries over to passivization in Kinyarwanda. 
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Yael Maschler (University of Utah) (SAT MORN: E) 
Metalanguage and Discourse Markers in Bilingual Conversation 

Building on Becker 1988, this study develops a theory of metalanguage and illustnucs the iconic 
bilingual strategy of separating the metalingual utterances from the rest of the discourse by means of 
language alternation in a corpus of20 hours of Hebrew-English bilingual conversation. Those unerances 
metalingual with respect to discourse structure are found to occur at language game (Wiugcnstein 1953) 
boundaries and to constitute utterances of the type Schiffrin (1987) and others have described as discourse 
markers. I illustrate that discourse markers of the following sorts are separated in language from the 
discourse they frame: perception verbs, confirming expressions, temporal and location deictics, 
contrastive, causal, and resultative expressions, expressions organizing the order of games, introducing 
side games, conjoining or disjoining games, expressions providing information about the speaker's 
cognitive states, and expressions employed to avoid silence. The study further illustrates a distinction 
between discourse markers and sentence level conjunctions in bilingual discourse: when the expression is 
employed at the discourse level, it is generally accompanied by a move to Hebrew, whereas when it 
functions as a sentence level conjunction, it is generally not accompanied by a language switch. The study 
proposes a classification of the switched discourse markers based on Becker's approach to text as 
constrained by contextual realms (1988), and relates this classification to the phenomenon of clustering of 
switched discourse markers. Finally, the study considers the question of equivalence of discourse 
markers across languages and cultures. 

Victoria Walker Massey (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hiii/Massachuseus 
Institute of Technology 
Dative Subjects and Dative Objects in Albanian 

(FRI MORN: A) 

This paper addresses binding problems in Albanian, aa in (1), in which i t appe•r3 that 
the reflexive theme of a psych verb has 11oved to Spec,IP position wh«re it receives 
nominative Case and c-commands and binds a dative experiencer in apparent violation of 
both Principles A and C of the Binding Theory: 
(1) Vetja1 nuk i durua 11e ka• erier i t1. 

self-NOM! not cl-3sDAT endure-3sPrNAct more waiter-the-DATI 
'The waiter could not endure himself any longer-' 

The paper argues that word order and Case are not reliable tests of subjecthood. It 
argues on the basis of reflexives, cross-over effects , pronouns as bound variables and 
other tests of c-coauaand that dative experiencers are syntactic "subjects" blocking 
movement of the theme to subject position, forcing !NFL to move down to assign nominative 
Case VP-internally. The word order in (1) is t he result of A-bar scraJDbling. In 
contrast, the paper shows that dative goals of non· psych verbs are syntactic objects, 
permitting A· move111ent of themes over them, showing no such apparently exceptional binding. 

Yo Matsumoto (Stanford University) (FRI AFT: C) 
A Quantiry-llmplicature Account of the 'Invited' Inference of Conditional Sentences 

In this paper, I will argue that the so·called "inv1tedM inference of a conditional sentence {Geis & Zwicky 1972) is a 
case of a Quantity- I implicature (i.e. an implicature based on the Maxim "Make your contribution as informative as i$ 
required"). This is the view which was first adopted by Horn (1972) and Boer & Lycan ( 1974), but was later argued 
ag~inst by Atlas & Levinson (1982). Atlas & Levinson's view is based on the claim that the inference of ( I b) from (I a) l$ 

1hc opposite of the possible implicature from (1 a): (I b) is stronger than (Ia), and thcreforQ the Quantity-I implicature of the 
utterance (I a) should be the speaker's belief of the denial of (I b). 

(I )a I w11l give you $5 if you mow the lawn. (I )b I will give you $5 if and only if you mow the lawn. 
I argue that (!b) does not count as a proper stronger alternative to (Ia) for a principled reason. ( I b) is stronger than (Ia) in 
1hat it asscns an additional negat1ve propositmn: the speaker will not give the hearer $5 if the hearer does not mow the lawn. 
Such negatively restricted stronger expressions do not generally count as a legitimate stronger expression for implicature. 
An examination of such expressions shows that they are non-monotone {Barwise & Cooper 1981 ), the property that (some) 
non-scalar expressions have (Hom 1989). Such expressions do not form a · Hom scale" (Hom 1989). 

The inference (I b) is attributed to the denial of another kind of statement stronger than ( Ia), such as (2). 
(2) I will give you $5 if you mow the lawn or clean my room (or do any other thing), 
The denial of a statement like (2), together with the assertion of ( Ia), amounts to (I b). 

Thus, the invited inference like {I b) is a regular case of Quantity-! implicature, and its apparent problem can be solved 
in tcnns of a general condition. 
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Reiko Mazuka (Duke University) (SAT AFT: F) 
Processing of Center-Embedded Sentences in Japanese 

In psycholinguistic literature, center-embedded (CE) sentences have been widely known to 
cause serious processing difficulty (c.f., Eady & Fodor,l981). However, some have argued that 
the difficulty of processing CE sentences are caused not by virtue of the center-embeddedness 
of the clauses, but by other factors such as the presence of nested gap-filler relations Cc.f., 
Hakes, Evans & Brannon, 1976). Since it is not possible to construct a CE sentence without 
nesting gap-filler relations in English, this hypothesis cannot be critically tested in English. 
In Japanese, on the other hand, CE sentences can be constructed without nested gap-filler 
relations. Therefore, in this study, experimental results for processing of CE sentences with 
Japanese native speaker are reported. The Japanese results showed that CE sentences, 
especially doubly CE sentences, are difficult to process even without nested filler-gap 
relations. The Japanese results are also contrasted with CE sentences in Chinese and 
Korean. 

James D. McCawley (University of Chicago) 
Comparative-Con&tionals in Mandarin and Cantonese 

(FRI AFT: C) 

ln McCawley 1966 , fillmore ' s analysis of comparative-conditional (CC) sentences (The ~ 
Blll drinks , the nastier he gets) as an amalgam of comparative and conditional construc
tions is adapted to l·landarin CCs and argued for on the basis of peculiarities of t~an. com
naratives that are paralleled in the CC: the same sort of verb-copying is required W'hen 
the compared element is not the main predicate , and the placement of the marker~ matches 
the restricted distribution of the 'than/Rs ' phrase . Since the usual Cantonese comparative 
(lb) differs in internal structure from that of Man, (la) , this cross-linguistic view of 
~Cs leads one to expect Can. CCs to differ in internal structure from l~n., e .g. yuht (= 
'lan. ~) ought to follow the compared element, However , Can. CCs generally are exactly 
narallel in structure to their l·!an . counterparts . Can. also has a homolog o f the l4an. com
narative , but it is restricted to a formal register an is thus an implausible source for 
the colloquial CC. The Can . CC , unlike either comparative , allows a compared quantifier on 
n subject NP. There is actually a closer parallelism of Can. CCs to YN questions than to 
either kind of comparative, but deriving them from interrogatives is semantically absurd. 
La . Ta [bY wo) gao. (l·llm.) b. Keuih gou-gwo ng6h. (Can .) 'He is taller than me' 
2 . a. f\1( yue shuo hu~ , tii yu~ bu ting. (l!an,) ' The more you talk , the less he listens' 

b. Neih yuht gong , keuih ~auh yuht nm teng.(Can. ) 

Brian McHua:h (Temple University) (SUN MORN: B) 
Restricted Underspecijicarion and Tonal Nodes in KIVunjo C~ga 

Steriadt (1987) ·~ f\at only f..Ue valuee 17eddable tom recbldlney rules may be 
undel epedfitd, and that appa"ent c:ount•examplee to thie dlim •• in fact privative featu'et that new receive 
a default lptCification at any point in 1he dlrivltion. KiV~ Chaga (a.tu, Tarwna). Ike many tone 
languages, 17ovides a c:ourt•example that cannot be·~ f1t18Y in thi8 fa8hion: 11we. low tone is not 
ll'eclctlble tom redlndlncy rules. and it behaves as if it is unepedfitd eerty in the phonology; ytt a privative 
fee!We ~ of 19 tone ie not poeeible eince lat• in the phouoiQg~J low tone behaves ae if it ia epec:ified. 
Clemente (1987) hie j7opoeed that Steriade'e deim does not hold f<l' eupr18egmeutll feetlret, einc:e they cen 
OCCU' 11 lloetlng autoeegmenta. However, data tom KIVIM'ljo Ctllga inclcatet Sterilde'8 generalization not 
only holds, but ie avcitlly needed in an lnllyaie of the eecondlry tone feaue (exteme). reeponeible tor the 
~ connat, which cen OCCU' • a floating element. I wl17opoee ht whet exempts the pi~NrJ 
oppoeltion between hig\ and low tom St.nade'e gennliza1ion il not ita ~ naue, but 1he fact 
lhat hql and low tone •• nodes. not fee!Wet. Avery & Rice (1989) and Pncle & Prlllet (1989) have dlimed 
that wt.e coneon.,te ere left unapecilied for place of 111ic:ulation, a defNt C<J'onel node is supplied in eome 
~- In the same way, we <:en account for the fact that low tone ie ilililly lbeent. but 1attr ineerted • a 
default tone. 
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Cecile McKee (University of Arizona) (fRI AFT: E) 
Janet Nicol (University of Arizona) 
Dana McDaniel (University of Southern Maine) 
Children's Applicarion of Binding during Sentence Processing 
Our study examines the application of children's knowledge of bindinf! in real-time, providing a source of 
data unusual in child language research. In a cross-modal picture pnming task, our subjects listened to 
sentences while watching pictures on a computer screen; they signalled (with a button press) their 
judgments of the "aliveness" of the picture accompanyin~ each sentence. Experimental sentences were 
created in three versions, e.g. The elephant says that the tiger with black stripes is warhing him 'himself, the 
~with an enonnous yellow sponge. A picture of the lower clause subject (e.g. tiger appeare JUst 
iltei'SUbjects heard him, himself, or the princess). Response times to the ptcture were compared across 
conditions. It was predicted, based on results of similar experiments with adults, that response times 
would be speeded in conditions where coreference between a proform and the lower clause subject was 
established. Indeed, this turned out to be the case: subjects who showed an understanding of 
coreference constraints on pronouns and reflexives on an off-line task--the sentence picture judgment 
task--showed a pattern of reaction time responses compati61e "with this understanding; subjects who 
demonstrated an understanding of reflexives but not pronouns on the off-line task showed a 
corresponding pattern of results on the on-line task. This study provides an additional source of data 
bearing on the guestion of children's understanding of binding, and demonstrates the feasibility and 
importance of usmg real-time measures in child language research. 

Fiona McLaughlin (University of Texas-Austin) 
The Interaction of Consonant Gradation and Reduplicotion in Seereer 

(SAT AFT: B) 

Stem initial consonant gradation in Seereer (West Atlantic) is morpholog~cally conditioned 
by the noun classes for which a noun stem is l exically specified. As such , it may be con
sidered a n inflectional process, tak ing place afte r derivational operations. A paradox 
exists, however , in the behavior of reduplicated s tems of derived nouns , where some stems 
appear to undergo consonant gradation before they are reduplicated , as in a; rathe r than 
undergoing the mor e p redictable sequence of reduplication, then gradation .-as in ~· 

a. From xil " to snore" Class 1 stem: -qiilq~l-, •-qiilxil- "one who snores" 
b. From jaxaaw "Oiakhao" (place name) Class l s tem: - caajaxaaw- "one from Oiakhao' 

The proposed solut i on poSits gradation as a cycl ic rule that may apply as a nominall2.•r 
early in t he derivatio n, but generates only an underspecified segment stem initially. 
The stem is then r eduplicated and fea t ures are filled in at a later stage by the 
inflectional process of class aff~liation. This analysis accounts for the facts of 
nominals derived through reduplication in Seereer. 

Cynthia McLemore (University of Texas-Austin) (SAT MORN: E) 
Getting ro the lnronational Point: Discourse Structure and Interpretation 

Prevlou_s research has suggested that intonational values at phrase boundaries, High and 
Low, function to structure text (Hirschberg & Pierrehumben 1986· Woodbury 1987) 
regulate interaction (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Guy & vo~willer 1984), and ' 
convey affect (Lakofl 1975; ladd 1980: Bolinger 1978, 1989). Research In a Texas 
sorority community suggests that the meaning of phrasal tones is rather more abstract; In 
particular. phrase-final rises of the type L" H- (H%) show a distributional pattern which 
suggests that lnt~rpret~llon Is inh~rently vague but constrained by a basic dyadic structure 
(a diagrammatic ICOn, 1n the tenmnology of Peirce) which can be applied to textual units or 
interactive units - I.e. slgnamng a relation between two things of the same type {e.g., 
~lauses, sentences, turns, l_lllrtic~pants). This accounts for the effect ol heightened 
mvolvement when phrase-llnat nses (rather than e.g. pitch range declination} are used to 
structure cenaln monotogic discourses; tunhermore, this analysis sheds light on how a 
speaker's choice of intonational structure lor a given discourse is an appropriate 
communicative strategy in cultural context. 
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Diane Meador (University of Arizona) 
Phoneme Detection and Word Recognition with Artificial Neural Networks 

(SAT AFf: D) 

While ar~ificial neural ne~works CANHs) show pr~se for speech percep
tion and recognit.ion, ~hey are 1110:st accurate only in lilllit.ed domains. One 
such 111111 ~at.ion is ~ha~ AHNs capable of' large vocabularies are -~ accu
ra~e when 'trained with t.he data of' a single speaker CLipp~n 1gag) . Per
cep~ion and recognition across speakers depends on processing such par ... -
~ers as dialec~al a~~ribu~es. which ~ypically in~roduce errors in ANN per
f'ormance. Because humans also make percep~ion and recognition errors, ANN 
inaccuracies are po~ent.ially advan~ageous. This st.ucly -s an inquiry in~o 
~he ext..ent. of' ANN inaccuracies in ~h• perception of' phon•- and ~h• recog
nition of' words as produced by dialec~al spealcers. Errors are analyzed in 
terms or con~ext. and degr .. of varia~ion from ~he standard American English 
dialect.. ' The ef'f'ec~s of' con~ext.. and 'nlria~ion on network perf'or~c• are 
COJ1lP&red with t.heir ef'f'ec~s on human performance, as described in ~he 
results or ps~holinguis~ic experi.en~s by Marlsen-Wilson and Welsh C1~8) 
and Cole and J ak i 1111 Jc C 1 we:> . Four net. wcr ks di f'f'er i ng in ~•r RIS or phonellli c 
coding systeiiiS and JD&nner of input. presen~at.ion -re ~rained and t.est.ed to 
determine which configuration yields more human-like errors. 

D. Gary Miller (University of Florida) (SUN MORN: D) 
From Reflexive 'Incorporation' to Passive in Scandin(lllian 

Old Norse (ON) productively allowed "incorporation" (first stage, adjunction) of an 
adjacent, locally bound anaphor (thematic object or "shifted" "indirect object" ). A num
ber of changes opacated Reflexive Incorporation (Rl) : (l) introduction of long distance 
bird inq which required the "strong" reflexive , (2) since inCOClX>rated D/Ns do not need 
cas e , "dative shift" is entailed, but the rela tions hip of dative s e r to -sk was no t as 
trans pi!rent as that of accusa tive s ik ; (3) sik could spread concordTeaturesto a predi· 
cate noun or adjective in &::M structures, but -sk oould not; (4) "strong" s ik kept the 
literal reflexive meaning, -sk acquired a plethOra of id iosyncrat i c meanin95:'" (5) sik 
remained a reflexive anaphor :--sk came to encode a variety of non- reflexive s yntactic 
functions (unaccusative, er<Jative, mi ddle, and finally pi!SSive). As a consequence, sub
sequent developnents suggest t he oomplete loss of Rl : (1) generalization of -s k to all 
persons , singular and plural ; (2) further phonol og ical changes of -sk to - s (t)- oomplete 
the dissociation fran mik , ~· sik (etc . l; (3) while there may remaTn instaiiees of - s t 
in Icelardic t o be derived by ru(though othe r ana lyses seem more O()(Jent) , the f i n.ii" 
blow t o RI occurred in Eas t Scandinavian where -s is no longer: r:e flexive at all, but 
productively serves as a p;~ss ive morpheme, The use- of - s for: "indirect pas sives" follows 
f rom its prior use i n "da tive s hift" contexts . Problems 1or Baker's theory are discussed. 

Mithilesh K. Mishra (University of Illinois-Urbana) 
Agreement and Deixis: The Case of Maithili 

(SAT AFT: A) 

Verb agreement in Maithili(a ~on-ergative Indo-Aryan language spoken in northern Bihar, 
India) calls for significantly extending not only the empirical limits on possible agree
ment systems but also the conceptual frameworks for providing explanatory account of t he 
same. In Maithili,intransitive verbs agree with their subject only (monadic agreement) in 
person and gender. Trans itive v~rbs, on the other hand , agree with a dyadic pair of two NP~ 
the of which is invariably the subject and one non-subject NP markecj;; +llun·an(dyadic agre-

-~ent).The choice of the second NP in a dyadic pair is sensitive to Grammatical Function 
h i erarchy, Animacy hierarchy,Person hierarchy in a principled and interacting manner .The 
paper shows that in Maithili, agreement is deictic in nature because the speaker ' s belief 
regarding 'distance' and ' connection' existing between the subject and any other ~u•~n NP 
in the sentence as well as in the discourse renders the application of all the hierarch ~ 

-es opaque. One of the most important implicat ions of the Maithili agreement system is 
that it falsifies the claim (explicitly or implicitly made in all current t heories that 
only Terms or Arguments control verb agreement, because in Mathili, the dyadic agreement 
is easily possib l e with a secnd NP that is a possessor inside an adjunct in both trans i 
-tive and intransitive verbs. 
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Shigeru Miyagawa (Ohio State University) 
Reanalysis and the Japanese Passive 

(FRI MORN: B) 

In Japanese, the numeral quantifier (NMOI and its associated NP must observe locality, 
so t hat an NMQ in VP cannot be associated with the s ubject . However , the direct passive 
allows an NMO in VP to be associated w1th the subject, which is taken to be evidence for 
NP movement (Miyagawa 1989) . 
(1 ) Gakusei 1-ga lvp John-ni t 1 3-nin sikar-are-ta] (direct passive) 

stude nts-nom John-by ~scold-passive '3 students were scolded by John . • 
While the NMQ demonstrates movement, the direct passive fails tc allow idiom chunks 
which are possible in English passive and raising structures. 
<21 Idiom: seki-o aratameru 'hold another •Seki-ga aratame-rare-ru. 

seat-ace renew meeting' seat-nom renew-passive 
The English Tough construction has movement but does not allow idiom chunks ("•good care 
i s hard to take of the orphans"). What moves is an empty operator. The de facto NP 
chain that results from reanalysis does not allow idiom chunks (Chomsky 19811. 
(31 ( IP (NP) (AP is hard lcp ~.i [ 1 P PRO to V t 1 J ]]) ~-> reanalysis 

! 1, NP1 lAp [is hard to VJ t 1 ) J 
The direct pass1ve is proposed to have the same underlying structure as the English 
Tough. This accounts for the movement demonstrated by the NMQ and the failure to allow 
idiom chunks . The proposal makes it possible to unify direct and indirect passives. 

Birch Moonwomon (University of California· Berkeley) (SUN MORN: C) 
Incomplete Merger in the Third DiQ/ect of English 
The coalescence ot /a/ and /0/tn San Francisco English is not complete. Word frequency may 
be on important factor inhibiting the merger. Data from a cross-generational sound change in 
progress study reveol odvoncement of the process through apparent time in a phonetically 
gradual woy thot, at present, leaves the ranges of the vowels incompletely overlapping. Many 
native San Franciscans ore not consc1ous of o dlstmction, hOwever. Spectrograms show that 
the subphonemic distribution for the varioble (o) (including (ar,al)) patterns very similorly to 
the !llst.noution for (0) (Including (Or,OI)) through the decodes in epporent time This should 
focilitote coalescence. For young lldult speakers, hOwever, tile sub-types of CO) group to the 
bock of and above those of (a) in vowel spoce. Especially important ore the ronges of (at) ond 
(01), (at) tokens are relatively central (low and mJd), (OJ) tokens ere relatively bock and high. 1 
suggest thot the relot1ve frequency of these tokens in cosual conversation Is inhibiting the 
completion of the merger. The vowels when followed by liQuids ere at the same time ( t) 
associoted with the rest of the distributions of their respective original phonemes and (2) 
undergoing pertly independent processes thot will remove them from the ori!linal phonemes. 

John Moore (University of California-Santa Cruz) 
Faire-par and Faux:-Faire-par in Spanish 

(FRIAFT: A) 

This paper will explore a class of Spanish object-controlled structures that resemblefaire-par constructions: 

( I) a. Hicieron diseiiar Ia casa (? por un arquitecto). faire-par (por-phrase marginal in Spanish) 
They made an architect design the house. 

b. Ordenaron construir estas casas. Object control- fauxjaire-par 
They ordered (someone) to construct these houses. 

Faire-par constructions entail the suppression of the embedded external 9-role. I will argue that analyzing 
senrences like (lb) as instances offaire-par would entail a violation of Bach's generalization (obligatory con
trollers may not be suppressed) and require that anaphors may be bound by suppressed arguments. Instead, I 
will propose that these examples entail no 9-role suppression, and have null pronominal controllers. This 
null controller satisfies Bach's generalization and provides ;tlegitimate argument that may bind an anaphor 
(cf. Rizzi 1986). Such anaphoric binding provides direci evidence for the pro in fauxfaire-par construc
tions. Funhermore, reflexive cliticization facts panicular to faire-par constructions are incompatible with 
verbs like ordenar. This analysis provides an account for which verbs may panicipate infaire-par construc
tions, and which may not. Causatives may because they do not involve control. Thus, this constitutes an 
argument against a control analysis of Spanish causatives (as proposed in Bordelois 1988). 
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Rober( W. Murray (University of Calgary) 
Phonological Drift in Early English 

(FRI AFf: D) 

Lutz { 1986) clearly demonstrated the syllabic basis of the word division practices found in the Old 
English manuscripts. The pattern of syllabication that emerges Is a systematic one involving the tautosyJ. 
Jabication of intervocalic consonantal pairs in which the second member' s Consonantal Strength is consid
erably weaker than the first member's (e.g . . tr not r.r). Otherwise heterosyllabication of the pair is indi
cated (e.g. l.d,p.n not .ld, pn}. Word division practices are not the only orthographic conventions which 
shed light on syllable structure. In writing his Middle English dialect, Orm carefully indicated vowel 
shortness by doubling the following consonant. Since the shortening of long vowels in closed syllables 
predated Orm's period, his system can be used to determine whether a consonantal pair was heterosyllabic 
or tautosyllabic at the time of shortening {Phillips 1983). In comparison with Old English, Middle English 
shows an increased preference for tautosyllabication {e.g. ME .pn, .sl vs. OE p.n. s.l). The increased 
preference for tautosyllabication is even more striking in light of pre-Old English syllable structure where 
heterosyllabication of all dyadic intervocalic clusters must be reconstructed. In this paper I demonstrate 
that tautosyllabication has the classic characteristics of a drift in the Sapirian sense: Operating as a typical 
sound change, it applies at first in a restricted fashion (see Markus 1988) and subsequently shows gradual, 
systematic generalization. In addition, I provide an explicit characterization of the drift in terms of a 
(partial) phonological preference theory {VeMemann 1988} which views tautosyllabication as a systematic 
means ofimproving syllable contact. 

Jayashree Nadahalli (FRI MORN: A} 
LF Movement: Counter-Evidence from Kannada 

Huang {1982) postulates two Ll' rules for Chinese l!ove '' " and 
FOCUS since these two constructions observe i~land ~on dl t ion u QV~ ~ 

though there is no overt mov ement in Syntax. He impli cit ly ~ la1~~ 
that this i s true in all no n -confi~urational la n ~ u ayes and as wc !l 
as, in languages, where there is a combinat ion of ovett movement & 
non-movement. 1 refute his claim in this paper . Th e dat a is drawn 
from Kannaqa, a Dravidian langua ~e. 

Mineharu Nakayama (Ohio State University) (FRI MORN: B) 
Two Types of Direct Passives in Japanese Sentence Processing 

This paper provides the results tor two tYPe• or direct passives in a Japanese sen
tence processing experiment. These passives are different in agentive BY-phrases; one 
~ith a Nl-phrase and the other with a NIYOTTE~phrase. According to Kuroda ( 1979 ) , NIYOTTE 
direct passives involve NP-movement while Nl direct passives are formed lexically. Thus, 
NIYOTTE passives have NP-traces whereas NI passives do not. This hypothesis was tested in 
a sentence processing·experiaent. Nakayama (1989) found that NP-traces reactivate their 
antecedents in sent ence comprehension. Therefore, if Kuroda's analysis la correct, the 
NIYOTTE passives should evoke !aster recognition times or the probe words, which are the 
subjects or the sentences, in the probe recognition task, since they contain NP-traces. 

Forty Japanese native speakers participated in the experiaent. Each subject read 96 
test sentences on a coaputer screen, presented one phrase at a tlae, and was required to 
decide it the probe word at the end or the sentence was contained in the sentence just 
presented. The average reaction thea o! "yea" responses tor the two types o! passives 
were 1012 msec. !or the NI passives and 1042 msec. !or the NIYOTTE passives. Both Nl and 
NIYOTTE passives evoked significantly slower recognition times than the ~ontrol sentences 
(909 aaec.), but there were no signiticant differences between the two passives. This 
auggeate that the two passives aay not be for~ed differently. That ie, they aay have 
tormed lexically since their recognition tiaea were slower than those or the Controls. 
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Mineharu Nakayama (Ohio State University) 
Masatoshi Koizumi (Ohio State University 
Megumi Ogino (Ohio State University) 
Against a VP Internal Subject Hypothesis in Japanese 

(FRI MORN: B) 

A recent syntactic theory proposes that subjects are base-generated under the VP 
in Jap:1nese (Kuroda, 1988). We argue that this VP internal subject hypothesis is not 
warranted . Our conclusion is drawn fro!l se\'eral pieces of evidence which suggest that 
there i s a •axi•al projection VP bet~<een the subj&et and the object and the subject 1s 
base-generated above it. 

Fit·st, ()reposing and pseudo-clefting show that the object and the verb for• con
stituent VP. Secondly, a aubject-oriented neumtral quantif 1er cannot appear after the 
indil·ec t object in active sentences, but it can in passives (Miyagawa, 1989). This 
suggests that there is no trace under the VP in actives. The scope readings o·r U& 
'e\'en' and !1!!2. 'also' indicate that the object and the verb, but not the subject, are 
in their scope domain when they attach to the verb in active sentences while in pas
sives, the subject is within their scope domain. Similarly, negative sentences do not 
have a subject in its scope domain in actives. Finally, the scope interactions 
between tbe subject and te•poral phrase 2-ji-ni 'at Z o'clock' and subject-oriented 
depletive phrase hadaka-de 'naked', which can be pseudo-eleCted with the object and 
the verb or can renin with the subject in the pseudo-cleft sentences, ahow that the 
subject l s base-generated above these phrases. In su•, the object and the verb fora 
a VP and the subject is base-l(enerated above it in actives in Japanese. 

Tsuneko Nakazawa (University of Illinois·Urbana) 
Ut~ification with Disjunctive and Negative Val11es 

(SAT AfT: D) 

This paper proposes an elaborate unification·based formalism to provide a common basis for a 
computational realization of different linguistic theories, GPSG, HPSG. and LFG in panicular. The 
semantics of disjunctive and negative values is reevaluated a~ constraints on instantiation of underspecified 
feature structures. A language-dependent function is proposed as pan of the formalism to assign each 
feature a set of possible atomic values including a special value which designates 'no value'. Th1s value is 
distinct from the least-specified feature structure which constiiUtcs the bottom of the subsumption meet
semilauice (e.g. Pereira 1985 and Rounds and Kasper 1986). but is rather an atomic value, which umfies 
only with itself. It is also different from the ANY value proposed by Kay 1979 in that its satisfiability is 
monotonic with respect to the subsumption ordering. An explicit specifi<:ation of possible values for each 
feature including the 'no value' makes 11 pos~ible to interpret negauve values as a disjunction of 
complementary values and to state disjunctive values in terms of eqmvalent negative values. thus avoidinll 
the computational complexity which results from disjun<:!ions. Furthermore. different status of 
unspecified values. e.g. unspecified values constrained to be instantiated or to remain uninstantiated. can 
be expressed in a stratghtforward manner. 

Weijia Ni (University of Connecticut/Haskins Laboratories) (SUN MORN: E) 
Stephen Crain (University of Connecticut/Haskins Laboratories) 
With Reference to Context: How Ambiguities Are Resolved 

A centtal issue in psycholinguistic research concerns the mechanisms people use in resolving structural 
ambiguities. The "Garden Path Theory"' (GPT) contends that perceivers are guided by suategies based solely on 
the structural propenies of sentences. By conuast, the "Referential Theory"' (RT) maintains that ambiguities are 
resolved according to the relative complexity of the discourse representations associated with the alternative 
structural analyses. To test between the competing theories, an experiment was designed to see whether changes 
in the referential propenies of NPs influence people's on· line parsing decisions in attaching a following PP. 
According to both theories, the PP "with new brushes" will be attached to the VP in (a) "He painted the doors 
with new brushes"'. This means that sentences like (b) "He painted the doors with large cracks"' will evoke garden 
path effC(;ts. However, according to the RT, (c) "He painted only doors with new brushes" should evoke a garden 
path effect, but (d) "He painted only doors with large cracks" should not. The word "only" requires the perceiver 
to fonn a discourse representation that contrasts two sets of entities; attaching the following PP as a modifier of 
the NP satisfies this semantic requirement (creating a set and its complement). The GPT predicts just the opposite 
-that (c) should pattern like (a) and (d) should produce garden path effects like (b). In the experiment, twenty test 
sentences of each type were interspersed among 40 fillers and presented to 44 subjects using a self· paced word· 
by-word reading task. Subjects were required to decide at each word whether the sentence continued to make 
sense. The main finding was that subjects found the (d) sentences significantly easier than the (c) sentences. Both 
reaction time and accuracy data reveal a sniking similarity between types (a) and (d) and between types (b) and 
(c). The results clearly confinn the predictions of the RT, and resist explanation on the GPT. 
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Mary Niepokuj (University of California-Berkeley} 
Indo-European /mensives and*-~: The Anatolian Data 

(FRIAFf: D) 

In~ensive reduplication and the denominal suffix •-yi-j -yo co-occur in various IE languages: 
e.g., Sk~. marm~J!Jtite 'he wipes,' Gk. porplnisso, ' I blow,' suggesting that the formation is of 
PIE date. Since, however, the languages showin~ Lhe formation have a ll greatly expanded the 
domain of the •-yi- suffix, recons truction is uncertain (sec Jamison (1983)). This paper cites 
more ~han twenty Anatolian forms which pair a reduplicated stem with the •-yi suffix , such 
as hahlraric- 'rake' and galgalinae- 'sing in a par~icular way'; furthermore, t he forms show a 
preponderance of 'heavy ' reduplication, as is characteristic of intensives in oUrer IE languages . 
Since the domain of the suffix is relatively limited in Anatolian, we can project the formation 
back to PIE with greater certainty. Int riguingly, intensive semantic value seems much less fre
quent with these forms; instead, many are denominals based on reduplicated noun stems. I 
suggest that this may have been the origina l source of the formation, c iting forms in Skt. and 
Gk. wh ich support this hypothesis. I outline a possible path leading from the denominal forms 
to the intensives seen elsewhere, noting that one common u<>e of reduplication cross
linguistically is to create nominal forms with the connotation of habitualness; since habitual 
actions are those done frequ en tly, a denominal verb based on lhe reduplicated noun could be 
reanalyzed as an intensive. 

Neal R. Norrick (Northern Illinois University} 
Wh- Questions wilh Guesses in Tag Position 

(FRIAFr: C) 

When a speaker makes a guess at the answer to her own wh-question in tag 
position, as in the passage below, it invites the inference that she 
seeks only confirmation, thus effectively reducing the wh-question to an 
implied ~ question like Is that from A & P? 

-> Ann: Where•s that from, A & P? 
Sue: Yeah. 

The inference follows as a general conversational i•plicature associated 
with more or less formulaic units on the pattern of Wbaterya. nuts? But 
the tag-position guess does not count as a repair proper, since it fails 
to cancel the original wh-question: especially a wrong guess in tag 
position elicits a response to the wh-question itself. 

-> Bob: How many uh: of us are there, eight? 
Brad: Ten. 

In my paper I investigate excerpts like these showing the dual polarity 
of the wh-question plus tag-position guess construction, and its 
interactional effects, including cases where a complex response addresses 
both the initial wh-question and the iaplied ~ question. 

Shigeko Okamoto (California State University·Fresno} 
The Semantics and Pragmatics of Nominal Tautologies' in Japanese 

(FRI MORN: C) 

Tlus paper reexamines the meanings of the so-called nominal tautologies by analyzing three nominal reduplicative 
constructions in Japanese: X waX, X ga X, and X mo X (X • NP). These three constructions are fully 
productive. Yet they are idiomatic/non·compositional. That is, they are not mere uninfonnative tautologies. 
Rather, each morphosyntactic pattern fonned by repetition and a particle, as a whole, carries certain conventional 
meanings as follows: X waX is used to reconrinn the ascribed identity in question (e.g. Sore demo om ll'cl om 
tla. 'Yet (a) parent is (a} parent') or to emphasize the discrete existence of the referent (e.g. Sore wq sore.~ 
fw!J:.. 'That is that, this is this')·- the Iauer use often appears in the form of X waX de (e.g. Yasai wa msai de 
knk(llli oite. 'Put the vegetables here by themselves'). X ga X and X mo X, on the other h;md, indicate tlwt the 
referent has some undesirable or irregular quality (e.g. 0)'a gq Om da kara kodomo mo kodamo da. '(The) parent 
is (a bad) parent, so (the) child is also (a bad) child')--X mo X. but not X ga X, presupposes the existence of 
another undesirable enuty besides the referent in question. In addition, each construction above may convey 
various pragmatic meanings (e.g. obligation, criticism, tolerance), which are, contrary to Wierzbicka's claim 
( 1987), inferable based on Its conventionalmeaning(s) descnbed above and the discourse context including socio 
cultuml expectations. Thus, my analysis suggests that neithcrGriccan radical pragmatics (Levmson 1983) nor 
radrcal semantics (Wierzbrcka) provtdes an adequate account of these constructions. Rather, the meanmgs of 
these constructions are best described in tenns of both idiomaticity and pragmatic calculability. 111is study also 
calls into question previous analyses of nominal 'tautologies' in other languages (e.g. Fraser 1988). 
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John C. Paolillo (Stanford University) 
Sinha/ a Diglossia and AGR 

(SUN MORN: C) 

Most grammatical descriptions of diglossias have not anempted to characterize the relauon between the 
grammars of Hand L. An exception to this is Gair {1990), m which the differences between Hand L in Sinha! a 
are treated as consequences of a smgle difference along a parameter of Government-Binding theory. Under Gair's 
account, the differences between H and L -- most significantly, the presence or absence of agreement and 
accusative case -· are regarded as strictly binary, dependent on the presence or absence of abstract AGR. 
However, Gair's analysis fails to correctly account for the properties of varieties that are functionally and 
grammatically intermediate between H and L, e.g. Formal Spoken Smhala, and the language of children's 
literature. These differ from each other and H and L in ways not predicted by Gair's analysis. I offer an 
alternative account of Sinhala diglossia wherein the properties of Formal Spoken and the language of children's 
literature are described by referring directly to agreement morphology, grammatical rules, and their propemes, 
rather than to an abstract AGR element. In addttion, I argue for the recognition of contextual factors in 
conditioning the choice of grammatical features in any one variety. This account has consequences for 
grammatical theory, since it demonstrates the importance of intermediate varieties in the description of diglossias; 
it also has consequences for the study of diglossia in general, since functionally intermediate varieties are 
characteristic of other diglossic situations. 

Peter L. Patrick (University of Pennsylvania) 
Phonological Rule Variation in Jamaican Creole: Constraints on lkyl 

(SUN MORN: C) 

Jamaican Creole speakers variably show palatal glides (/y/) after initial velar stops 

(/k,g/) and before low central vowels (/a(a)/). Contrary to previous clai•s, this (CY) 
is a non-standard variable; it i s sens itive to sex, age, education , social class and 
speech-style. Vowel-length, the most important linguistic constraint, distinguishes 
three patterns of variation in the urban speech community studied. The lowest social 
group makes no length distinction; the highest shows a near-categorical constraint 
against (CY) before long /aa/ in all styles; and the middle approxi•ates this prestige 
pattern only in formal test data. The paper reconciles an apparent conflict with earlier 
studies, findi ng a reflection of the "crossover" pattern of linguistic insecurity; notes 
a strong gender patterning in formal speech; and suggest~ that change is occurring here 
through the selection and manipulation of one environment of {CY) . Other lingui stic 
constraints (stress, following consonant, and high-frequency lexica l exceptions) are 
a l so discussed. 

Eric Pederson (University of California-Berkeley) 
Categories of Reflexive Voice: Homorwmy vs. Polysemy in Two-Form Languages 

(FRI MORN: C) 

This paper examines the polysemy of the reflexive marker (R:\1) in Romance, which is 
representative of diverse language fam ilies. The polysemy structure is identi,·al with that of 
radial categories (La koff 198i ). but difier ~ignifica ntly with respect to the process of deca~· (the 
loss of subcategorial functions). Whereas radial categoric~ are normal!~· assumed to lose peri
pheral functions diachronically prior to central or prototypical functions. the R:Vt decays in 
exactly the opposite way: the prototypical function is the first to be repl;~ced by a new 
marker. Gradually further functions are lost as the new marker extends alon~ the same R:\1 
network. Since a newer form now occupies the prototype of the radial category, the ciifTcrcnt 
branches which formerly were linked only by this prototype are either no longer conceptually 
united or must undergo conceptual reorganization. There seems to be no evidence that 
demonstrates conceptual reorganization, so we conservatively assume that dtstal severed 
branches of the extensional network are synchronic homonyms despite the clear diachronic 
motivation for exactly those meanings to be associated with the same phonetic form. The task 
then is to explain why the dacay of R:V!s differ systematically f-rom the decay observable in 
other grammaLical morphemes and to construct an improved theory of polysemy which can 
account (or these differences. 
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Rosanne Pelletier (Yale Universily) 
The Role of Underspecified Representations in Dravidian Gender Agreement 

(SATMORN: D) 

In this paper I analyze Dravidian gender agreement in terms of 
under~pecified morphological representations. I discu5s that subset of 
Dravidian languages in which the gender distinction is (+MASCl vs. 
[-MASCl, and [+MASCl is the marked value. Among these languages, there 
is a sizeable group in which only 3rd person singular masculine<ma~c.> 
subjects trigger overt agreement, while verbs with non- masc. subjects are 
p-~arked. Significantly, there are no cases where masc . nouns fail to 
trigger agreement. The~e agreement patterns are predicted by an analysi~ 
which assumes that a particular feature may fail to trigger agreement if 
it is predictable. I demonstrate the predictable, default nature of the 
£-MASCl value, and argue that this accounts for the lack of verbal 
agreement with non-masc. subjec ts. Finally, by examining a class of 
unaccusative verbs whose subjec ts are necessarily non- masc., I show that 
an apparently random pattern of overt and zero agreement morphology in a 
genderless Dravidian language, Brihui, is the reflex of the masc./ 
non-masc. distinction of Old Brahui, where [-MASCl noun~ , bearing the 
predictable, default vah1e for gender, triggered no verbal agreement. 

Ellen F. Prince (University of Pennsylvania) (FRI AFf: C) 
Relative Clauses, Resumptive Pronouns, and Kind-Sentence5 

Cons·der the senlencas in 1: 
1. a He's the kind of guy that [e] gets into fights. b. He's the kind of guy that he gets into fghts. 
ta contains an unremarkable relative clause, the gap construed as referring to the head krnd of guy or guy. tb, however, 
conlains a pronoun instead of a gap. The pronouns in sentences like tb have been taken to be resumptive pronouns (e.g 
Newmeyer, To appear) However, cf. 2: 
2. a. t'm the kmd of guy that [e]•gettgets into fghts. b. I'm the krfld of guy that I gel!' he gets into fights. 
In 2, the subject of the higher clause has been changed to 1st person. This of course 1n no way affects the relative clause 
in 2a Surprisingly, in 2b the putative resumptive pronoun and the verb that agrees with it must be 1st person. Based on 
a corpus of naturally-occurring tokens, evidence is presented thai the subordinate clause in tb is in fact not a relative 
clause with a resumptive pronoun but a full subordinate clause akin to such-that clauses which predicates a property of 
the subJeCt of the higher clause and wh ch does not form a constituent with the putative head: 
3. The kind of guy that (e] getsf'l get into lights is what I am. 
The 1mposs1b1hty of lhe resumptive pronoun relalive clause in 2b turns out to follow from discourse constraints on 
resumptive pronoun clauses 1n English pos-ted on ndependent grounds in Prince 1990. 

Gilbert C. Rappaport (Universily of Texas-Auslin) 
Wh- Moyemenr-jn- Camp in Syntax and Logical Form 

(FRI MORN: A) 

The binding of a relative pronoun to its head in the matrix clause is complicated in 
'pied-piping' constructions, because the relative pronoun does not stand in a predictable 
structural relation to i ts head. There are two primary proposals in the literature: 
head-binding follows a reconstructive lowering rule and re-fronting of the WH word i n 
Logical Form (LF), and a rule of WH-Movement-in-Comp fronts the relative pronoun within 
Comp . This paper provides evidence for the ~~-Movement-in-Comp position. 

It is demonstrated that there is evidence of a ~1-Movement-in-Comp rule in the s yntax 
of Polish; e.g. , artysei, [Co ktorego przyczyny zaproszenia ~] rozumiem ~ ~ peln1 'the 
performers, [the reasons for ~Re invitation of whom) I completely understand e'. lffl-Move
ment-in-Comp results fro• the adjunc tion of the WH word to a superordinate phrase in Comp. 
The \.JH word cannot cross over a prepos ition, despite the fact that NP adJunction to PP is 
general ly possible (in Engli sh, for example) . This fac t has a prosodic explanat i on , which 
generalizes to the i mpossibili ty of preposition stranding i n Polish. 

The attestation of WH-Movement-in-Comp as a syntactic r ule is important for under
standing parallels between Lf and syntax. The syntactic processes of natural language may 
mirror those which function ~1ore generally in LF. It is suggested here that 1-ffi-Movement
in-Comp is a general process of LF which may be attested on a parametrically-restr1cted 
basis in svntax. 
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(SUN MORN: B) Martha Ratliff (Wayne State University) 
Tone Function as the Focus of a Tone Language Typology 

The proposed tone language typology is one that links the functions o f tone and the 
internal phonological and word-building resources of a language and explains these link
ings in terms of communicative requirements (Ramat 1987). A sample of forty languages 
was used to arrive at the definition of two types. Type A tone languages (Cantonese, 
Vietnamese, !Xu) are characterized by lexical tone, plus morphological tone marking erne
live or iconic meaning, small word classes, compounds, and discourse functions. They 
have words shor ter than 1.5 syllables and limited segmental morphology. Type B tone 
languages (Kikuyu, Mazatec, Chin) have type A tone functions plus derivational, inflec
tional, and large word class marking by tone, They have words longer than 1.5 syllables 
(or compensate with a high number of possible syllables, as in short word type B languages 
like Dinka) and extensive segmental morphology. In type A languages, the internal re
sources of each language are not sufficiently great to derive all necessary lexical con
trasts. In order to increase the word pool, tone is limited primarily to a lexical func
tion. Extensive tonal alternations involving the heart of the lexicon, the nouns and 
verbs, are absent in such languages, since they would obscure non-redundant lexical tone. 

This classification represents an improvement over those which are based on the pre
sence of a single feature ( register/contour; tone/pitch accent; feature changing rules/ 
paradigosa tic replacement rules) both in terms of breadth and explanatory power. 

Carmen Richardson (University of Pennsylvania) 
Experimental £'vidence for Phonesthemes in Spanish 

(SUN MORN: D) 

Many studies have been devoted to English phonesthemes and their 
implications for a morphological theory (cf. e.g. Bolinger '50, Markel and Hamp '61, and 
Janda '85). But few studies have attempted to determine to what degree such 
phonesthemes actually exist within the linguistic competence of native speakers. 
And, while it has been suggested that phonesthemes are a universal phenomenon, no 
s1m1lar psycholinguistic data have been provided for languages other than English. The 
current study presents experimental data suggesting that phonesthemes also exist in 
Spanish and are clearly part of native speakers' linguistic knowledge. Spanish 
speakers were found to link nonsense words containing the proposed phonesthemes 
with definitions including their proposed semantic component more often than was 
statistically probable by chance. These findings also bear on questions like the proper 
analysis and the Implications of phonesthemes within general morphological theory. 

Suellen Rundquist (University of MinnesOia/Macalester College) 
Indirectness: A Gender Study of Flowing Grice's Ma:cims 

(SUN MORN; C) 

There is a belief in our society that women's speech is more indirect than men's, and it has been 
argued that women's speech is both more polite and less direct than men's speech. While a number of 
empirical studies cast doubt on the correlation between sex of the speaker and politeness, as well as that of 
indirectness and politeness, few studies question the premise that women are more indirect Presented here is 
a completed study exploring the relationship between gender and indirecbless. focusing on the type of 
indirectness represented by flouting the Gricean maxims. 

In this study I examine men's and women's speech in two situations: mothers and fathers speaking to 
their children, and women and men as participants in informal conversation, where no children are present. 
An analysis of the data from eight families indicates that men in general flout more than women do in both 
situations. 

Finding empirical evidence that men speak more indirectly than women do in cenain situations 
confronts a societal myth that the reverse is true. In addition, of more theoretical significance, Sperber and 
~ilson's theory of indirectness differs from Grice's in that it has a cognitive rather than a social basis. Within 
thts theory one would be less likely to eltpect social variables to interact with degrees of indirecbless. The 
results of my study show that there are differences in the degree to which men and women flout the Gricean 
maxims, thus providing evidence supporting a theory with a social component. 



Mary Ellen Ryder (Boise State University) (SUN MORN: D) 
Why Cliff-Hangers Don't Hang Cliffs: A Model of -Er Nominal Formation 
Levin & Rappaport 1988 claim the referent of an ~ nominal (eg teacher) is 
always an external argument (ie usually subject) of the form's base verb 
(~) • I present a number of counter-examples, eg ~ can't have an 
instrument as subject (I walk with a cane,*A cane walks) but there's ~ 
'ins trument used in walking•; clothing(~, s leeper) but *This shoe/ out
fit loafs, sleeps Cwelll ; ~ 'something loaned • ; scratcher 'lottery 
ticket you scratch'; laugher •event causing viewer to laugh'. Also, L & R 
can't account for ~ forms based on nominals, eg porker, ~- I propose 
an alternate model: an ~ fora ' s base is always highly salient in referent's 
predominant s chema ; eg opening is salient acti on to (can)opener, keg is 
salient "prop" to kegger (beer keg party). This model accounts for L & R's 
data; eg the relationship of agents and some instruments to their verb is 
highly salient, while other cases are less so, creating the kinds of limi
tations they sugges t ; although as shown, these limitations are not absolute . 
I can also account for ~ forms based on non-verbal stems, since nouns can 
be as salient in a schema as actions . Further support for my theory: the same 
model characterizes noun-noun compounding (Ryder 1989), allowing the numerous 
siailarities between the two processes to be economicallY characterized. 

Grazlella Saccon (Harvard University) 
On 1~ Semantics of Agreement 

(FRI MORN: C) 

Thi5 paper discusses the distribution of agreement expres sed in form of subject clitic 
in a northern Italian dialect. I propose that this language lacks verb agreement if and 
only if the subject, which is currently assumed to be generated inside VP, remains 
inside VP. The main point of the presentation is that tense is one of the factors that 
forces a subject to move out of the VP, thus triggering obligatory agreement. Evidence 
is provided by the contrast between stage-level and individual-level predicates in (1): 
(1) a. el e riva la Maria b. el a telefona la Maria c . *el e inteligente la Maria 

(-AGR) is arrived M. (-AGR) has phoned M. (:XGR) is intelligent M. 
'Mary arrived • 'Mary phoned' 'Mary is intelligent' 

The behavior of floating quantifiers suggests that the 1ubject of individual-level 
predicates ( 1c) is generated inside VP, on par with stage-level predicates (1a,b). Thus 
the analyses of Diesing ('88) and Kratzer ('89) which rely on the subject being an ex
ternal argument in ( 1c), cannot apply. I then propose, extending an analys is of bare 
plurals of Brugger ( '90), that the subject in ( 1c) like all subjects , is generated 
inside VP but must move out of VP to satisfy a more general requirement on tense: a tP 
that lacks specific time reference needs to be m-commanded by an appropriate element. 
A discussion of what qualifies as "appropriate" for a wider set o f data i s a lso given. 

Ivan A. Sag (Stanford University) 
UDC's in HPSG 

(SUN MORN: A) 

CD and GPSG nnalyses of 'long-distance' or unbounded dependency constructions {UDC's) embody 
different insights about ' filler-gap' constructions. Our HPSG (Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar 
-see Pollm·d nnd Sag 1987, to appear) theory of UDC's eliminates all non-monotonic features of GPSG 
<111alyses (e.g. defaults, 'privileged' feature instantiations), replacing them with key insights adapted 
from GD approaches ( the HPSG analogs of the ECP and Subjacency). We present a treatment of 
pnmsitic gaps, multiple UDC's ( Violin$ like the$e, the $Onata$ were ea$y to play _ on _), 'empty oper
ator' constructions (empty operators are eliminated entirely in favor of lexically specified unifi cat ions), 
and major island constraint phenomena. In addition , we present a SLASH-less treatment of adverbial 
ext rnction as a bounded process ( When did you den y Sandy left ~ allows only matrix modification even 
though den y allows other extractions Who did you deny you ha.d seen?), the exceptions (e.g. the pos
sibility of a non-matrix modification in When do you think Pa.t will lea.ve?) being due to assignment of 
a pnrcnthetical-like interpretation to certain matrix environments (The adverb is matrix modifying, but 
the content of the matrix is that of the complement, with the verb think functioning parenthetically). 
This tre;ttment of adverbial modification, if correct , allows A-Binding to be eliminated. 
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Vida Samiian (California State University-Fresno) (SUN MORN: A) 
Jeannine Heny (Indiana University of Pennsylvania) 
Three Cases of Restructru-ing in Modern Persian 
This paper proposes an analysis of three seemingly unrelated phenomena in 
Persian: compound verb format ion , the occurence of the nominal case-marking 
Ezafe, and P-ll compounds. We claim that these can be viewed as ~ases of re
structur ing; the process is triggered i n all cases by the .s~me 1nput: a non· 
branching N·bar structure, either in head or non-head pos1t1on ·a rule of 
the form : (1) Restructure non-bran ching N-bar with its unique sister. 
The first structure is a co111110n class of compound verbs: these N·V struc
tures which behave by all normal tests as compounds, correspond to syntac· 
tic NP-V sequences; but, by Baker's (1988), they yield no crucial evidence 
for analysis as Incorporation. They can be straignt-fon1ardly derived an 
related to their phrasal counterparts using rule (1). The second phenomenon 
involves Ezafe, which appears before complements and modifers at t he tl·ba ..
level, as in the word 'ketab·e bozorg' "the big book" (lit book-Ez-big). 
Out, just in case no n-bar modifier appears, Ezafe may appea~ before rr· 
complements. This otherwise puzzling pattern follows automat1cally from the 
rule above. Finally, we show that the free formation of adjectival P-N 
compounds follows directly from r ule (1). The framework followed is Baker 
11988), but it is argued that restructuring is a syntactic process. 

Beatrice Santorini (University of Pennsylvania) 
Young-Suk Lee (University of Pennsylvania) 
umg-Distance Scrambling and Anaphor Binding 

(SAT MORN: A) 

Locally scrambled antecedents in German bmd anaphors, but locally scrambled anaphors dppea r 
lo reconstruct , suggesting that antecedents and anaphors undergo A and A-bar movement, 
wspe~tively. We resolve this apparent contradiction by arguing that the binding facts arc consistent 
with the view that all scrambling is A-movement (cf. van den Wyngaerd 1989; contr-a Webclhuth 
1989, Mahajan 1!190). 

We show first that long-distance scrambling of anaphors only apparently licenses reconstruction 
and conclude thal it is A-movement. \Ve conclude further that loug·distance scrambling of 
antecedents is A-mm·emenl as we11, as is local scrambling. Since local scrambling patterns like 
A-movement with regard to weak crossover (Mahajan 1989, 1990, \Vchclhuth 1989, van den 
Wyngaerd 1989), we correctly expect local and long-distance scrambling to have parallel effects on 
weak ~rossover. l ' inally, we investigate the implications of the long·distancc scrambling facts for a 
theory of anaphor bmdmg in German, arguing that it obeys both structural and thematic constraints . 

Susan F. Schmerling 
The Meaning of~ 

(FRI MORN: C) 

Us:inR largely nat~trallv occurring data, we identify a meaniny for ~ invol
vinp !~fgrgn~g to l or ~ore neonle and a nr~SY2"Q~itiQD of snea~er-referent 
~:noR~ffi~~--fn~s n~rmits a nragma~icallv unifieacaccount of intimacv/rannort 
conno t ations 1n d1vers examoles 1ncludinp, He're Retting to be such a lli 
bov, aren't lve? (p,rand!'lother to 11:randson) ana-the non-conaescendtn~-a<IUTt
ifirectea-lrefore ~-1e start to disa~ree, can ~'e both agree.. . (woderator to 2 
debaters) ~vallo~vfnius -.:o ana vze '.veas.alwavs J.naexed to the sneaker . 
Bv senaratin~ this indexini! from t~e 's reference, '·le also nerrrd t indenen
dentlv T'lOtl.vated reference-based ilccounts of the singular nredicate nominal 
and the use of both in the a hove exa~nles. l·Te conclude with an examinAtion 
of the nuestion -O"f",·rhether a distinct l·le !'lUSt also be nosited that neces
sarily includes the sneaker in its referential meaning . 
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Peter Sells (Stanford University) (FRI MORN: B) 
Raising from Nominal Complements in Japanese 

II • .lapall<-'S(', m< ny constructions that are analyzed as invoh·ing raising or control in English contain 
hnit<' \'l'rb~ in thl' emh<•dded •·lanse. In this pap<'r, I will show that .Japanese does have true rmsmg (as 
nppost~d to 'c:<> j)\' rui~ing') out of finit.- clauses, whid1 are complements to the nominal hazu. A typical 
cxmupk i~ shown in (1) . 
1) A nw ~a [hmu] hazu da. 

rain i'IOM (fall PliES] eXJWclation bc-PRI'S 
' 11ain is c XJH'cted to fall .· 

Doth tensed v<'rhs in ( 1) can lw inclepenclently negated, showing that there arc two clausl's. The higher 

1n·c·•lic;ll<' i111po.<,l'~ no th<'matic· rcstrit'l.ions on its suhjcd. Consequently, the subject of /mru must 
Pidwr lw a trn re ( t mc ra ising) or a zero pronominal (copy raising). The lack of copy raising is shown 
i>y d~t· conlrnst with n similnr Eqni construdion (with tumon ('intention')) in which the subject of 
rhc <'nlh<'cldc:d h rad;<·lccl constituent can he overtly expressed (hy a reflexive). Jvloreover, idioms can 
app .. ar in 1 h is <'onstrnct.ion , e\·cn though we can show independently that pieces of idioms cannot be 
,·nill<l• xl'd with 1.cro pronotms, removing the possibility of a copy raising analysis. 

Joan A. Sereno (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics) 
Allard Jongman (Max Planck lnstilule for Psycholingmstics) 
Inflectional Morphology in tire Mental Lexicon 

(SUN MORN: E) 

Three experiments were conducted investigating the inflectional morphological organization 
of lexical entries . In a lexical decision word recognition experiment, reaction times to 
noun s timuli wer e s ignificantly faster than to verb stimuli. An explanation based on dif
ferences in inflectional structure of noun and verb lemmata was proposed. In English , the 
base or uninflec ted fo rm Of noun& makes up 74 \ of the noun lemma while the base or un
inflected fo rm o f verbs make- up only 29\ of the verb lemma. To test this hypothesis, two 
additional experiments were conducted using noun stimuli which have only two inflectional 
variants {singular and plural) . Noun stimuli were selected such that total frequency of 
occurrence was equated but base form frequency was contrasted (high base form nouns versus 
low base form nouns). When presented in the singular (Experiment 2) 1 response latencies to 
high base form nouns were faster than to low baae form nouns . However, in the plural (Ex
periment J) , a complete reversal of these results occurred, with response latencies to 
high plural frequency (i.e., low base form) nouns faster than to low plural frequency 
(i.e., high base form) nouns. The results are discussed in terms of current models of 
lexical organization . 

Xiaonan Susan Shen (Texas A&M University) 
Perceptual Cues for Mandarin Tones 2 and 3 

(FRI MORN: E) 

Due to their similar concave shapes, To nes 2 and 3 are said to be the 11ost confusable 
pair in Mandarin and no perceptual cues have been found (Chuang et al . 1972) . Recent results 
show t hat syllable lengthening appears to enhance auditorily the F0 curves for the Tone 3 
category (Blisher et al., 1990). However, duration does not provide auch iofor•ation for the 
perception of tones in Mandarin (Xu l Whalen, 1990). The purpose of his paper is to find the 
perceptual cues for discriminating Tones 2 froa .3. 

Based on a previous acoustical study on Mandarin tones, we hypothesi~e that the tilling 
of the turning point o f these two tones constitutes the perceptual cues. A perceptual 
experiaent is conducted. Two fundamental frequency t rajectories are superi11posed on a 326 
as syllable [wu]: (1) 190-160-250 Hz and (2) 190-175-265 Hz . The turning points, 
interpolated, change at every 1/10 of the duration, yieldinl 18 teat-tokens. A forced-binary 
choice identification test and a 4IAX discri• i nation test (Pisoni, 1971) are perfor•ed by 
six Chinese listeners. The results show that the agree11ent between the location of the 
crossover point of the identification cu rves and that o f the peaks in the discriainatlon 
curves takes place when the occurrence of the turning point is at the 4/10 of the duration, 
which constitutes the boundary. Our hypothesis ia confirmed. 
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Dingxu Shi (University of Southern California) 
Topic or Adverbial 

(SUN MORN: A) 

!n many recent works (e.g. Pan 1990), sentences like (1) are ana
lyzed as involving the topic alization of the head of the object NP. The 
extractability of the head o f NP is considered as evidence for the 
claim that Subjacency is irrelevant for Chinese A'-move~ent and that 
the Head Movement Constraint does not hold in Chinese. 

1. Zheben shu, wo xihuan Lisi de. 
this Cl. book I like Lisi•s 'As for this book, I like Lisi•s.' 
There are several problems in this ana l ysis: a) when the head of an 

indefinite NP is extracted, the NP will lose the indefinite reading; b) 
when the head of the NP does not allo w a type reading, the topicalized 
version is not acceptable; c) the head po s it i o n of the NP can always be 
filled with another noun afte r the alleged head movement. 

My proposal is that the initial NP be analyzed as a bare NP adver
bial, delimiting a type of entities and that the headless NP be base
generated, as a pro-form denoting a token o f the type. (A} and (b) are 
caused by semantic conflict. (C) is the expec ted result since either a 
full NP or a headless one c an represent a token. 

Daniel Silverman (University of California-Los Angeles) 
English Loanwords in CanJonese: The Rites of Passage 

(SATMORN: C) 

The analys1s of loanwo~ds c an p~ovid~ insight 1nto the g~amma~ conce~n1ng 
the delineation of languagot-spttc ific ve~sus unive~sal default ~ulot&. 
Cantonotse speake~s do not pe~fo~m a pu~ely linea~ analysis on English 
su~face fo~ms as they inco~po~ate these words into Cantonese. Rathtt~, they 
perform a series of scanslC:ms whlC: h ult1mately associates eve~y su~viving 
element of the st~inQ into a seQmentally and p~osodically well-formed 
st~uctu~e. It is only native speake~s fo~ whom a fully articulated 
str~•ct~•~e is underl yi n~l y present. Cantonese speake~s must rely on 
1 nd1genous phenol og1 c::al ~ul es, and when necessao~y, uni ve~sal defa~•l t r~•l es 
to p r ovide structure and license. In loanwo~ds a Hiqh[~J tone normally 
attaches fo~m-finally: Cmoto~J , (m>CSJ ta[3~JJ. In one semantic CliiS$ 9 

syllables a~e deleted: [soc iology]- > Csou[3J si[3JJ. Such fo~ms l&ck the 
HighC~J tone, indicating that the lex icon contains the non- trunc ated form, 
that the morpheme at taches be font truncation, and that multiple scansions 
.ar .. perfo~med. English consonant cl~osters are shown to be ~esyllabified in 
the unma~ked case, otherwise t~uncat~d. Appeals to unive~sal default rules 
account fo~ Cantonese st~ate~ieG with .aspects of En~lish metrical 
s truc ture, with whi c h the indiQenous phonology is ill-equipped to deal. 

Henry Smith (Stanford University) (SAT MORN: A) 
Gramm11ticalization and Argument Strucmre 

What role, if any, grammatical relations (GRs) should play in syntactic theory has been the subject of a running 
debate (most recently Bresnan and Kanerva (1989) for GRs, Kiparsky (MS) against). Discussion to date has 
focussed on the trade· off between complicated representations or complicated linking (e.g. case) rules. When it 
comes to giving an account of grammaticalization in case rule sy5tems, however, the no-GR analysis provides a 
simpler explanation. For the italicized NPs (1-4} from Icelandic, the key lies in formalizing the hierarchy of rules : 
(I) Mig vantar hnff. (me·A lacks knife·A) (2) Bar11i11u batnaOi veikin . (the-child-D recovered from disease-the-N) 
(3) Eg hef etiO. (IN have- lsg eaten) (4) Hann telur mig h ~fa eti6. (he-N believes me-A to· have eaten) 
(5) a. ACC- arglthematidgoallof 'vuma' b. ACC-argftlu:maticlgoallof 'vanta' 
(6) a. DAT- arglthematidgoal b. DAT-arg1thematiclgoal 
(7) a. NOM-arglthematic b. NOM-SUBJ/GR1 
(8) a. ACC-arg b. ACC·GR 
Without primitive GRs the rules are (Sa Sa), with GRs (Sb 8b). The rule that applies is the firs t or, intuitively, the 
"lowest order" rule. Using (5a·8a) (no GRs) we can reduce this, as in phonology, to the proper inclusion relation 
between environments of rules. This is not possible for (5b-8b) since some pairs, e.g. (6b,7b) refer to entities of a 
different sort. We can predict the direction and the likely paths of the grammaticali:zation of case: restrictiveness 
decreases over time (e.g. a shift from lexical ACC to DA T (later NOM) as has taken place in German and is taking 
place ("'Dative Sickness"') in Icelandic). Resoictiveness ·decreasing changes are w1dely attested; the reverse are not. 
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Cari Spring (University of Arizona/Ohio State University) (SAT AFT: B) 
Implications of the 'Prosodic Base' for Reduplication 
-catparison :)f reduplication in Axininca and Iardil sh<MS that QQQY is the only necessary 
formalism of 'reduplication'. An affix (Mar.mtz 1982), an:vor a prosodic base (Broselow 
an:l McCarthy 1984, McCarthy and Prince 1986) is/are specified in just sane cases. In 
Axininca, while /kana/ -> [kana-kara), 'paddle', a IOOI'lOSYllabic stem has [ta] inserted on 
the base and reduplicant: Ina/ -> [nata-nata], 'chew'. To acco.mt for the phonological 
realization of the base, a prosodic base l!llSt be specified; onoe the prosodic base is 
identified and ~ied the correct foiTIIS result. Axininca reduplication is formalized as 
'+ccpy, +prosodic base, -affix'. In contrast, I.ardil sh<MS that an affix is required in 
sare cases and the base (havirq no prosodic requirement) cannot be prosodically 
characterized. Iardil reduplication is formalized as '+ccpy, -prosodic base, +affix'. 'Ihe 
JOOdel predicts four sub-types of reduplication in language: 1) -affix, -prosodic base, 2) 
-affix, +prosodic base, 3) +affix, -prosodic base, 4) +affix, +prosodic base; the base and 
reduplicant in each case are expected to have very specific enpirical properties. 'Ihe 
findirqs reported here are inportant because they (i) refute the starrlard assunption that 
an affix is an intrinsic catpOnent of reduplication, and (ii) lead to a principled 
resolution of what precise eleJrents are ~ied in reduplication: when a prosodic base is 
specified, the prosody and segments of base cq>y; when no prosodic base is specified, 
segments alone copy. 'lhe former but not the latter displays 'quantity transfer'. 

Gregory T. Stump (University of Kentucky) 
On the Theoretical Status of Position Class Restrictions on Inflectional Affu:es 

(SATMORN: D) 

In heavily inflected languages, a word's inflectional afftxes are often required to appear in a fixed seq_uence; 
in such cases, the affixes can be classified according to the position{s) which they may occupy tn that 
sequence. In this paper, I contrast two alternative accounts of the theoretical status of position class restric
tions on inflectional affixes. In approach A, affiXes are viewed as having the same lexicill status as stems and 
words; thus, a position class restriction on an affix is regarded as a subcategorization restriction on the lexical 
insenion of that affix into a morphological structure. ln approach B, inflectional affixes are viewed as the 
characteristic marks left by operations which realize inflectional feature specifications; thus, a position class 
restriction on an affix is regarded as a restriction on the relative ordering of the operation which introduces 
that affix. Drawintt on evidence from Swahili and Breton, I show that there are four reasons for preferring 
B over A: (I) the disnibution of competing members of the same position class can be economically described 
in terms of defaults and overrides in approach B but not in approach A; (2} the fact that the appearance of a 
certain affix may be optional in some contexts but obligatory in others can be accounted for wuhout any loss 
of generality in approach B but not approach A; (3) because it fails to provide a straightforward theoretical 
reconstruction of the notion 'unfilled liffix position', approach A cannot always capture the sorts of disni
butional generalizations that position classes have traditionally been used to express; and (4) an affix whose 
disttibution can be accounted for in approach B by means of a single ordered operation realizing a single 
feature specification must sometimes be assigned two distinct subcategorization resnictions in approach A. 
This evidence favors a process-based approach to inflectional morphology (Matthews (1972), Anderson ( 1982)) 
over the 'morphology as syntax' approach advocated by Williams (1981), Selkhk (1982), eta/. 

Susan M. Suzman (University of the Witwatersrand} (FRI AFT: E) 
Learnability, Overgeneralization and Acquisition in Zulu 

Chi ld ren are con serva t i ve language l earners (Gr apen, Hollander, Goldber g & Wilson, 1ga9) and 
overgeneralize far ess t han early an al yses ind icated. Ch ildren's speech corresponds closely to 
adult input, a fact whose exp lanation l ies in children's remarkab le sensi t iv ity to surface cues. 

Discourse ana ysi s. ·n Zu l u of adu l t - ch ild inte raction s hewed t hat morphologically, children 
often switched from overgeneralized concord ia! sets to appropriate fo r ms upon hearing them m 
adult f eedback, e. g . i- p h' l-cathulo ya-mi (it where shoe of-me ) 'w here is my shoe?' to si-ph'lsi
cathu lo sa-mt, the adu lt Zulu form. Sy ntactically, adults virtuall y pr imed c hildren for learning 
the passive with onset and deve lopment be ing di rect ly tied to ad ul t input. 

Use of precedi ng utterances by c hi l dren was compar ed to persistence of li nguistic structure 
in adult usage observed b y Bock ( 1986 ). She fou11d that when su bJect s used a syntactic 
construction, they were li kely to use i t again with in a short t ime period. Syntactic repetition 
suggested that 'sen tences formu lation processes are somewhat inertial' and would be 
'antagon istic to the p r oductivity of sy ntax in actual language u se.' They woul d, however, be 
extremely useful to chi ldren learnmg t heir lan guage. Simi larl ttes between chil d acqui&i tlon and 
adult usage suggest common underl y ing mechan isms, perhaps, constra111 ts along the li nes of 
activation processes proposed by Bock ( 1986) and MacWh i nney ( 1987). 
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Ryoko Suzuki (University of California-Santa Barbara) 
Tsuyoshi Ono (University of California-Santa Barbara) 
Japanese u Spotlighting, and lntransitives in Spoken Narratives 

(SATMORN: E) 

There have been a number of studies dealing with discourse functions of the Japanese 
subject marker &!· However, almost none of these studies examined actual spoken 
discourse as their data. This study examines the use of &! in spoken narratives told 
by 10 speakers. After viewing a cartoon movie, the speakers were asked to t ell its 
story. We have found that there are many &! marked NPs (hereafte~ &! NP) which do not 
carry new information, contrary t o earlier claims; rather, they are used to bring (back) 
the referent to the focus of attention. We call this function spotlighting . We found 
evidence that this spotlighting de•ands a certain cognitive cost. For example, many 
&! NPs in our data occur with light content verbs (e.g. 'to say', 'to come'). Further, 
almost all of the &! NPs appear in the subject position of an intransitive clause, 
which requires one less referent than a transitive clause. The results of the present 
study demonstrate that the occurrences of Japanese ~ in actual discourse interact 
closely with the total organization of the discourse . 

Kari A. Swingle (University of Minnesota/University of California-Santa Cruz) 
/NFL as Focus-Assigner: Evidence from Ojibwe 

(FRI MORN: A) 

Ojibwe has two types of subject markers: one type is used in declaratives and appears on the 
leftmost verbal element (1), the other is used in WH-questions and appears on the verb (2}: 
(l)a. gJQ-anoki 'you (sg) work' (2}a. anindi anoki-Y!n 'where do you 

2S-work where work-25 (sg) work?' 
b. gi-wi anoki 'you (sg) will work' b. anindi wi anoki-Y!!!. 'where will you 

2S-future work where future work-2S (sg) work?' 
Assuming a GB frCllllework, it is proposed that the form of a subject marker reflects the posi
tion of INFL; i.e. whether INFL is inS (declarative) or in Camp (WH-question) . Phonological 
evidence is presented to support this proposal and a rule of INFL-to-Comp movement is posit
ed for WH-questions. It is argued that the existence of such a rule is explicable if the 
following notion of focus assignment is adopted: in the absence of any other focus-marki ng 
device (e .g. a focus particle or special stress/intonation), INFL assigns focus to an ele
ment through government in the direction consistent with the headedness of a given language. 
This notion together with: 1. the fact that Ojibwe is right-headed and 2. the assumption 
that WH-elements must be focussed, predicts the obligatoriness of such a movement rule so as 
to create the appropriate configuration for focus assignment. Further support for this 
notion comes from the position of focussed elements in Ojibwe declaratives. Finally, it is 
suggested that such a notion makes possible an explanation of English SUbject-AUX inversion. 

Maria G. Swora (University of Rochester) 
Mary E. Beckman (Ohio State University) 
The Intonation of Cue Words in Task-Oriented Dialogues 

{SAT AFT: A) 

Hirachberg & Lit~an (1987) found that accented cue words are a o re likely to bear L* 
accents. Since a cue word typically is extraneous t O the propositional content of the 
surrounding discourse, this finding ac cords with Pierrehumbert & Hiuchberg'a (1990) 
theory of intonational aeaning: H* adds t o the mutual belief apace, whereaa L* merely 
renders the accented item salient. We tested thh further by exaaining the use of okay in 
dialogues where one participant instructed another in building an arranaemeot of labeled 
icon•· However, while only 4 out of 364 okays were clearly literal, the va1t majority 
(285) had H* accents. A closer examination reconciles our results with P&H'• theory. The 
discourse structure closely mirrored the structure o f the task and ita subcomponents, so 
that most okays were potentially ambiguous. For example, okay often occurred at points 
where it could be interpreted either as a literal predicate signaling the successful 
placement of one icon (and the speaker's readiness t o receive instructions for placing the 
next icon), or as a cue word signaling the traneitio n between the corresponding discourse 
aegaents. Similarly, the learner often used okay to a cknowledge the instructor's intention 
that he recognize or find a pa rticular icon. Knowing that the learner understood this 
intention is useful for advanc ing that stage of the subta1k, and H• makes that 
understanding part of the mutual knowledge shared by the instructor and the learner. These 
examples e~aphasize th11t intonl tional meaning is no t syntaetic. [Suppo rted by the NSF.J 
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Alison Taub (University of Massachusetts· Amherst) 
Against the Transparency Argument for Underspecification 

(FRIAFf: B) 

Many Pol~ian languages have cooccurrence restrictions prrhibiting hQnorganic 
consonants in cvcv roots (Krupa 1968,1971). Kawasaki.(l990) argues that in Maori these 
restrictions support the claim that [coronal] is lll'Klerlyingly absent. While roots with 
two labials (p,m, f or w) or two velars (I<, I) ) do not exist, the coronal /t/ can cooccur 
with either ;r; or /n/. Since the cooccurrence restrictions are analyzed as an OCP 
prohibition on adjacent, identical place specifications (following McCarthy for semitic 
and Mester for Javanese) , the transparency of the coronal step constitutes a classic 
argument for the absence of the relevant feature, [coronal]. Hc:Mever, the saJre 

transparency ClCC\l.rS in other well-known cases, where [coronal] cannot be unspecified, 
eg. in Javanese where plain and retroflex coronals obstruents ;t,d,.,'tf do not cooccur, 
rut can still cooccur with jn, l,r;. 1he total transparency of /tj 111 Maori (an 
artifact of the small obstruent system) cannot be used to argue for missing "[ coronalJ 
values without obscuring the identical 'transparency' of obstruents and sonorants in 
Javanese (and Semitic as well), where [coronal] is specified. 1he transparency and 
un:ierspecification analysis, though seemin:Jly well-motivated, is insufficient. 1his 
suggests that other suggested cases of transparency motivating urrlerspecification 
should be reexamined an:i CC~lil<U"ed cross-li.N:Juistically. 

Natsuko Tsujimura (Indiana University) (SAT MORN: D) 
A Prosodic Constraint on the Fo1711(1tion of Nominal Clauses in Japanese 

In order to derive a well-fon:v=d Japanese Naninal Clause (NC) where the primary ')redicate 
is a (deverbal) noun, b.D conditions rrrust be met: (i) the deverbal noun :m1st be a full
fledged noun; and (ii) the deverbal noun !!lUSt have al"CJ1,.U!lent structure. Deverbal nouns that 
satisfy these conditions such as arata!'le 'charning' and atukai 'treating', thus, can be 
!)art: of a well-formed NC. Ha.-,oever, a certain qroup of deverbal nouns seem to be apparent 
countet:e.'<amples. For example, deverbal nouns like tll!:'i 'fishLrtg' and inori '')rayina' 
satisfy both conditJ.ons stated above, and yet the !·ICs 1~ith them are una-rar.tiiatical. In t::tis 
paper-, I will shew that the above-1;1e11tioned tl.o conditions are neces~· rut not sufficient 
and clai.'ll that a ::->roscxlic constraint must be irn!::osed on deverbal nouns: soeci<:'icall y, the 
deverbal nouns must consist of at least 0.10 feet (i.e., '== norae). }\ piece of evicence 
for sudt condition o:mes fr<r.t the observation that three~ra deverbal nouns, 1·1hich result 
in ill-formed !~Cs as ·.~ith inori, ~Till iMprove ~men they are prefixed by an honorific affix 
Q-, thereby transforming the noun into four TIDrae. Given this orooosal, 'IICs v1ith turi and 
inori are ruled out because tlwj do not satis!y the prosodic constraint. This conclusion 
is consistent with, and indeed supt;X>rts, Poser's (1990) argurtlC!lt for a biMoraic foot in 
Japanese. 

Appi Tumtavitikul (University of Texas· Austin) 
Perhaps, the Tones Are in the Consonants? 

(FRI AFf: B) 

The as~trical distribution o f the f i ve tones in Thai is known to be 
conditioned by syllable structures such that checked ayllablaa are restricted to Low 
and High, and also, Falling provided that the vowel is long. Mid and Rising tones 
never occur with either long or short checked syllables. No satisfactory 
explanation has yet been given for the cowoccurrence restrictions except for Gandour 
(1974) based on the qualification of tone bearing units and the segmental nature of 
contour tones. Although Gandour accounta for much of the distributional pattern, 
many gaps are still left unexplained e.g., those of Mid and Rising tones on checked 
syllables. Moreover, a acrutiny at the l anguage reveals uneven distribution among 
syllables of the same type indicating other conditioning factor(s) involved. 

This paper tackles into an unobaerved area of morphological tonal 
alternations, and tone assignmenta in foreign l oans. The data bear evidence that 
there is a one-to-one correlation between tone segments and consonant onsets which 
motivates us to propose 'tonal consonants• -- i.e., consonants with aasociated tone 
features at the phonological level. Not only do we find another conditioning factor 
for the asymmetrical distribution of Thai tones, but aleo a hypothesis of the 
development of the tones is derived shedding l ight on the synchronic tonal pattern. 



Anne Martinson Utschig (University of Wisconsin Eau Claire) 
Word Order Variation in Relative Clauses 

(SAT AFf: C) 

An examination of ~elative clauses and main clauses in sixteen 
languages shows that a) relative clause order is strictly verb
terminal in verb-terminal languages, b) languages which use no 
relative pronoun or resumptive pronoun in relative clauses limit 
the i r relative clauses to no more than two possible orders of s, o, 
and v, and c) languages that restrict relative clauses to only one 
or two o~ders require that the verb in those clauses occupy its 
•neutral' position. Explanations may include the inte~action of 
processes such as relativization and topicalization, the need for 
clearly identifiable clause boundaries , a nd the 'completeness' of 
the relative clause . 

Frederike C. van der Leek (University of Amsterdam) 
Two·Form Reflexive Systems: Independent and Clitic Reflexive Markers 

(FRI MORN: C) 

In this paper I will present an analysis of i(ndependent) and cl ( i tic) R(eflexive) H(ar
ker)s which can account for the various distributional properties (including 'long reflex 
vization ' ) of i-RHs and cl-RHs, and which also gives some insight into how cl-RMs can come 
lo extend semantically the way they do in many languages (~f. the network of extensions 
presented in Pederson 1989) . Along the lines of Kemmer ' s(l988) initial analysis, I will 
identify i-RMs with the set of properties a (reflexive or non-reflexive) NP must have be
cause of its (syntactically determined) association with a parti~ular participant role 
( while i-RMs also share their referent ~·ith their antecedent), WHh regard to cl- RH ~on
structions I will argue that at the level of participant roles they do not differ from in
t ransitive constructions but that the split into antecedent and ~1-RM NPs signals that t he 
•ind/inherent nature of the referent shared by the two NPs triggers the performance of 
t his role {in a sense I follow Heiman's 1983 conceptual split into mind and body but apply 
i t to cl-RNs rather than to i R~ls , as he does) . This accords with t he observation , made 
independently by Pederson(i989) and van der Leek(l988), that cl-RH ~onstructions signal 
r~spousibllity on the part of the entity performing the role, whereas intransitive con
st ru~tions simply convey the performance of this role. I will exemplify my analysis main l y 
with data from Dutch, a language with a sophisticated two form reflexive system . 

Karen van Hoek (Salk Institute/University of California-San Diego) 
Edward S. Klima (Salk Institute/University of California-San Diego) 
SubttUJrphemic Mapping between Form and Meaning in Chinese Sign Classifiers 

(SUN MORN: D) 

In this paper we focus on the system of classifiers in Chinese Sign Lanf;uage. Classifiers are hamJshapes which 
reference a class of items, such as 'people', 'vehicles', 'long straight objects', e tc. The classifier handshapes are 
combined with movement morphemes to produce complex verbs (e.g. VEHICLE-HIT-ANIMAL, incorporating 
the 'vehicle' and 'animal' classifiers). The classifier system in CSL resembles the classifier system in American 
Sign Langunge (described in Supalla, 1981; Padden, 1983), but also differs from it in some principled respects. 
We focus on the analyzability and mutability of the classifier handshape morphemes in CSL. CSL classifiers 
ar.pcar to be mo nomorphemic, and arc not plausibly analyzed as being made up of isolable components. 
Nevertheless. we find systematic cxpoitation of internal, part-for·part correspondences between the form of the 
classifier handshape and the form of the referent. The verb WASH can incorporate a 'person' classifier; the 
movement can be directed to di£ferent parts of the incorporated classifier, e.g. to mean 'wash hair', 'wash feet', 
etc. CSLclas.~ifier handshapcs are also mutable in form, with changes in the handshape representing changes in 
the referent object. ll~e sign CHOP can incorporate the 'au plane' classifier, meanmg 'a wing was cut off the 
airplane'. The airplane classifier would then be mollified, with the thumb (normally extended) tucked into the 
fist. ASLclassifiers arc no t mutable in this way. In the CSL classifier system, we fmu analyzabihty of units which 
nevertheless arc nol malic up of separable components. The fnct thai CSL nod ASL differ dramatically in this 
respect illustrates thai phenomena which nrc uniquely ;tffordcu by the visual modality are at the same time 
constrained by language-specific convent ions. 
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Timothy J, Vance (University of Hawaii) 
Final Accenr vs. No Accent: Unerance·Final Neurraiizarion in Tokyo Japanese 

(FRI MORN: E) 

The Tokyo Japanese distinction between f inal accent and no accent is said 
to be neutralized utterance-finally so that, e,g,, /hana/ 'flower' and 
/hana/ 'nose' are both LH in isolation , Nestupny (1978) argues, however, 
that although the distinction is not clearly maintained, it is not com
pletely neutralized either. Keating (1984) has suggested that phonological 
theory must allow for measurable but inaudible differences in positions of 
putative neutralization, and an experiment was conducted to determine if 
the Japanese accent case fits into this category, Four speakers recorded 
sets of utterances involving minimal pairs like /hana/ and /hana/ , and 10 
listeners tried to identify the utterances on each recording . The respons
es indicate that listeners cannot tell whether an isolated word is final 
accented or unaccented. On the other hand, Visi-Pitch measurements suggest 
that for one of the four speakers, the average peak Fo on an utterance
final accented syllable is significantly higher than the average peak Fo on 
an utterance-final unaccented syllable. 

Fabiola Varela·Garcia (University of Pennsylvania) 
El b11en hada-- Or, on Variarion i11the Use of'Feminine' ~in Spanish 

(SAT MORN: D) 

Perhaps the most discussed morpheme in the recent morphosyntactic literature is the 
Sp[anishJ definite-art[icle) form e~-not "masc[ulinel" e/ as in ellibro 'the book', but 
"fem~nine)" e/ as in e/ agua 'the water'. Z[wicky)'85 and others have expanded on the 
traditional view that Sp. fern. e/ is simply a variant of Ia before (stressed) hit-initial 
fern. (and masc.) N(oun)s, but Pl[ankl'84 earlier claimed that allegedly fern. el is actual!}' 
masc. and simply d1sagress with a folrowin9 fern. N and any postnommal modifiers (as 1n 
el agua fria 'the cold water'). For constructions where an adjective separates the art. 
from a fem./a/-initial N, however, most analysts have (astde from Po[sner) '85) blindly 
assumed that actual speech follows the Real Academia Espanola's prescription that Ia 
rather than fern. elis used. Thus, both Pl. and Z. assume that, e.g., only Ia buena hada 'the 
good fairy' is grammatical (similarly Ia buena hada esa 'that good fairy'). 

Nevertheless, in a 2· part experiment where native speakers gave Qrammaticality 
judgments or supplied missing letters for written sentences where vanous structures 
contained or allowed fern. e/, the results showed extreme variability. In fact, half the 
subjects preferred the non-prescriptive variant e/ buen hada esa: they apparently ana
lyze fern. el as being required by certain N's re~ardtess of whether or not that art. occurs 
immediately before theN or is seP.arated from 1t by an adjective. Here, aN can seeming. 
ly be masc. to its left and fern. to 1ts right, thus showing "lateral hermaphroditism". 

Irene Vo&el (University of Delaware) 
Focus and rhe Phonological Phrase in lraiian 

(SAT AFf: B) 

In both the Italian sentences below the subject is postverbal, but their 
focus and prosodic c haracteristics differ . In 2) the subject is prededed 
by a prosodic break and bears lover pitch; vhile in 1) it bears the main 
sentenc~ stress bu t is not separated prosodically fr o~ the preceding verb 
lcf . Ca ldbrese 1990). 1"1" =prosodic break, CAPITALS • f ocus). 
1) He lo raccont6 CARLA . 'CARLA told it to me.' 
2) He lo raccontG I Carla. 'Carla told it to me.' 
The problem is to assign such sentences with the same words in the same 
or de r their different focus and prosodic properties. It vill be shown that 
t hes ~ ~ t ff erences are, in fact, precisely vhat is predicted following Vogel 
a nd K ~h•s ~i's 11990) prosodic analysis of focus in several languages unre
l at ed v Italian (Vogel and Kenesei 1990) . Specifically , if the domain of 
f oc n"- i :. the Pho no logical Phrase (PPhl and a focused item f o r11s a PPh with 
the S• t •••J t o its (syntactically) nonrecurs ive side, it f o llows t hat the 
focu t t •aJb ject must join the preceding prosodic unit, whi l e the other one 
may n ut. Fur ther evidence comes from Raddoppiamento Sintattico whose domain 
i s t he PPh; it a ppli es i n 1), but not 2). Finally, ve wil l show that the 
a n3 ly~i s also accounts f o r similar phenomena in Catalan and Spanish. 
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Rachelle Waksler (San Francisco State University) 
William Marslen-Wilson (University of London) 
Morphological Structure in the Access and Representation of Derived Forms 

(SUN MORN: E) 

Is morphological structure represented in the lexical entry and accessed during the recognition of a derived fonn? 
Previous work (e.g., Emmorey 1989) has shown that the lexical decision on a stem is facilitated when it is 
primed by a morphologically related fonn. This priming could be due to the repetition of the shared stem, or to 
the phonological or semantic overlap between the pair. In determining whether morphological parsing occurs 
during recognition of a derived fonn, we therefore need to separate the variables of phonological, morphological 
and semantic relatedness between the derived fonn and its stem. In three experiments using a cross-modal lexical 
decis10n task, we address questions including: I) Can phonological overlap alone account for the facilitation, so 
that PANTRY primes PAN as well as FRIENDLY primes FRIEND? 2) Does the phonological relationship 
between a derived fonn and its stem play a role in lexical recognition? I.e .• is there a difference in priming of 
pairs like FRIENDLY -FRIEND vs. TENSION-TENSE vs. SERENITY-SERENE? 3) Is there a 
morphological factor responsible for the facilitation that can be separated from the semantic relatedness of a pair, 
so that, for example, semantically opaque pairs like DEPARTMENT-DEPART prime as well as semantically 
transparent pairs like EXCITEMENT-EXCITE? 4) Does priming occur between denved pairs sharing a stem? 
The results suggest that the organization of the mental lexicon is not based on the surface phonological form of 
entries. Also, there is evidence for the representation and use of internal morphological structure in a derived 
lexical entry, independem of the semantic relatedness between the derived form and its stem. lr1 accounting for 
the results of these studies, we hypothesize a model of lexical organization with hierarchical structure o f 
morphological families and inhibitory links between paradigmatic competitor affixes. 

Karen Wallace (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Xg- Binding, Verb Incorporation, and Agreement in Crow 

(FRIAFT: A) 

The inflectional system of Crow, a language of the Siouan family spoken in Montana, con
tradicts the universal constramts on incorporation compounds proposed in Li (1990). Li 
proposes that, universally, verbs incorporating into other verbs by head movement never do 
so from IP or CP, since inflectional material never seems to occur on thr embedded ,·erb 
in a verb incorporation compound. However, incorporation compounds in Crow present a 
counterexample to this proposal, since person marking person may appear on each embedded 
verb in an incorporation compound. 

[ will argue here that in Crow, verbs may incorporate from an IP wit h a bound PRO. 
Since person and number arc marked separately, and number agreement i' not repeated, we 
must assume that a phrasal node headed by person agreement is the only IP from which 
verbs can incorporate, and that incorporation from a phrase headed by number agreement 
must be blocked. 

Keith Walters (Ohio State University) (SUN MORN: C) 
Analyzing Variation in Contact Situations and Relic Areas 

Quantitative sociolinguists have traditionally excluded cenain categories of lexical items when defining 
phonological variables. Usually excluded are partially assimilated borrowings and forms that appear peripheral to 
the particular phonological system. This practice may not have serious consequences in large urban studies, but 
the same is not true in multilingual or relic areas. In these cases, close analysis of forms excluded in defining the 
corpus for a variable offers important insights into the nature of the speech community as well as variation and 
change within it. This presentation considers such a situation using data from a rural dialect of Tunisian Arabic 
(TA) and demonstrates the contribution a study of these data makes to an understanding of both the dialect and the 
speech community. Specifically, it describes three categories of lexical items justifiably excluded from a 
quantitative analysis of lowering of stressed /u:/ to [o:): borrowings, regionalisms, and relic items. The treatment 
of borrowings such as [radju:(n))-[radjo:(n)] 'radio'(< Fr.) and [pedaj\):~iiJ) 'pedagogy' (<Classical Arabic 
(CA) [ptdE)\):~ia)) illustrates the conversion routines (Heath 1989) of speakers and the linguistic and social 
contexts of borrowing. Consistent use of regionalisms such as [ho:n) 'here' by speakers of both sexes and 
generations demonstrates the challenge of defining underlying forms (cf. Milroy 1982) while the social 
characteristics of the users of items such as [ eu:r]-[eo:r) 'get up' and its synonyms show awareness of 
stigmatized pronunciations. Finally, tokens of[o:) (< •eu:) in certain items and hence the maintenance of a 
noun/verb distinction (e.g. [mo:t] 'death' vs. [ -mu:t] 'die') preserved inCA but not in TA represent the 
disappearance of an earlier stage of the dialect. Yet, not only older speakers maintain such a distinction; a younger, 
educated male also does, leading us to ask about the meaning of his behavior-hyperdialectism or classicizarion? 
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Qi Wang (University of Connecticut/Haskins Laboratories) 
Diane C. Lillo-Martin (University of Connecticut/Haskins Laboratories) 
Andrea G. Levitt (Wellesley College/Haskins Laboratories) 
Use of Null Arguments by Chinese· and English-Speaking Children 

(SAT AFT; F) 

Nun subjects and objects (nun arguments, NA) are found in many of the world's languages, e.g., halian, 
Chinese, though not English. However, these languages differ in the ways that they license and identify NAs. 
Since young English-speaking children use null subjects systematically, it has been proposed (II yarns 1986) that 
they begin wilh the incorrect parameter selling allowing NAs, and must change this setting on the basis of 
linguistic evidence. A recent prOJIOSal suggests that the licensing and identification of NAs used by English
speaking children is like that used in adult Chinese, rather than that used in adult Italian (Jacggli and II yams 1987, 
Hyams in press). This predicts that young Chinese-speaking and English-speaking children should exhibit 
parallel performance in their use of NAs. n1is study investigated this prediCtion using an elicited production task 
wilh both Chinese- and English-speaking children (2·4 year-olds). Although the hypothesis that early English 
allows null subjects was upheld, the evidence goes against the claim th~l early English ts a Chinese type language. 
The Chinese children and the American children in this experiment differed in the use of null objects; while the 
Chinese children used null objects, the American children did not . This shows an early effect of linguistic 
environment, and a need to use sepante parameters for euly English null subjects and adult Chinese NAs. 

Gregory L. Ward (Northwestern University) 
Betty J, Birner (Nonhwestem University) 
A Pragmatic Analysis ofVP Inversion 

(FRI AFT; C) 

An a.spebt.ual asyrrmetry holds between the interpretation of certa1n VP :nvers:o.ons ln the 
prO<Jressl ve and that of their SIJO counterparts, as 1ll ustrated 1:1 l: 

(l ) Yesterday's elections in Rarania took everyone by S\4"\)rise. 
a. The IT'Rlin oppos1tion party was losing the electl.on. 
o. i.osing the election was the IT&ln oppoSltion party. 
c. The main oppostion party i.ost the electi on. 
c. *~ost the election (did) the ma1n opposltlon party. 

Use of the SVO past progressive (1a) can impl1cate that a perfective inte=Pretatlon 1s 
inapp::-opr~ate, 9iven the existence of a roore infomative svo form (lc) that c:oul ci be ~ed 
to convey this 1nterpretation (cf. Dowty 1979 and Stump 1985) . However, since a VP ln the 
~reterit :1ever inverts (1d), there exists no inverted preterlt form w1th which ~~e 
1nverted progressive catq>etes, and thus the lllilllcature assoc:l.ated with the SIJO past 
progressive does not anse. We attribute this asyrrmetry to an interactlon between Gr:.cean 
principles and a grammat1cal constraint on inversion: matrix VPs can 1nvert oni y aro~ 
auxiliary .be. This const::-aint rules out :;.nverted preterits (ld) whil e al low1ng their svo 
counterparts (1c). Dnbedcled VPs , on the other hand, are cat~oncally disallowed in the 
preterit; thus no implicature, and no asyrrmetry, arises. Whlle matnx-VP inversio..-: 
requires auxiliary ~. embedded-VP invers1on does not; nonetheless, the matr1x vern of 
emDedded-VP inversion lS constrained rril91Tilticall y, in that it =t represent shared 
knowledge at the time of utterance. T'ms constraint, in turn, follows fran the discourse 
function of VP inversion 1n generaL namely the marking of an 'open propos1tlan' as 
salient in ~he ciiscourse ( Pr1nce l 98l, Simer and Ward 1989) . 

(SATMORN; A) Stephen Wechsler (Stanford University) 
A Non-DerivatioMl Account of the English Beni!factive AlterMtion 

Operations which derive the ben(efacnve) ahernation (I) are difficuh theoretically and empirically. 

(I) a. John cut a piece of cake (for his wife). 
b. John [cut his wife)v· a piece of cake. 

The operation could not be LEXICAL as there is no applicative affix: some theories prohibit zero· 
derivations on a(rgument) ·structure in principle (Marantz 84), and anyway English zero derivations are 
limited to conversions; all a structure alternations reduce to argument opllona/uy. A SYNTACTIC 
operation faces many problems, semantic ((la),o(lb)), syntactic (the for-PP is not subcategorized) and 
morphological (it requires unrecoverable deletion or a 0 -allomorph of for (Baker 88)). A non-derivational 
account will be proposed; (i) a-structures lack bens; CUT(agent, theme). (ii) A a-criterion whereby adjunct 
NPs require semantic (8·specific) Case (s·Case). Evidence: a-valency is lexically fixed-except, crucially, 
that s-Case-marked adjuncts are freely added. (iii) In English the v•_ position receives syntactic Case 
(in \b) and the V_ position receives either syntactic Case (in Ia) or ben-rectpient s-Case (in Jb). Thus 
adjunct bens can appear in V _ . Evidence wtll be adduced from: passives of ditransitives; distribution of 
expletives; semantics of the prefix re- with bens; acquisition of ditransitives; historical Joss of dative case. 
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Rebecca S. Wheeler (Utah State University) 
Sense and Subsense: The Meanings of the English Verb 'Understand' 

(FRI MORN: C) 

This paper analyzes the meanings of the English verb ' under stand'. 
Given that the meaning(s) encoded for a lexeme in the lexicon will be those 

associated wi th some syntactic pattern (Atkins 1986, Deane & Wheeler 1984, Greene 1974, 
Mufwene 1979, Sinclair 1988, Zq1cky 1971, Zwicky & Sadock 1975), the key probl em i s 
to deter mine at which level in the syntactic hierarchy syntax is relevant to sense. 
I c laim that for t he English verb ' unders tand ' , syntax keys to sense at a high level 
of argument structure. 

The English verb 'understand' is found to exhibit 4 senses : COGNITIVE, HEARSAY, 
REALIZE and DEFINE/INTERPRET. The first and last of these exhibit internal structur
ing into subsenses. Th i s paper shows that i n delimitation of sense, syntacti c and 
transfornationa l evidence must be cons idered before semantic evidence. While 
Atkins (1986:24) found word c lass and number of the head word indicative of sense, 
in the case of 'understand', these are found to correlate with SUBSENSE, not with 
sense. Lexical meaning must be specif ied to the level of subsense to explain differ
ences of synonymy relations within a gi ven sense category. 

Susan M. Wilcoxon (University of Texas-Austin) (FRIAFf: E) 
Acquisition of Syntactic and Discourse Constraints on Anaphora in Mandarin 

The present study inves tigates Handarin-speaking children's developing interpreta
t i on of subject pronouns, both null and lexical, in complex sentences containing adver 
bia l temporal complements. Fi rst, the study seeks to generalize Solan's (1983) c laim 
that English-speaking chi ldren avoid backward anaphora. Since Handarin exhibits a 
stronger constraint than English against backward anaphora, it provides a reveal i ng t es t 
f or Sol an's hypothesis. The study also probes the development of discourse constraints 
as well as the possibility of multiple interpr etations for the test structures . 
Finally, the study tests one of C. Choms ky' s (1969) predictions about l i nguistic com
plexity and late acquisition. Si xty-six children between the ages of 3;6 and 7;2 living 
in mainland China were interviewed, using two comprehension tasks: a toy-moving task 
a nd a judgment task. RESULTS: I) strong counte r-evidence against Solan's hypot hesis i s 
presented; 2) the oldest group is s ignificantly more consistent than the youngest in its 
pe rformance from t he firs t task to its j udgments on the second; 3 ) t he adverbial s truc
tures are ambiguous for chi ldren of all age groups , but the oldest group performs signi
ficantly better over the youngest in recognizing the only a ppropria t e extra-sPnt~ntial 
re ferPnt in th~ ~iscourse; and 4) acquisi t i on of t his set of struc tures i s completed 
ve r y late, uphold}np, Chomsky ' s prediction. 

Karina Wilkinson (McGill University) 
Plural ProiiDUJIS and the Partitive Constraint 

(SAT MORN: B) 

In this paper, 1 will give a semantic analysis of plural pronouns contained in 
partitive NPs whose antecedent is a kind-denoti ng bare plural. I will show that there 
is a problem in maintaining the following two standard assumptions: A) Tbe partitive 
constraint is a semantic constraint, and B) The relation between a plural pronoun and 
a bare plural antecedent that doesn't c-co.aand the pronoun is coreference. Bare plurals 
are ungrammatical in partitive NPs, e.g. •some of bears. However, plural pronouns whose 
antecedent is a kind-denoting bare plural are grammat ical in partitives: 

1) Laws protecting the environment are rare, and the Supreme Court i s 
overturning many of them 

1 will first explain the ungrammaticality of bare plurals in partitives by examining 
what predictions are made for bare plurals on Barwise and Cooper's (1961) and Ladusaw's 
( 19112 ) tht!ories. Following (B) above, the pronouns ln ( 1 l and (2) will be incorrectly 
ruled out lly the same argument we gave to rule out •some of bears. 

1 propose instead of (B ) that the pronouns are like E-type pronouns (Evans ( 1977 ) ) in 
that the pronoun 13 definite and the context supplies the descriptive content. When you 
have introduced a kind, then under certain conditions you may use a pronoun that picks 
out "Lhe N's that are relevant.• 



Annie Zaenen (Xerox-PARC) 
Mary Dalrymple (Xerox-PARC) 
On 'Subject' Antecedents for Anaphors 

(SATMORN: A) 

It bas often been observed that many anaphors are required to take subject antecedents; the Norwegian 
anaphor sin is such an anaphor. It is also often assumed that the notion of surface subjecthood is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for 'possible antecedenthood' for such anaphors. When the reflexive is 
an argument of a verb or the possessive of such an argument, the antecedent of sin must indeed be a 
subject. However, the constraint does not hold within NP's. Even if we analyze the possessor funct ion in 
NP's as a kind of subject (as is done in several fram~:works), it can be showu that this notion of subject 
is neither necessary nor sufficient in characterizing antecedency of scg. It can also be shown that within 
sentences the subject condition is not a sufficient one, ~ince in some cases a themat1c hierarchy plays a role 
in determining reflexive antecedency. 

We show that in defining the notion 'possible antecedent', complex conditions hold that requi re simul· 
taneous reference to at least two levels of representation, one representing surface syntactic relations and 
the other semantic (or thematic) relations. The surface notions of subject and/or possessor (for NP's) and 
'direct' and 'oblique' argument are necessary; further, on the thematic level we make use of a themat ic 
hierarchy ranking thematiC roles. We model these requ1rements in an LFG framework using projection~ 
specifying the mapping between thematic roles and grammatical functions. 

Elizabeth C. Zsiga (Yale University) 
Prosodic Domains and lgbo Compounds: Evidence from Two R1des 

Compounds in lgbo show a mismatch between phonological and morphological 
domains. The rules of vowel harmony and vowel assimilation apply in complementary 
situations: harmony applies only within words, assimilation only between words. In 
compounds, however, hannony applies within each of the two elements and to prefixes and 
suffiXeS, but not between the two elements. Assimilation applies between the two elements 
but not within them. Although, syntactically, they behave as a single word, compounds 
must be analysed as two prosodic words, providing evidence for an independent prosodic 
structure. Crucially, the posited prosodic domain is present both in the lexicon and 
postlexically: the lexical 'word ' domain present at the level of inflectional affiXation remains 
relevant. at the level where words combine, that is, in the syntax. The same boundary that 
was posited between the elements of a compound to prevent hannony must remain visible at 
the postlexicallevel to allow assimilation. 
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Symposium: Endangered Languages and Their Preservation 

Waldorf Room 

Organized by: Kenneth Hale, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Thursday Evening, 3 January 
7:00-9:00 PM 

The panel will show the realities of language endangennent in these times and express the positive and 
optimistic side of the question, i.e., people who speak endangered languages aren't just accepting it, they are 
doing something about it. We have chosen to concenlrate on the Americas, panly because we won't have time to 
deal with the whole world and panly because of the approaching quincentennial. Native American language 
endangerment is part of the legacy of 1492, and bringing attention to that might help bring material support to 
concrete proposals for s1rengthening the position of Native American languages in local communities and in the 
country as a whole, e.g., projects like the Center for native-speaking language scholars which LaVerne Jeanne has 
been planning, and other projects already in existence. The panel will cover four themes: 

(1) The reality of language endangerment--what the actual situation is and how serious the situation is; 
what factors contribute to language endangerment. 

(2) The response to language endangennent on the pan of a local community--language maintenance 
programs in communities where the language is perceived as declining. 

(3) A constitutional response to language endangerment and a national program for the satisfaction of the 
linguistic rights of local communities--a community based language program as part of a political process. 

(4) Institutional response to language endangerment--the importance of stable centers for research, 
training, and materials production by speakers of Native American languages. 

Colette Craig (University of Oregon) 
A Constitutional Response to Language Endangerment: The Case of Nicaragua 

In December 1984, the Nicaraguan govenment set up a National Autonomy 
Commission and initiated a permanent dialogue between the communities of 
the Atlantic coast and the central government for the purpose of 
orqanizing regional and local co11111issions to build a viable autonomy 
process for the region. The resulting Autonomy Project was approved by 
the coast comaunities and voted into the National Constitution on 
December 2, 1987. one of the provisions of Autonoay Law guarantees the 
linguistic rights of the ethnic groups of the Coast, and a number of 
programs have developed to implement this provision , including bilingual 
education and "language rescue", as the situation demanded. The Rama 
language is one which must be classified as severly endangered. The Rama 
Language Project is an integral part of the Nicaraguan Autonomy Project. 
It will be discussed both as an example of language endangerment and as 
an example,.· of a project operating within the context of a national 
project dedicated to guaranteeing and strengthening the of autonomy of 
ethnic communities. 
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Michael Krauss (University of Alaska, Alaska Native Language Center) 
The Reality of Language Endange11r1en1 

Our world is facing a holocaust of language death. The coming untury will see mass extinction of languages, on a scale far worse 
than 1nything envisioned for the worlds life forms. Extinction is already inevitable for that portion of the world's {say 6,000) 
languages no longer bemg learned by children. For various political reasons we lack reliable statistics; a fair guess for the already 
doomed languages is SO%, that 3,000 languages will die during the coming century. For the native languages of Alaska and the Soviet 
North, for example, where I have more precise figures, the death rate will be at least 45 of SO, or 90 ... 

The merely "endangered" languages are about 90., of the remaining half, leaving perhaps 300 languages "safe; those spoken by 
large numbers, approaching a millio n or more, and/or supported by the power of a state. The forces which have doomed the ftrst 3,000, 
ranging from genocide, social destruction, displaument, demographic submersion, forced assimilation, to education and the media, 
seem likely to continue to exterminate the rest. to all but the last 5% of the world's languages. 

Linguists above all others have a professional responsibility to sound the alarm, and to work for the preservation of the world's 
languages, both for scientific and for social values. We must organize a massive effort to document as well as possible all the doomed 
and endangered languages, as well as the favored ones. This will require global surveying, planning, and setting - or resetting - of 
priorities. We must also work to support the survival of the endangered languages. Regional agencies such as the Alaska Native 
Language Center alone are not enough; necessary also are organization and activism at the national and international levels. This LSA 
forum is an ideal place to begin our own national work, and we should plan also to work Internationally, for example with the 
Permanent International Committee of Linguists, which is also now organizing to work with UNESCO for language preservation. 

LaVerne Masayesva-Jeanne (University of Nevada-Reno) 
Language Centers as a Response to Language Endange11r1ent 
Native peoples are the possessors ot a rich but imperiled intellectual hE>ritage, 
namely. their native languages. and any definition of responsible lin guistic research 
nust take this fact into consideration. D.Jring the past t1>0 decades numercus 
initiatives have been implemented by Native ~ricans to address the conditions of 
tt-ei r languages, in parhe ular programs designed to furtt-er tt-eir maintenance or 
reco very. 1-bolever, what has been lacking is a sustained support system which e><ists 
for traditional academ~c language scholarship. That i~ to say, there exists no secure 
framework within which Native ~rican language scholars can pursue the kinds of 
activities whic h are necessary for their direct involvement in build~ng a. Native 
~rican linguistics. 

It is my belief that an important part of the respcr~se to tt-e linguistic needs 
O·f ccntemporarv Native ~rican c c:mrunities will ccnsist in the establishnent of 
centers specific ally devoted to the cultivation of language scholarship by s~akers 
of Native ~rican languages. &Jch language centers wc:uld contribute to a 111...1ch needed 
mtegration of academic and cc:mrunity-based langu4ge scholarship and, most important, 
they would permit the development of programs which n:.SfD"Id, not to the requirements 
of the traditional academic structures in which linguistics is normally pursued, b.Jt 
to imperatives which come from, and are defined by, Native ~ricans thenselves. 

Lucille J. Watahomigie (Peach Springs, Arizona, Schools) 
Akira Y. Yamamoto (University of Kansas) 
Community Responses to Perceived Language Decline 

Many Members or tile Hualapai community thought tllat English was taKing over their 
ancestral language anCI that their traCIJtlons were about to Cllsappear. In response to this 
perceived rapid language decline, a long and tedious process of forming a community 
language team began In 1976 with the Hualapai B11inguai/Bicultra1 Program as the central 
force. We w:U discuss Issues anCI problems that have been raced by the Hualapai language 
team. lssue5 to be discussed Include: role(s) of linguistic professionals, collaboration of 
academic and local professionals, strategies for a communlty-baseCI research program and 
role(s) of the Bil1ngual Program In the tribal language policy formulation. ' 

The language maintenance errorts or the Hualapai group have been extenoeo In the 
form or "American lnCIIan Languages Development Institute CAILDD; to other Yuman language 
speaking communities and to other language groups throughout Arizona and many other 
states. This expansion has had an Important role In formulating the "Native America" 
Language Act·, currently In the House of Representatives. 
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Symposium: Morphological Classes 

Waldorf Room 

Organized by: Mark Aronoff, State University of New York·Stony Brook 

Saturday Evening, 5 January 
8:00 • 11:00 PM 

It is commonly assumed that morphology was recognized in the early 1970's as a distinct entity within 
generative grammar. In fact. although there has been a great resurgence of interest in morphological phenomena 
in the last fifteen years, few researchers have gone so far as to ellplicitly endorse a morphological component 
within granunatical theory. If anything, the last decade has been marked by several notable attempts to integrate 
morphology into either phonology (as in lexical phonology and morphology) or syntax (as in work on 
incorporation and intl within GB). Our work, by contrast, is grounded in the idea that morphology in the strictest 
sense of the term (actual affuation and other morphophonological realizations of abStract mofllhosyntax) must be 
viewed as an autonomous pan of language, separate from either phonology or syntax and subject to its own 
theoretical principles. The rationale for our symposium is to present a variety of types of direct and indirect 
empirical evidence for the validity of this idea, both as a theoretical principle and as a guiding force behind the 
analysis of morphological systems. 

We have selected a single type of phenomenon for discussion at the symposium: morphological classes. 
Such classes have been acknowledged for millenia and they provide a simple prima facie argument for the 
independence of morphology. since they are often only partially tied to their syntactic, semantic or phonological 
counterparts, as we will show in some detail. At the same time, their diverse but highly systematic complexities 
make them a fascinating object of study for the purely morphological theorist. 

Stephen R. Anderson (Johns Hopkins University) 
Synractically Arbitrary Inflectional Morphology 

In several languages, the correspondence between inflectional 
class and syntactic structure turns out to be arbitrary for some 
lexical items. Specifically, a language may display a clear 
correlation of particular inflectional markers with syntactic 
arguments of a given sort, and yet include some elements in
flected as if in the presence of an argument that doesn't exist. 
Exa•ples will be presented from Georgian of Verbs inflected to 
'agree' with nonexistent Direct and Indirect Object argu•ents; in 
association with such agreement, the case marking on 'real' NP 
arguments also behaves as if the nonexistent arguments were 
present, though it can be shown that they are not. Similar 
exaaples will be cited fro• Algonquian languages. The conclusion 
fro• this mis•atch is that Horphosyntactic representations, while 
accessible to both aspects of grammar, have a structure which is 
not uniquely determined by either syntactic form or the proper
ties internal to words. 
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Mark Aronoff (State University of New York· Stony Brook) 
Syntactic vs. Morphological Noun Classes in Arapesh 

Arapesh, a langua~e o f the To rric e l li family of Papua New Gu i nea, 
has a Bantu-like agreement system, with thirteen distinct 
genders. Adjectives, verbs and pronouns must all agree in gender 
with nouns. Noun genders are determined for the most part by the 
final segments of the noun stem. I will present a detailed 
treatment of gender and morphology, in which the morphologic al 
class of a noun is determined by stem phonology and gender is 
then determined br morphological class. Support for this 
"inverted" analysis comes from various discrepancies between 
gender and morphology. Of spec ial interest is the pattern of 
defaults. Nouns that do not fit into any of the phonologically 
determined c lasses have special c haracteristics both in their 
gender and 1n their morphology. Exceptional nouns of other sort~ 
also show these characteristics, but default gender and default 
morpho l OiY do no t a l~a)s g o hand in hand, allowing one to show 
conc l UIId VE' l y that gender and morpho l o gi <:" a l c l ass are d1st.inc t.. 

Morris Halle (Massachusetts Institute of Technology} 
Nominal Declension in Latvian 

The 4 class/2 gender declension of Latvian noun exhibits interesting 
interactions between the nested structure of the words, on the one hand, and the cyclic 
and noncyclic rule strata of the phonology, on the other. The principles required for 
the noun declension are readily extended to the definite adjective declension. Of 
especial interest here is the functioning of a metathesis rule a nd its interaction 
with the rules of vowel deletion and lengthening. 

James W. Harris (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Spanish Inflectional Classes 

According to venerable scholarly and pedagogical traditions, gender is the fundamental 
factor in the organization of Spanish nouns and adjectives into form classes. I show that 
this tradition is wrong: gender plays a role in syntactic agreement/concord, but it has no 
direct phonological manifestation in Spanish. Rather, (gender-neutral) adverbs as well as 
nouns and adjectives (NAAs) fall into four purely morphological clases, the members of 
which share nothing other than class membership--the property of having a certain "word 
marker" (or none). By exploiting certain redundancies (e.g. Class I is favored for mascu
lines, II for feminines) and asymmetries (II houses a large number a masculines, I has a 
lone feminine noun and no feminine adjectives) I develop an analysis that transcends de
scriptive adequacy to give an explanatory solution to the "mating problem", which seems to 
involve acquisition on the basis of negative evidence. This analysis postulates the ne· 
cessity of nonbinary morphological features (gender in particular) and the interpretation 
of "unmarked" as literally "no information•; it distinguishes systematically among the 
autonomous domains of biological/semantic sex, syntactic gender, morphological form classes 
and phonological redundancy. The rule system whereby inflectional classes are manifested 
phonologically is formulated in terms of Noyer's theory of morphosyntactic addresses, and 
dispenses with the problematic idea of treating word markers as phonological melody units 
unassociated with skeletal positions in underlying representation. 
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Robert Hoberman (State University of New York-Stony Brook) 
Formal Properties of the Conjugations in Modern Aramaic 

The syst11r-· o:· vc:·!J cu::jUI'·' ' ! ~ :1~ l!:lflec t :on;,J-dr~!vatlonal categories, "llinyanlm") In 
r.ucl(!!'%! Xc~t·• ' tc:ast~•·n A: ;~!:'il! r ls s {j! pJt>~· th?.~ !n a ost other Se:tftic: I Pu:g,!a~PS. such as 
,\r·ahir.. 7!.t•:·en:·l' mr>d~>~n Ar(UW.oiC p~ovides a convenient body of data lr. ~o~hich to 
<:xa~.!nc \th: for~:?.l :r.o:·; •!.oln~:ical pro;.>ct•ti<ls of such a systP.n:. Each c onjugation is 
nbstrar::, in thl'lt it rl'pr·esr.nts ft cor~elatlon o! one o~ 111ore canonical prosodic 
templatm< nnd \'ncallc melodies, and may trigger morphological opet•ations. The invest!· 
gation or l!:r:sc IJ!'O(~:-Ucs wlll be organized around the question of lexical representa
~ion: jus~ ~<hat ir:for:mtlon 11ust be specified lexically In order to fully <leter111ne the 
!nflcctJona: for·a:s of an lm.11vidual verb. ln 110dern Ara~~aic there Is strictly speaking 
:10 need fo:· abstract conjugation l:la:·kers: rather the full set of !nf!ectional 1'or11s o! a 
vcr!• c:m be predJet,.cl frort tht! prosodic strur.tu:·e of its lc:dcn 1 representation. Thus 
th~ ft•·st-~onjugatio~ v~>:·!J meaning ' ope::', with Its vnrlous stc:ns inc luc!lng the Preter!tP. 
pi i:s <:m! ~:w .lu!<sive pa·ti.~. t an be represcntc" l ns lt~tVx/, .~nn• pre<" !sely as a paired 
:'<Jot am! proso•!ic :·epn:sentatlon {/pt.~/. q ). ThP. rules speclfy!n~ the inflectional 
fm·t:~s nn: not moUv.1ted and phonolO!! l r.t! but abst:"ll:t and lllo:·;,holog ica!. 



Workshop: Linguists and the School Curriculum 

Waldorf Room 

Organized by: Penelope Eckert (Institute for Research on Learning) 
Geoffrey Nunberg (Xerox PARC/Stanford University) 

Friday Evening, 4 January 
8:00 - 11 :00 PM 

The gap between what is known about language and what serves as a basis for action in the schools is 
probably without parallel in any other part of the curriculum. When aspects of language are taught at all, they are 
approached in a purely instrumental way and are generally associated with unfamiliar language varieties. 
Grammar is taught in the service of instruction in written varieties or in a second language and is most often 
presented as a body of unmotivated facts or prescriptive rules. Word-formation is taught as a "dictionary skill" or 
other exercise in vocabulary enhancement. And the curriculum almost wholly ignores other important areas of 
linguistic study--phonetics and the systematic nature of ordinary speech, the sources of sociolinguistic variation 
and multilingualism, even the long-established outlines of linguistic history. In the absence of any understanding 
of these areas, both students and teachers unwittingly operate in terms of a body of folkloric misconceptions about 
language, which frustrate students' efforts to become literate and leave them with feelings of inadequacy and 
disempowermenL Students are given no appreciation of the linguistic knowledge and ski Us that are their 
birthright, and therefore they see no connection between those capacities and the linguistic abilities that they are 
expected to acquire in the course of schooling. Over the long run. moreover. the neglect of language as a subject 
rnauer leads to the perpetuation of repressive language attitudes and educational and social policies. And, finally, 
current approaches leave students with no inkling that the study of language might be an engaging intellectual 
exercise in its own right. 

The purpose of this workshop is to mobilize the linguistic community's interest and involvement in 
educational practice. It is intended as a fii'St step in building a community of linguists and educational practitioners 
to develop innovative and linguistically and socially responsible curriculum. The workshop will be divided into 
two panel sessions, with a break for discussion and questions. The first panel will concern general issues in 
language-related curriculum, and the second will focus on the importance of the study of language structure as an 
exercise in critical analysis and as an example of scientific investigation. The panels are intended to generate 
discussion and to solicit our colleagues' involvement in the issues under discussion. 
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Bethany K. Dumas (University of Tennessee) 
Conspiracy and Solicitation: Unguistic and Legal Issues 

(SATMORN: G) 

Speech acts such as conspiracy and solicitation present difficulties in criminal cases in that they are likely 
both to be indirect and also to be characterized by vague or ambiguous reference. They are also, as Shuy has 
pointed out on a number of occasions, diffuse in the sense that evidence of their performance tends to emanate 
from cumulative conversational interchange rather than to inhere in any single speech utterance or exchange. 
How is the trier of fact to know whether a defendant has solicited or conspired with another perS<>n to commit 
a crime in the absence of such language as I hereby solicit you to murder my husband? This question will be 
addressed in the context of a criminal investigation in Knoxville, Tennessee, in which an indictee was charged 
with conspiracy and solicitation to commit murder on the basis of several hours of tape-recorded conversation 
obtained when the putative co-conspirators wore concealed microphones during conversations in which the 
killing of the indictee's husband was repeatedly discussed. 

Edward Finegan (University of Southern California) 
LinguistS as Expert Witnesses in an Adversarial System 

(SAT MORN: G) 

With an increase in the number of criminal and civil actions that have linguists serving as expert witnesses, 
attorneys are becoming more familiar with a range of linguistic expertise. One important by·product of this 
familiarity appears to be an increasing use of linguists on opposing sides of an action. This paper sketches 
the roles played by nine linguists serving as expert witnesses or consultants in three civil actions. It describes 
the role of an expert in civil litigation, focusing on professional and ethical questions connected with expert 
witnessing in an adversarial setting. It warns against certain dangers that can arise when; experts permit 
themselves to assess the overall justice of the litigant's position in which their testimony plays only a part, and 
it urges focus on the soundness and complexity of the expertise for which they have been retained. 

William M. O'Barr (Duke University) 
John M. Conley (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) 
Heard on the Street: Constructions of Law in rhe lnveJtment World 

(SATMORN: G) 

Over the past eighteen months, the authors have conducted an ethnographic study of Wall 
Street. Descriptions of their own behavior and that of others by brokers, investment company 
executives, and financial analysts constitute the primary data. These data are analyzed for the 
models of organizations and management styles as well as the factors that influence and 
constrain them. Of particular interest are the conceptions of law held within the investment 
world. Although most individuals maintain that the law is an inflexible constraint that governs 
their behavior strictly, comparison across individuals and organizations shows that the 
interrelation of applicable laws varies widely. 



Roger W. Shuy (Georgetown University) (SAT MORN: G) 
Conversational Distancing in an ll/ega/ Substance Case 

When persons are uncomfortable with information being given them in conversations, they risk a face

threatening act if they respond with accusation, ridicule, disapproval, or reprimand. One way to avoid face 

threatening was revealed in tape-recorded evidence used a in a criminal law case. The person being given the 
uncomfortable information chose to distance himself from the topic rather than from his conversational 

partner. He did this by participating minimally (15% of the topics and 15% of the total words used by both), 

by using extremely short utterances (2.56 words per utterance), by uttering feedback markers the majority of 

the time (574lL of his turns of talk), by not even referring to the salient aspects of his conversational partner's 

topics, and by making hollow rather than felicitous offers to help. This paper describes the process of 

"conversational distancing" in ways hitherto unexamined in the discourse analysis literature of face 

threatening acts. 

Lawrence M. Solan (Orans, Elsen & Lupert, Attorneys, New York City) 
Linguistic Issues in the Fifth Amendment 

(SATMORN: G) 

The Fifth Amendment to the Constitution reads in pan, "Nor shall any person be subject for 
the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall he compelled in any 
criminal case to be a witness against himself." Virtually every word of this clause has been 
the source of extensive litigation. My paper ialks ftrst about an issue that has NOT arisen in 
Fifth Amendment adjudication: the relationship between b.imz1f and ill~· Linguistic 
principles of binding and control indicate that b.iDlRlf can only refer to any person; this 
illustrates that legal debate about meanings occurs only with respect to inl!.rpretative issues left 
open after application of the principles of generative grammar. I relate this to current ques
tions in legal philosophy about the extent to which law as written can be determinative of the 
outcome of disputes. I then discuss what courts have said is the meaning of "be compelled to 
be a witness against himself," discussing this in tenns of the theory of speech acts, which (I 
attempt to show) makes it possible to focus cases on the issues that are relllly at stake. 
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Julie Andresen (Duke University) 
The 'FAX' Theory of Communication in the History of Linguistics 

(FRIAFf: G) 

In the past several hundred years, a certain model of language and 
communication has been privileged in a wide ran~;e of humanistic/philosophic/ 
linguistics schools of thought. This model might best be described as the 
"telepathic" or "duplicative transmission" model of communication whereby 
a speaker •packages• or "wraps" a message in a •code" and "sends" it to a 
listener who then •unwraps• it. My updated metaphor for this model of 
communication is the FAX theory of communication, a model of which I am 
critical . This paper will present the history of this model, beginning 
with Locke and moving on through Saussure and c:1omsky, and wi 11 trace some 
of the implications of this model for other asp~cts of language theory and 
description, most notably the 'FAX' theory of cvmmunication and the prob
lem of "meaning ." My paper will conclude with a description of postmodern 
approaches to a theory of communication which are consistent with behavior 
al models. Th@ proble m of meaning will be redescribed in accord with the 
revised mode l o f communication. 

Lucia Binotti (University of North Carolina) 
Two XVII Cenlury Spanish Grammarians and the Apology for the National Language 

(FRI MORN: G) 

Although often considered unfounded or 'fantastic' by modern critics, the 
theory of "primitive castilian" , elaborated by Gregorio L6pez Madera in 1601 
(Binotti, 1989; 1990) achieved extraordinary success among Spanish 
philologists in the ear l y XVII century . Madera's theory secures a noble and 
prestigious origin for the Castilian, independent of Latin. His dogmatic 
vision served the nationalistic and absolutist purposes of the imperial 
ideology of the time , and for this reason was widely adopted. Paradoxically , 
he sets the ground for a systematic study of Castilian, which emphasizes its 
linguistic autonomy . My study deals with two XVII century treatments of 
Madera's theory, one by a professional grammarian, Gonzalo de Correas, one 
by a rhetoric1an, Jimenez Pat6n. Significant 1 y, both scholars are deeply 
interested in the synchronic aspects of Castilian, as well as in fixing its 
structur.-e and exploring its expressive capacities. They accept Madera's 
theory enthusiastically, precisely, I will argue , because the theory allows 
the dissociation of Castilian from its h1storical dimension. In this 
'atemporality' Castilian will be finally analyzed as a 'living' language . 

Konrad Koerner (University of Ottawa) 
The Problem of Metalanguage in Linguistic Historiography 

(FRI AFf: G) 

When trying to adequately describe linguis t ic theories of the past, the historian of lin 
guistics finds himself in a dilemma: either he presents them as well as he can within 
their original terainology and may , as a r esult , have few readers and only those who are 
fully imaersed in the particular intellectual climate , or he renders those theories rel e
vant to the modern linguist by making use of concepts and terms that are readily under
stood, yet tend to distort the original i'ntent, purpose, and meaning of these past di s
courses. Both alternatives cannot be attractive to the discerning linguistic historiog
rapher who will have t o find a middle ground by going beyond the mere an tiquarian concern 
to present past ideas within the original context, while at the same time alerting the 
reader to the procedure adop t ed in t he analysis of these theories. 

The paper discusses several instances where modern writers have misled othe rs (and 
possibly themselves) through a careless use of 20th-century terminol ogy in their analysis 
of ideas and doctrines advanced in earlier periods in the history of linguistics: 1) The 
concept of 'etymologia' in antiquity vs. ~he modern understanding of the principles and 
goals of etymology; 2) the discussion about orthography reform in a 12th-century Icelan
dic treatis• vs. the theory of structural phonology, a0d 3) the linguistic theories of 
19th- century authors and the cont inuing discussion of t he sources of Saussure's teach
ings. 
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Michael Mackert (University of Delaware) 
In Search of the Inner Form of Language: The Roots of F. Boas' View of Linguistic 
Categories as a Window to the Human Mind 

(FRIAFf: G) 

Historiographers of linguistics have frequently pointed out the presence of the Humboldt
ian term inner form in Boas' discussion of linguistic categories and have suggested 
a link to the "Vo1kerpsycho1ogie" and psycholinguistics of Steinthal/La2:arus, and Wundt, 
but to date there are no detailed studies of the psychological roots of Boas' notion 
of inner form and of his concern with linguistic categories and classification. However, 
such a study is vital for a better understanding of Boas' work in linguistics because 
it reveals the mechanical view of mind giving shape to Boas' framework. The meaning 
of Boas' notion of inner form and his concern with linguistic classification are discuss
ed within the context of the psychological theories of Steinthal, Lazarus, Wundt, and 
Spencer and the interpretations of Humboldt's inner form by Steinthal, Lazarus, Brinton, 
and Wundt. Like Steinthal and Wundt, Boas considered language to be a manifestatio n 
of the mental lite of peoples, and he believed that tile vocabulary and the linguLs tie 
categories of a language are symbols representing conceptual categories or classifi
cations to which similar new experiences are automatically assimilated. Boas proposed 
l.lat the psychologieal g roujlings represeuted by the categories of a lanauas e depended 
on the inner form of a language. Boas also believed that th~ categories of a language 
force its speakers to arraa6e the world in certain couceptual groups . 

Joseph Subbiondo (University of the Pacific} 
John Wilkins' Theory of Rhetoric: A Study of Ecc/esiasres 

(FRI MORN: G) 

In hi ~ Ecclesiastes. or a Discourse of the Gift of Preaching (1646) along with 
his later Gift of Prayer (1655), John Wilkins (1614-1672) exemplified the 
reconc iliation of science and religion in 17th-century England. In th is paper, 
I will focus on two central themes of Ecclesiastes: the rhetorical theory 
underlying Wilkins' principles of pulpit oratory and its influence on the 
17th-century English plain style movement. Moreover, Wilkins' rhetorical 
theory contributed to his development of the language universals which shaped 
his philosophical language in Essay towards a Real Character, and a 
Philosophical Language (1688). 

Michael Ward (Trinity University} 
Citladini's Sound Change Rules: 'vere' or 'ben trovare'? 

(FRI MORN: G) 

This paper will analy2e Celso Cittadini's L~ or1g12! ~ 
toseana favella <1604; second, revised edition 1628), in an 
effort" to determine to what degree the hypotheses offered 
reflect internal cohesion, and, secondarily, to what extent the 
author's views agree with those of more modern science. 
Cittadini's essay proposes to demonstrate the changes suffered 
by Latin words in the development of Italian, suggesting len 
paths of transmission termed QI~. A large portion of the 
exposition is dedicated to rules concerning Italian open and 
closed ~ and ~; these descriptions are carefully outlined and 
painstakingly exemplified in the treatise. The abundance of 
data Cittadini provides, and ils somewhat idiosyncratic 
arrangement, may be partially responsible for linguistic his
torians' general unconcern with the work's contents. 
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Carol Blackshire-Belay (Ohio State University) 
Does Foreign Workers' German Have Its Own Grammar? 

(FRI MORN: H) 

Foreign Workers' Ger•an (henceforth FWG) is a term which refers to 
the linguistic product that has arisen out of the language contact 
situation in the Federal Republic of Germany and West Berlin. Thus 
far, a number of researchers have addressed issues surrounding the 
existence and status of FWG. Often scholars have become so concerned 
with the social history and political policies of the socio-linguistic 
situation, as well as debating or refuting the pidgin issue, that no 
true description of the actual usage of FWG speakers exlstR. 
In my presentation I propose to examine actual texts taken from 
interviews that were conducted during my fieldwork in order to seek 
answers to the following questions: 

1. Who are the speakers of Foreign Workers' German? 
2. What is its relationship to Modern German? 
3. What is the role of FWG within the foreign worker community? 
4. Does FWG have its own grammar? 

Guy Carden (University of Idaho/University of British Columbia) (FRI AFf: H) 
Cill:Jls_Reflexives in French Creoles 

Goodman (1964) showed that all or almost all French creoles had reflexives formed on a 
cognate of FrenchMOorps 'body', forming part of his argument for a commonorigin for the 
French creoles. re recently, Baker & Corne (1982) gave linguistic and historical 
evidence that Isle de France Creole (Mauritian, Seychelles, Rodriques) developed independ
ently of the new-world French creoles. In this paper I give evidence that the c¥rps 
reflexives developed independently in the two groups, and that, for the Isle de ranee 
group, substrate influence fro~ Malagasy played a crucial role. 

The key evidence comes from Corne's (1988) observation that the ~laur1tian lekor ('body') 
reflexive is limited to direct-object position. In the earliest available textST19th 
century), there are 37 lekor reflexives in DO position and zero elsewhere, contrasting 
with the mem reflexive (6 DO, 20 OP) and the reflexive use of /uR/ plain pronouns (22 DO, 
14 OP). TJie restriction is therefore specific to the lekor reflexive. l·lhere does it come 
from? Keenan (1976) reports that Malagasy, a major substrate language, uses the stem tena 
' body' as a reflexive, and, crucially, that this tena reflexive has the sa~ DO. restr~ 
tion as Mauritian. This agreement on a marked parameter setting implies that the Mauritian 
lekor reflexive goes back to a calque on the Malagasy tena. 
---nhis evidence for independent origin is confirmed w~we no~e that early texts in the 
new-world French creoles show attestations of corps reflexives 1n OP posit1on. 

Guy Carden (University of Idaho/University of British Columbia) (SAT AFf: H) 
Morris Goodman (Nonhwestem University) 
Rebecca Posner (O"ford University) 
William Stewart (City University of New York·Graduate Center) 
A 1671 French Creole Text from Martinique 

The Lieber Collection at the University of South Carolina contains a manuscript dated 
1715 which claims to be a copy of depositions dated lo71 from six witnesses who reported 
that they had seen un monstre marin en figure d'homme off Martinique. Three witnesses 
were recorded in standard French, but the other three deposed and were recorded in an 
early version of French creole. The document therefore includes parallel accounts of the 
same event by three different creole speakers, a total of 25 lines (200 words) of creole. 

If this document is an accurate transcription of a 1671 manuscript, then it would 
contain the earliest known extended text in a French creole. (For a discussion of the 
previously-known early French creole and pidgin texts, see Goodman 19G4: 104-7, Reinecke 
1975:217-307, and Goodman 19J7:39l-3 in the Reinecke volume.) 

Our presentation will give a transcription and translation of the creole part of the 
ms, with some discussion. Transparently creole features include lexical items (e.g. 
garder = 'look at', tini = 'have') and structures (e.g. postposed unmarked possessives, 
postposed article 1a~ as a TMA marker, intransitive cachl = 'hide'). Historically 
interesting points1nclude the use of Jrd person plain pronoun li as DO in reflexive 
contexts and lexical variation in article incorporation (e. g. z!jpaules/ Ep~ule() and in the 
forms of the negative (~non pas/na pas) and of the coordinate conjunct on et/ et puis). 
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Alexander F. Caskey (Lincoln Research Associates) 
Portuguese Creole -dH: Synchrony, Diachrony, and Markedness 

(SAT MORN: H) 

This treatment of creole verbal morphology examines the behavior of the suffix -du in the 
Portuguese-influencee creoles, ~ith special emp~asis on Cape Verdean Krioulu. 1~ile Ppg. 
suffixal -do, generally recognized as the likely source of -du, is an (absolutive) par
ticipial mkr. employed in periphrastic verbal structures & participial adjs., creole 
-du has become far more productive, marking t~ral aspectual distinctions, & markin~ 
passive-like effects. It is argued here that the proper characterization of bound in
flectional morphology in creolization & in contact-induced language change can be ex
plained in terms of the syntax & semantics of the verbal system as a ~!hole. Evidence 
from African lgs. of historical formative importance is adduced in support of the find
ing that -du adaptions are principally a product of the extension of the morpho-syntax 
of the original verbal system. Finally, implications of this analysis for recent treat
ments of markedness (Thompson & Kaufmann 1989, Battistella 1990) are discussed & 
evaluated. 

Michel F. DeGraff (University of Pennsylvania) 
Haition Creole and the Pro-Drop Parameter 

(FRI AFf: H) 

We argue that Haitian Creole (HA) is a Pro-Drop language. Thus, along the corresponding 
parameter, HA coinci<!es with the child's initial setting (assuming Hyams 19861

). Three kinds of 
evidence are presented to support the claim: (i) existential, weather, and seem-type verbs do not 
require phonologically realized subjects; (ii) subject pronouns behave like clitics spelling out the 
agreement features of the inflection phrase; (iii) Tense-Mood-Aspect markers do not seem to occupy 
an independent node and might be analyzed as part of the verb phrase, which, in Hyams' theory, 
is a feature of Pro-Drop languages like Italian and Spanish. The structure of the inflection node 
and the nonexistence of verbal morphology are shown to regulate the appearance of eli tics and non· 
pronominal subjects in pre-verbal position. Our account makes one non-trivial prediction regarding 
serial verb phrase constructions. Assuming that the second verb is part of an embedded clause, our 
analysis predicts that its subject will obligatorily co·refer with the subject or object of the matrix 
clause. 

Viviane Deprez (Rutgers University} 
Marie-Therese Vinet (Universite de Sherbrooke) 
·~·in Haitian Creole: An Ambiguous X' Category 

(FRIAFf: H) 

Copular sentences in Haitian Creole are often foraed without a copula. 
In soae con t exts, however, the element ae c an or aust be present . Se has 
a coaplex distribution ; it is obli~atory with c ertain predicates and 
optional or iapossible wi t h others. Moreover, when ae is obligatory, it 
is in eo•pleaen t ary distribution wi th the nega t ion pa, if the apparent 
subject of the copular sentenc e is a pronoun but not if i t is a NP: 
(1)11 ae fre • I 11 pa fre • I •11 ae pa fre • /(2) Jan ae pa fre • 
(be/John is (not) ·~brother) . As we show, when ae and the negation 
cooccur as in (2), the NP is not in subject position but in a dislo c ated 
position; 1 n this case , ae occupies t he subjec t position. That ae can be 
a subject is shown independently by : (S) ae pa fre • · Thus, ae e an 
appear i n XP positions (subjec t) and in xa positions (NEG). To account 
for this dis t ribution, we propose that ae has an aabiguous status wrt 
its cat~eorial type ; Muysken's X' theory {1982 1 presupposes the 
existen c e of lexi c al categories of the type [+aaxiaal • proje c ted). We 
propose that t hese c ategories c an appear both in XP and in x• positions. 
This proposal allows an elegant acco unt o f a number of surprlsin£ and 
interesting fao ts about ae whi c h up to now remain unexplained . 
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Hlldo H. do Couto (University of Brasilia) 
The Genesis of Portuguese Creole in Africa 

(SATAFf: H) 

The aim of this paper is to show that out of the contact of the lancados 
("white traders who :1ad adopted African religion, customs and tribal 
markings") with the grurnettoes("Africans hired to work for them and who 
lived in their vicinity"} and the tangomas(lanc;ados' native wives) arose 
a pidginized Portuguese. Their children("filhos da terra", mulattoes, 
creoles) acquired this pidgin as tneir mother tongue. That was the 
beginning of the Portuguese creole of the West coast of Africa. This 
hypothesis holds valids valid independently of an insular or a continental 
formation of this creole. Not even Naro's "reconaissance language" is 
incompatible with it. 

Nicholas Faraclas (University of Papua New Guinea) 
Where Have All the Adjectives Gone? Not to Pidgins, Any One! 

(SAT MORN: H) 

Th i s paper co nsists ~ rimarily of a r eexaminatio n of t h e category 

' a dj e ctive • and it s appropriateness t o the descriptio n and analysis 

o r At lantic and Pa ci fic English Le xifier P i dgins and Creoles, principally 

Ni ~erian Pidgin and Tok Pisi n (Melanesian Pidgi n ). Using Dixon (1982) as 

a reference point, it is ar y ued that both Nigerian Pid gin and Tok Pisin 

make use or stative verbs and nominalizations of sta tiv e ve rbs to con vey 

~eanings that are normally conveyed by attributive an d p redicative 

atije cei ves in languages such ns Eng li sh. Substr ate languages are t he n 

examined to fin d possibe motivations ror pidgin ~ d jectiv~lessness. 

Eduardo D. Faingold (Tel Aviv University) (SUN MORN: H) 
Creolization and Child lAnguage 

Correspondences be~ween Spanish/Por~uguese Papiamentu (Netherland Antilles) and Palenquero 

(Colombia) creole phonology as well as the phonological development of two young 

Spanish/Portuguese speaking children (Noam and Nurit Faingold) are investigated. Concern is with a n 

innate (physiological and maturational) program. Certain more marked structures (e.g. mid·vowels, 

diphthongs, consonant clusters, trisyllabic words) are more d ifficult to articulate, audi t or process than 

less marked forms (e.g. high and low vowels, single vowels and consonants, mono- and bis) llahic 

words). Spanish/Portuguese Papiamentu and Palenquero creole as wdl as young bilinguals 

consistently select less m arked structures. These developments are further explained by a unifyiug 

model of markedness that uplains possible changes as reflecting natural processes. 
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Glenn G. Gilbert {Southern Illinois University-Carbondale) {SATMORN: H) 
The Furure Tense in the English and Dutch Based Caribbean Creoles 
Evidence continues to accu~u late that the complex system of future markers 
shown by creoles in the Caribbean and elsewhere cannot be eAsily forced 
into the irrealis mold prepared·for them by Bickerton's rigid TMA system. 
Many creoles seem to have two future •tenses," which can be characterized 
as proximate vs. nonproximate, or perhaps as immediate vs. general (Stolz 
1986:167). The two future tenses differ both semantically and syntacti
cally: for example, it seems that, in qeneral, only the nonproximate (or 
general) future may be negated. It is sugqested that creolists look more 
closely at the vernacular model provided by speakers of the superstrata 
European languages (e.q., English gonna/will or Dutch gaan/~, rather than 
artificially tryin9 to maximize the grammatical d1fferences between·the 
creoles and their related superstrates. The paper discusses examples from 
St. Croix English Creole (for which additional texts dating from the 1880s 
have just been located), (Jamaican) Maroon Spirit languaqe, Jamaican English 
Creole, Negerhollands, and the Guyanese Dutch Creoles. 

Charles Gilman {Rainbow Bridge Consulting) (SAT MORN: H) 
A Bantu Model for Seselwa Jl1li}i£ 

Bickerton (JPCL 4:2, p. 161 ff.) analyzes the Seselwa 
complementize:- ~J:!: as a seri a l verb. analogous to .~ in the 
Engl i st:-based Atlantic pidgins and creoles. The claim is that su
complementation is a "strong" creole universal. appea!' ing widely 
wit hout the necessity of specific adstratal models. H~wever , ~£Ur 
diffe!'s from gy in having a prefix ~. from French pour , and is 
not c l early a serial verb. This pref1~ is exactly anal ogous to 
Eas~ African Bantu complementi:ers with the verbai prefix ku , wh ich 
should thus be regarded as the model for ~udi~. 

The theory of pidginization and cl-eolizati on requires the ful! 
consideration of models in the lexifying language, as well as in 
adstratal languages, alongside universals. to provide a comp l ete 
accounting for the variety of structures and the idiosyncratic 
characteristics of individual language s. Understanding is weakened 
by an over- reliance o c "single-cause" theories like universals or 
substr atum. 

Maureen Healy (Hunter College) 
Preliminary Study for a Sra!Um Creole Co11tinuum Model 

{SUN MORN: H) 

~e purpose of this project is to explore the suitability of the creole 
continuum model for varieties of Sranan as a possible model for language 
shift. It is my hypothesis that Surinamese Dutch has reolaced English 
as the lexical source language of Sranan. I will demonstrate, by 
analyzing transcribed tape reco rdings and using my own intuitions as a 
native speaker of Sranan, evidence of the lexical and structural 
influence of Surinamese Dutch on Sranan. l>ly contention is that basi
lectal, acrolectal and mesolectal varieties have arisen from differing 
degrees of influence of Surinamese Dutch (mainly via western education 
in that language which is relate d to socio-economic class) on the 
varieties spoke n in the countryside, in the city and in intermediate 
areas, respective ly. 
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John Holm (City University of New York) 
American Black English and Afrikaans: Two Germanic Semi-Creoles 

(SUN MORN: H) 

This p~~r coaparea ~he aorphoa~ni&X ana phonology of each of these varieties 

~o ~hat of ita lexioal eouroe language and tha~ ef a full creole of the 

•~•e lexioal baae in order to deaonatr~te the need for the concept of ~ 

~- The structures of the ~wo v~rietiea ~re then compared to each 

other to ahow in v~t respects Afrikaans ia more oreole-like than American 

Black En£lieh. Fin~lly, these structural features are matched ~gainat 

what ia known of the £8neaia and developaent of Afrik~ana and Ameri~an 

Black Bngliah to aee what light eaob oan oaat on the history of the other. 

Kate Howe (MRM Language Research Center) 
Haitian Creole and Papiamentu: Complementizers or Relative Pronouns? 

(FRl AFT: H) 

Recent work in GB Theory, specifically liM-movement, strongly supports the hypothesis 

that in certain constructions, elements previously assumed to he (non-WH) relative pro

nouns are in fact complementizers, and that the relative pronoun itself is covert, or an 

empty ~~-operator. 

Haitian Creole has obligatory relative pronouns for subject and locative only; in more 

acrolectal varieties, the form·~ is becoming common, not only in cases where the rela

tivized form is the direct object, but also after locative kote, indicating that this 

ke is indeed a complemcntizer rather than a relative pronoun. 

Drawing on data collec ted in Haiti, I will examine the various possibilities for rela tiv

ization and complementizat ion in Haitian, including the equiva l ent of the so-called 

'infinitival relative', which in certain cases is ambiguous between the 'infinitiva l' 

reading, and the modal ~· A parallel analysis of Papiamentu will be included. 

David M. Jeuda (University of Nevada-Las Vegas) 
The Portuguese Laical Element in Papiamentu 

In the debate concerning the genesis or creole languages, Papiamentu 
has played a key role. Although the vast majority of its Romance-derived 
vocabulary -clearly has Spanish as its source. a residue of leiical items of 
unmistakable Portuguese provenience remains, variously attributed to a 
supposed Portuguese pidgin, to the Portuguese and judeo Spanish spoken by 
jews of the era, and to Spanish dialectal sources. The eJterna! background of 
these items has been much discussed in recent years. on account of their 
critical importance for the monogenetic theory of creole language origins 
Considerably Jess attention, however, has been paid to close study of the 
words themselves. The present paper systematically identifies and analyzes 
the words which compose the Portuguese lelical element in Papiamentu and 
anempts to assign the most likely source(s) for each. 
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Frederick C.V. Jones (St. Augustine's College) 
A Look aJ the Potential for Expressiveness in Krio 

(SUN MORN: H) 

This paper discusses ways i n which internally-motivated and externally-~otivated 
deve lopments i n the phonol ogy , morphology, syntax, and lexico-semantics of Krio 
have increased the language ' s non-referential potential . It also advances the 
view that changes and developments that take pl ace duri ng the "post-creole" 
phase need not signi fy decreolizati on--which should be potentially l ethal to 
the creole--but may further enhance the autonomy of the language. 

Mwamba T. Kapanga (University of Nebraska·Lincoln) 
Shaba Swahili and the Processes of Linguistic Contact 

(SUN MORN: H) 

This paper provides an analysis of Shaba Swahili (ShS), one of the very few non-western
based languases c l assified as pidgin/c reole(P/C). This variety of Swahili is spoken in 
the southern province of Shaba, Zaire. The paper show$ that although ShS fulfills the 
criteria used fo r the classification of P/C (i.e. structural simplification and histori
cal origin associated wi th trade, slavery, 9 t c .), it is not a P/C. I t will be shown 
through t he analysis of ShS that s tructural s implification i<: not the property of P/C 
only. Rather it is the property of all languages found in contact si tua tions , namely, 
link languages, koines, foreigner talk, P/C, immigrant, ins titutionalized, and indigent
zed varieties. This being the case, a ll the processes of language contac t such as lingui
stic convergence, structural s implification, interference, interlanguage, linguistic 
nationalism, ,uper stratum association, language attitudes, etc. wil l be evaluated to sort 

.out a new set of criteria for language categorization in contact situations . 

Satoshi Stanley Koike (City University of New York·Graduate Center) 
Semantic Change in Hawaiian Creole English Lexicon from Japanese 

(FRI MORN: H) 

This paper examines semantic change in lexical items of Japanese origin 
in Hawaiian Creole English (HCE). which I collected in Hawaii. Because 
(Hawaiian) Japanese has been one of the major languages spoken in Hawaii. 
phenomena such as lexical borrowing. second language acquisition and code
mixing are particularly relevant and will be examined in detai 1 . Some 
of the semantic discrepancies between HCE words of Japanese origin and 
their modern equivalents in Standard Japanese are her·e traced t o regional 
usages in Japan for the first time . The range of meanings covered by the 
Japanese words and phrases in HCE seems to indicate that this is not so 
much a straightforward case of borrowing as one of code-mixing. The paper 
represents an effort toward a more coherent theoretical framework for 
the study of semantic change in languaQe contact situations., building 
on discussions in Huttar (1975), Hancock (1977; 1980) and Allsopp (1980). 
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Ernst F. Kotze (University of Zululand) (FRI MORN: H) 
Afrikilans in the Context of Creole linguistics: Dismantling Linguistic Apartheid 
Since the controversy surroWldlng the origin of Afrikaans was due In the past to 
contradictory interpretations of Important concepts, the lack of consistency in 
applying diverse criteria Is demonstrated. Differing points of view concerning the 
diachronic typological classification of Afrikaans are pointed out, and the terms 
"creole", "semi-creole", "post-creole", "creoloid" and their definitions are investlgateJ 
The Intricate sociolinguistic situation at the Cape during the 17th and 18th centurie~ 
renders a simple classification of Afrikaans Wlworkable. Therefore the concept of 
kolneization Is defined and applied to the genesis of this language. 
In order to indicate that the strict lines of division between linguistically "pure" 
languages and those which have become tainted as a result of contact cannot be 
justified If structural and nonstructural criteria are accorded equal Importance, a 
comparison between the processes of evolution of Middle Low German and 
Afrikaans is undertaken. A conclusion is arrived at pertaining to the comparative 
diachronic typological classification of Afrikaans and Low German. The value of 
non-structural criteria for identifying processes or change in both so-called 
genetically "pure" and convergent languages becomes evident. 

Silvia Kouwenberg (University of Amsterdam) 
Reduplication in Berbice DuJh Creole 

(SAT MORN: H) 

In this paper, a description wi ll be given of th e form and functio n of 
the proeess of reduplication in Berbice Dutc h CreolP (SO) . We will 
distinguish between reduplication which does not result in categorial 
change and category changing reduplication. Non-category c hanging 
reduplication applies to adjectives (1. emphatic, 2. distributive), 
verbs (1. sill'plE' iterative, 2. aimless l y repeated activity, 3. activity 
carried out in small repeated steps), adverbs (emp~ati c ) and nouns 
(individualize d). Category changing redupliction is an infre quen t and 
irregular proc ess, limited to nominal verb redup l ication (1. in • trumental, 
2 . descript i ve). Distributiona l restrictions an d the interac tio n with 
phonologic a l and morphologica l rules will be di sc ussed. 

Evidence for the treat ~ent of redup l ication a s affixation ra~her 
tha n compounding comes fr o m s t ress patterns: A comparison of compound 
s tr ess -assignmen t (as in a ingkandi ~ mingi-kandi 'waterside·) and 
s tr e ss-assignment in affixed words (as in t6kapu < ~6ko-apu 'children') 
with $tress i n r t duplicated forms (as in 16ml ombo < 16mb~-lombo 'very 
ba d ' ) r hows that reduplicatio n is actually suff1xation of a morpheme . 

Anna Kwan-Terry (Nan Yang Technologi~allnstitute) 
The Use of Modal Particles in Colloquial Singapore English 

(SAT MORN: H) 

A dis tinctive feature of colloquial Singapore English i s t he use 
o f modal partic les t o indi cate different attitudes on the part o f 
the speaker. Some examples of such particles are what to express 
d i sagreement or query , ho to solicit agreement or--confirmation, 
lo to indicate obviousness and me to indicate surprise . Such 
pa rticles are widely used in casual s ituations, very often in 
place of intonational variations, and are seen by speakers who 
use them as highly economical and expressive. The proposed paper 
dis cusses the use ot these particles in colloquial Singapore 
English and attempts to explain how these particles have found 
their way into the local variety of English. There i s little 
doubt that all of these particles have been derived from the 
Chines e languages used locally ; however, what is of interest is 
that aMong the wide range of particle s i n the local Chi nese 
languages, on1.y cet"tain ones have been borrowed into the English 
lex icon and not othe rs . This thus leads to an examination of the 
c onditions governing the successful borrowing of modal particles 
from Chinese into the local variety of English. 
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Gerardo A. Lorenzino (City University of New York) 
A Structural Comparison of the Spanish·Based Creoles 

Building on earlier studies comparing the structure of the 
Papiamentu and Palenguero verb phrase (Maurer 1987) and noun 
phrase (Lorenzino 1989), this caper provides the first structural 
comP-arison of all the Spanish- ased creoles by analyzing the VP 
and NP of Chabacano (Philippine CS} in the light of what is 
known about the two Carib&ean varieties. This stud~ reveals 
that although Chabacano is a "true creole" as delined b).': 
Bickerton (1981}. it does not share the basic structure of 
Pa11iamentu and Palenquero because it does not share their 
African substrate. Chabacano's Austronesian substrate makes it 
structurally closer to Malayo-Portuguese or even Tok Pisin. 

Charles Mann (University of Edinburgh) 
Polysemic Functionality of Ps in PCs: jQ in Anglo-Nigerian Pidgin 

(SAT MORN: H) 

(SATMORN: H) 

T~is paper reviews the literature so far on the evolution of pre

positions in pidgins and creoles, but attempts an in-depth investigation 

of 'f9'(derived from Eng lish 'for') in terms of its considerably wide sem

antic range, its morpho-syntactic variabili ty and the types of clauses, 

etc. it preposes.It is hoped that t~is micro-analysis of An&lo-Nigerian 

pidgin - an ~tlantic pidgin - will contribute to reinforcing or repudiat

ing certain views held so far on spec ific function words in pidgin and 

creole grammars. 

Katherine Wyly Mille (University of South Carolina) 
A Historical Analysis ofTense in G11llah 

(SAT AFf: H) 

The first systematic historical examination of Gullah yields 
results that strongly challenge assumptions of its ongoing decre
olization. Comparing computer concordances of Gonzales' literary 
dialect, representing Gullah from over a century ago with modern 
field data collected in the same vicinity by Mufwene and Jones
Jackson, this study finds a striking replication of form, func
tion, and distribution of tense markers then and now. The con
cordance exposes Gonzales' attempts to stereotype a basilectal 
Gullah in later writing. His earliest writing, however, compared 
with modern data, makes a case for stable variation in the cre
ole. An alternative to the decreolization model is presented. 
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Salikoko S. Mufwene (University of Georgia) 
On the Status of Auxiliary Verbs in Gullah 

(FRIAFT: H) 

The delineation of the c lass of auxiliary verbs has raised some analytical 
problems for languages such as Ehglish, due particularly to the absence of con
stant/consiBtent morphosyntactic features by which to single them out (Huddles
ton 1976, ~k::Ca..,ley 1988, ~lufwene 19901. The property shared indisputably by 
auxiliary verbs i n all languages where such a class is assumed is the fact that 
they specify the mood, aspect, and tense (perhaps in this order of crosslin
guistic frequency) of the verbs which they head syntactically. That is, the 
class is assumed primarily on the basis of semantic considerations. 

This paper examines the verbal markers of mood, aspect, and tense in Gul
lah in order to detennine what particular syntactic features may be associated 
\Jith them and \Jhether the same problems arise about the del ineation of their 
class as in English. We are aware that the morphosyntactic features most com
monly attributed to auxi Uary verbs in English .., i 11 simply not npph in Gullah. 
Other morphosyntact ic c riteria such as potential for phonological reduction and 
inability to be uued as main verb in at least some fonn a rt> being considered. 
The list criteria remains open. 

Wayne O'Neil (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
On the Structure and History of IP in Nicaraguan English 

(FRI AFT: H) 

In Nicaraguan English Creole (NeE), dQ-Support is obligatory, perhaps lexicaHzed, since 
1-to-AGR-Lowering to V, the head of VP, appears always to be blocked in the presence of 
[+finite) specified as [±past]. ([+finite) can be unmarked for (past) in NeE, in which case there 
is no dQ-Support.) The language does not allow !-Raising to C, head of CP. Languages 
differ parametrically between having [±weak] inflectional affixes, with, e.g., Agr (a distinct 
functional element from I) being [-weak) in French, but [+weak) in English. Further IP 
differences between the more familiar varieties of English and NeE result from the loss of 
Agr, the inventory of functional elements in a language being itself parameterized. With the 
loss of AgrP, the basic structure of the clause in NeE is thus reduced to an IP with no further 
articulation into functional elements other than the optional NegP. These characteristics of 
NeE IP follow from re-parameterization of a functional element ([+weak) Agr of earlier 
English) and from the lexicalization of [±past) in I by the incorporation there of the null 
(potentially dQ) modal. This reorganization of the grammar was triggered phonologically by 
the simplification of syllable-final consonant clusters in the language and syntactically by 
the presence in the earlier language of an already weakened AgrP dialect. 

Robin Sabino (University of Pennsylvania/Drexel University) 
On Onsets: Explaining Negerhollands Initial Clusters 

(SAT AFT: H) 

The view that the CV sy llable predomtnates in Caribbean creoles has motivated 
useful discussions of the processes wh ich substrate speakers used to break up the 
comp lex c lusters of the superstrate languages . A frequency analysis of sy l I able 
types in Negerhollands demonstrates that the CV syl table predominates in this 
creole. However, this view of creole syl I able structure does not account for Stolz's 
(1986) observation that speakers of Negerho l lands were far more likely to preserve 
consonant clusters in word initial position than in either medial or ftnal position, 
and it runs counter to his observation that in Negerhol lands non-etymological 
initial clusters were sometimes created by elision. The predominance of the CV 
syllable also fai Is to account for that fact that these non -etymological clusters 
could be either permissible in the superstrates (e.g. Dutch beloven 'promise' ~ 
Negerhollands bllf) or impermissible (e.g. Dutch bewaren 'preserve' ~ Negerhol lands 
bwa). This paper compares Negerhollands sy llable onsets with onsets in its substrate 
and superstrate languages and demonstrates that permissibility played an important 
ro le in the deter ination of Negerhol lands syllab le structure . 
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William J, Samarin (University of Toronto) 
Sango Plwnology of Urban Young People 

(SATAFr: H) 

Based on ~he analysis of a samplt of tape reoordings of extemporaneous sprech fr om children m 
the c1ty of Bangui, Central Afr1can Republic, this study demonstrates substantial chanttes in the 
phonetic rtah~atlon of Sango's underlymg structure. Tht new patterns seem to be innovativtm t hat 
they do not appear to be due to any substrata! or adstratal mfluence. Should children's Sango 
becomt tht language of the future, the language would bt atypical m some rvsprcts of Ubangian 
languacu. 

Charlene J, Sato (University of Hawaii) 
Applying Creole Sociolinguistics: Hawai'i Creole English on Trial 

The application of research on pidgin and aeole languages to legal issues is 
discussed with reference to a US ovil ri!tlts dscrimination lawsuit (Kahakua et al. v. 
Hallgen. 1987). which centered on the Hawai't Creole English accents of two National 
Weather Service employees. All analysis of thei' speech is ~esented and sociolnguistic 
arguments underlying the case are dscussed with reference to contoversies in the 
research literatll'e. legal interpretations of this ~teratll'e. and obstades to ~ogessive 
social change in aeole communities. 

Shobha Satyanath (University of Pennsylvania) 
On Tense Marking of(daz) in Guyanese English Creole 

The existing literature on Guyanese creole provides a variable tense interpretation 
for (daz). the iterative/habitual marker. Bickenon (1975) claims that the tense interpretation 
of (d:tz) itself is variably distributed across the continuum. According to Bickenon, (daz) is 
used as a tenseless marker for the speakers located at the bottom of the continuum. As a 
speaker moves to the upper mesolectal level, use of (daz) becomes more and more 
restricted to the present contexts and use to alone is used for the past tense contexts. 
However, this description becomes Jess revealing if we consider the fact as pointed out by 
Bickerton himself, that use to is acquired more or less around the same time as (daz) is 
acquired by the speakers by the speakers. 

The present study provides a reanalysis of (daz). Using both speech data and 
experiments involving judgements of the native speakers. r have shown that (daz) is not 
inherently marked for tense. The tense interpretation of (daz) instead varies depending upon 
the surrounding grammatical context for all speakers. The study also provides counter 
cvtdence to the claillls made by Bickerton regarding the variable distribution of tense 
interpretation across the creole continuum. Finally, based on narratives, I have shown that 
the use of (daz) in the p<~st contexts actually represents a 'historical present' rather than true 
past. 
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Eric Schiller (Wayne State University) (SAT AFf: H) 
Why Serial Verb Constructions? Neither Bioprogram nor Substrate! 
For rrr.~ny years now Creolists h3ve been argW\g Gvet the source of serial verb constructions in Creole bngu;~ges. Biderton (1981 inlet ali4l rahs 
the position that serial verb conslludions 4ft p2ft or l.llivm gt:H11111:1f, while othets lisagree, claiming rlr.Jt lhey ate coobiooted from the SIJbslrate 
l:mgtr.1ge. WMe the bner rrr.1y accooot for SVC's in a numbet of Cteole langtr.1Qes, it seems impMible in others, induOOIQ H:lw:Ji:m Creole Eng~sh 
(H(£1, whicll has exllemely &mired seri3lization, lllt SIJcll seria6zation as exists is revt31ing: dei don haev no b1, dei W4wi 6r go sJ:ti. 1hey didn't 
have any cars, they went to school on foot.' (from Bideilon 1977).With lhe excep~on of cantonese, !he many ingredients whicll came together to 
Cleate Hawaiian Creole lad verb phrase seria&zation, and thus even the !JeseRU of sudla peripher.~l serial conskuction as (I) is puzzling. On the 
other hand, why doesn't HCE 1how mucll more seri3lization as is typical of the Wesl Afric:~n based Creoles, assuming the Bioprogram, and not the 
substr:~te bnguage, is the primary motivation for serialization? It is dear from ex:muning these and other languages SIJdl as lh3i :md Khmer that serial 
verb constructions are gener:~l~ used in functions whicll :ll& insl:lntiated by IJ&posilions in many olher l•ngtr.lges (d. Sclliller 1990) though a 
number of objections h2'1e been raised to lhe notion that seri31 verbs grow where prepositions are absent. l'he present paper brieHy diSOJsses a r.~nge 
of purpoiled counterexamples, concenlr:lting on H:litian Cteole, where native S!leaker judgements (to be presented) skongly prefer the prepositional to 
serial constructions, even though borfl are accept.llje in terms of gr:~mmalicafity judgements. From lhe dati presented, we will condude that Creole 
languages can be expeded to employ serial verb constructions on~ in cases where there is no preposition which fills the s:~me semantic role 
(e.g. instrumental. benefactive). If a prepositional device is added to the language (e.g. via a coverb development), the prepositional device will be 
the unmal\ed member ollhe pait. ~. however, li language lads ille synractic category of prepo~tion, the borrowing of a preposition wiU result in the 
prepositional expression being highly marked (as in l'hai, foley & Olson 1985). 

Armin Schwegler (University of California· Irvine) 
Notions on Decreolizalion and the Misanalysis of Pale"'luero Negation 

(FRIAFf: H) 

A conspicuous feature of Palenquero morphosyntax is the unusual, though by no means 
unique, often clause- or sentence-final placement of the predicate negator nu 'not' (e.g., i {NU] keli 
bae aya NU 'J don't want to go there'). Previous descriptions, often cited in the literature, present 
oversimpllfied (and, therefore, misleading) accounts of the data. This paper attempts to rectify the 
descriptions found in Bickerton & Escalante (1970), Lewis ( 1970), Fricdemann & Patino Rosselli 
( 1983), and Megenney ( 1986). 

Based on an extensive corpus of informal spoken data, this investigation demonstrates that 
Palenqueros systematically usc not one but two basic creole negation patterns-preverbal and 
postverbal nu-, and that the selection of construction does not, as has genemlly been argued, 
depend on the presence or absence of Spanish influence, but rather on complex pmgmatic factors. 
The fact that preverbal negation strategy cannot be viewed as a simple case of interference from 
Spanish shows that, contrary to the opinion of previous investigators, Palenquero negation gives 
virtually no signs of decreolization. 

Dingxu Shi (University of Southern California) 
Pidian, Pigeon or Business 

(FRI MORN: H) 

How the term 'pidgin Eng l ish' originated is always controversial. 
The widely hel d view that it came from the Chinese Pidgin English 
(CPE) word for 'business' is often c~llenged on the ground that it is 
phonetically difficult to derive (P id ,:s in ) from (biznis). The most 
popular alternatives for the origin of RiQgin include pidian derived 
from the name of an Indian tribe and the Portuguese word ocupa~§o. 

Either alternative lacks the support of historical record and 
attested data, but there is sufficient evidence that CPE pidgin/ 
~ stood for 'business' before the term 'pidgin English' appeared. 
A crucial 'missing link' in the phonetical derivation of (phid1 in ] is 
provided by a CPE phrasebook. The word derived from business was [pi
tsin) there, with an unaspirated [p] and an unaspirated affricate [ts ) 
replacing [b] and [z) respectively. Those are the closest Cantonese 
equivalents for the two English so~ds. The English speakers in turn 
were likely to perceive them as (p ) and [d.5 ] . The insertion of an 
extra vowel after (ts) is a common means to eleminate syllabl e final 
consonant in CPE. 
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Peter A. Slomanson (City University of New York) 
Views ofTwo Early Twentieth Cenmry Linguists on Language Variation and Change 

(SATAFr: H) 

1his paper is a canparison of t he work of the Dut ch linguist s Hesseling and van 
Gi<;1.a\::l~n , ~j ~arly chall""~~t,er.; of. aspects of t!·,e t~ u::v~. e:ti'"-4.1 r J.·a.L.e\\'VL-k i:::.l..iatlishi:U Uy 
the Neogranmarians . The irmovati on for \Ohlch Hesseling was responsible consisted in 
dev!!loping the noti on that t here exists a language--i!xt ernal ard cultural as opposed to a 
strictly internally-driven and mechanical basis on which d i achronic linguistic change 
can occur. 'That of van Ginneken is to be found in t he suggestion of a pseudoscientific 
biological-anthropol ogical CCJl'4)011ent to phonological difference s in the speech of 
populations which have cane into contact wit h the l anguage of an exogenous linguistic 
population. The contribution of t he first is global in that it feeds into later work 
in pidgin ard creole studies, t he more "local" contribution being to the urderstanding 
of data fran Dutch-based ard Dutch-influenced creoles ard a partially creolized variety 
of IX!tch. The lasting local contribution of the secord , van Gi nneken, is to our 
urderstanding of "occupational" ard other forms of language va riation within the 
metropolit an Nether landic l anguage a r ea, al though many aspect s of his anthropological 
approach to general ard geographic language variation are now anachronistic and may 
safely be regarded as scientifically inval id. 

Arthur K. Spears (City College· City University of New York) 
Haitian Stem Verb Forms 

(SAT MORN: H) 

The analysis of Haitian Creole (HC) stem verb fo rms in rendered particularly 
complex by the many meanings it expresses (collpared, e.g., to Bickerton's "classic" 
creole) and by its involvement in what see~s to be a major , ongoing change in the HC 
TMA system, The hypotheses of this paper are that (1) the stem form has historically 
been unlllarked vis-a- vis THA and {2) in several environment:! , i t has been in variation 
~ith semantically more specific verb forms , which are pr ogr essively replacing it. 

Kenneth M. Sumbuk (Oxford Universi1y} 
Is Tok Pisin a Threat to Sare? 

Tok Pisin has long become a mother tongue to many in the 
urban areas of Papua New Guinea and to those from mixed 
marriage families. It (Tok Pisin) is also rapidly becoming a 
mother tongue to many in the rural areas and even to those 
not from mixed marriage families. This Is especially 
common in the Sepik region. This can be seen as a threat 
to many of the smarr languages. The paper describes how 
and if Tok Pisin is a threat to Sare. Sare is a small Papuan 
language of 3,200 speakers spoken in the Sepik region of 
Papua New Guinea. 

(FRI MORN: H) 



Anand Syea (U MIST, England) 
Against a Predicate Raising (PR) R1de in Mauritian Creole 

(FRIAFr: H) 

'lhis paper will argue that the evidence for a PR rule proposed by Seuren 
(forlhc:cming) to C2COOU!lt for the alternation between the short and the long form of 
verbs, as illustrated in (1 ) , in Mauritian Creole, is far fran conclusive. 

(1) a. Pyer ~~~ li pu fini liv 1a zordi 
Peter think he folD finish book DEF today 

b. Pyer ~e/pas f ini liv la zordi 
Peter think f inish book DEF today 

It discusses scrne of the data used by Seuren and points to scrne of the weaknesses 
of his analysis. The sane data, H. will be shown, can rrore suc:c:essfully be 
accounted for under a Jrodular theory like Goverrment and Binding without having 
recourse to a rule which creates semanlic opacity. 

J .P. Williams (University of Sydney) 
A Preliminary Survey of Papuan·Based Pidgins 

It i s only within the past few years that information 
concerning Papuan- based Pidgins has begun to d PPear in the 
literature ( c f. Fo ley 1988) . The limited a va1 lab1l1tY of 
Published information led to the absen~e of any di seus~ion 

of thes e varie ties in Holm's rec~nt (1989) r~ t~rence • urvey 
of the world' s Pidgin and creole languages. 

The purpos e of the present paper is to provide d prel1m1nary 
s urvey of the Papuan- based pidgins of ins ular New Guinea. 
Thi s paper o utlines the information that 1 ~ known about 
these indigenous Pidgins, whose inPut languages are 
c lass ified as non-Austronesian, or Papuan. The disc us•ion 
foc u sse s on the viability of the$ e Pidgln~ . the o e ial 
settings of c ontac t, and a comparison of the1r morpho 
syntac tic f e atures. 

Lise Winer (Southern Illinois University-Carbondale) 
Persistance in Decreolizarion 

(FRI MORN: H) 

(SUN MORN: H) 

This paper re-ex~mines the concept of rapid decreolization in view of the long
term persistence of several creole features. A series of texts in Caribbean English 
Creole, from 1~04-1906, purportedly written by people from Trinidad, Barbados, St. 
Vincent, and Can·iacou, yields numerous examples of continued simultaneous use of 
apparently "transitional" forms. Specifically examined are noncompletive markers 
!• da, ~) and does; ! and da as existential sentence-initial copula; and na and~ 
as TOcat1ves. The disappearance, decrease, and persi stence of these forms is 
discussed with particular attention to the social matrix of 19th and 20th century 
Trinidadian society. 
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Donald Winford (Ohio State University) 
Directional Serial Verb Constructions in CEC 

(SATAFf; H) 

The aim of this paper is to describe the syntax of a specific set of serial verb constructions in 
Caribbean English creoles (CEC) - those that Involve Motion events. I employ Talmy's (1985) sketch 
of the major components of a Motion event to illustrate the basic paucms which CEC employs to 
express such events, and draw parallels with Sranan (SN). These paucms involve the use of serial 
verbs like &g., Um. and UAIL to express Direction, as well as to introduce Purposive VP 
complements, as in Mjeri kyari dj pjknj so a maakil and Pem uan a tona ao baj klooz. I argue that 
the syntactic behavior of these constructions, eg, the fact that they allow wh·extraction and 
contrastive focus of both VI and V2 arguments, suggests that they belong to a 'subordinating' as 
distinct from 'coordinating' type (Scbba 1987). This contrasts with views such as Schiller's (1990) 
that all SVCs have a 'flat' structure. I account for the syntax of Directional and Purposive SVCs 
within a GPSG framework which allows us to specify the possible sequences of VI and V2, along 
with their arguments, in terms of the subcategorization propenics of the verbs themselves. Some 
problems in Sebba's similar treatment of SN SVC's arc identified and avoided in the in the present 
analysis . 

Flore Zephir (University of Delaware) 
Social Dimensions of Bilingualism in Haiti 

(FRI MORN: H) 

The present paper examines closely the role that French and Creole play 
for the Haitian bilingual speakers and attempts to underscore the specific 
rules of language choice on the part of these speakers in light of the 
diglossic relationship that exists between the two languages . French is 
the high (prestigious) language spoken by the dominant group (the 
bilingual community), and Creole is the low (less valorized) language 
spoken by the subordinate group (the monolingual masses). The paper 
indicates that in a bilingual/diglossic contex t, such as that of Haiti, 
the languages in presence are not used interchangeably at the preference 
of an individual speaker. There exist social factors that affect language 
choice, namely the setting, the topic of discourse, the purpose of the 
interaction, and the participants involved. Further, it provides evidence 
to support the claim that language choice reflects class consciousness as 
well. 
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Intelligence 
A Sourcebook 
Derek Partridge and Yorick Wilks, 
Editors 

Lost Words and Lost Worlds 
Modernity and the Language of 
Everyday Life in Nineteemh~Century 
Stockholm 
AllanPred 

~chaeology and Language 
The Puzzle of Indo-European Origins 
Colin Renfrew 

Propositionru Attitudes 
An Essay on Thoughts and How We 
Ascribe Them 
Mark Richard 

Language Development and 
Individuru Differences 
A Study of Auxiliary Verb Learning 
Bria-n Richards 

English Focus Constructions and 
the Theory of Grammar 
MichaelS. Rochemont and 
Peter W. Culicover 

The Give and Take of 
Everyday Life 
Language Socialization of Kaluli 
Children 
Bambi B. Schiejfelin 

From Etymology to Pragmatics 
Metaphorical and Cultural Aspects of 
Semantic Structure 
Eve Sweetser 

Talking Voices 
Repetition, Dialogue, and Imagery in 
Conversational Discourse 
Deborah Tannen 

Speech and Reasoning in 
Everyday Life 
Uli Windisch 
Foreword by Michael Billig 

~--------Journah·---------, 

Journru of French Language 
Studies 

Language in Society 

These utles and many more arc on display and a\'ailable for purchase at a discount from the 
Cambridge Uni\'crsity Press booth in the exh1bit halt. 

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011 



Mew ~~~les on d~splay 
•~ LSA ~nelude: 
Carrasquillo/Baecher (eds.) 

Teaching the Bilingual Special Education Student 
Beach/Hynds (eds.) 

Developing Discourse Practices in Adolescence and Adulthood 
Chen ail 

Medical Discourse and Systemic Frames of Reference 
Fisher/Todd 

Social Organization of Doctor/Patient Communication l/e 
Gale 

Conversation Analysis of Therapeutic Discourse 
Legg/ Algina 

Cognitive Assessment of Language and Math Outcomes 
Stoddard 

Text and Texture 
Walsh (ed.) 

Literacy and Praxis 
Weinstein (ed.) 

Language Policy and Political Development 
A full range of back list titles will be on display. All convention orders will receive a I 5% discount. 

Ablex Publishing Corporation • 355 Chestnut St. • Norwood, NJ 07648 

Directory of Programs in Linguistics 
in the United States 
& Canada 
1990 Edition 

• An Invaluable source of Information 
• A must for every library 

This sixth edition of the Directory describes programs in 
168 institutions. Entries include the number and kind of 
degrees granted 1987-90, faculty and their specialties, 
special institution resources, and uncommonly taught 
languages offered during the last three years. The 
Directory also provides information on 19 institutions 
engaged in linguistic research and on 45 linguistic 
societies and related organizations around the world. 
Indexes of staff and uncommonly taught languages 
complement this collection. 

In response to suggestions from users, the format has 
been changed to 8 1/2" x 11 ", spiral bound. 

To order, send your name and address and $20 (check or 
money order jn U.S. funds and made out to the Linguistic 
Society of America) to: 

Linguistic Society of America 
1325 18th St, NW. Suite 211 
Washington, DC 20036·6501 
USA 



Please visit us at our booth ! 
Sllke Van Ness Hans W. Dechert/ Dieter Kastovsky/ 
Changes In an Manfred Raupach (eds.) Gero Bauer (eds.) 
Obsolescing Language: lnterllngual Processes In collaboration with 
Pennsylvania German in 1989, VI, 246 pp., DM 86.- Jacek Flslak 
West Virginia Luick Revisited 
1990, XIV, 161 pp., Wll Knlbbeler Papers read at the Luick-
DM 56,- The Explorative-Creative Symposium at SchloB 

Way: Liechtenstein 15. - 18.9.1985 
Carol Blackshlre-Belay Implementation of a Humani- XXVII, 466 pp., DM 136,-
Language Contact: stic Language Teaching 
Verb Morphology In Model Ralph Ludwig (6d.) 
German of Foreign 1989, XII, 197 pp., DM 56,- Las cr6oles fran~als entre 
Workers !'oral at 1'6crlt 
1990, XII, 451 pp., Sonja nrkkonen-Condlt 1989, 305 pp., DM 86.-
pb. approx. OM 96,- (ed.) 

Empirical Research In Gerhart Wolff 
Allan R. James Translation and Deutsche Sprach-
The Acquisition of a Intercultural Studies geschlchte 
Second Language 1990, 184 pp., Ein Studienbuch 
Phonology approx. OM 46.- 1990, 302 pp., OM 26,80 
A Linguistic Theory of 
Developing Sound Annemarle Karpf Rudl Keller 
Structures Selbstorganlsatlonspro- Sprachwandel 
1988, XIII, 205 pp., zesse In dar sprachllchen Von der unsichtbaren Hand 
OM 68,- Ontogenese: in der Sprache 

Erst- und Fremdsprache(n) 1990, 218 pp., DM 24,80 

Charlene J. Sato 1990, 332 pp., OM 86,-
The Syntax of Conver-

Glsbert Fanselow/ satlon In lnterlanguage Kurt Kohn 
Development Dlmenslonen Ierner- Sascha W. Felix 

1990, XJII, 140 pp., sprachllcher Performanz Sprachtheorle 

OM48,· Theoretische und empirische Eine EinfOhrung in die 

Untersuchungen zum Generative Grammatik 

Zweitsprachenerwerb Band 1: Grundlagen und 
Erika Kaltenbacher 1990,231 pp., OM 58,- Zlelsatzungen 
Strateglen balm frOhklnd· 1990, 301 pp., OM 29,80 
lichen Syntaxarwerb Glsbert Fanselow/ Band 2: Die Rektlons- und 
1990, IV, 271 pp., OM 76,- Sascha W. Felix (Hrsg.) Blndungstheorle 

Strukturen und Merkmale 1990, 278 pp., OM 29,80 
Rosemarie Tracy syntaktlscher Kategorlen 

Sprachllche Strukturent- 1990, XXXIII, 234 pp., 
Ren6 J. Jorna 

wlcklung: DM76.· 
Knowledge Representation 

Linguistische und kognitions-
Manfred Markus 

and Symbols In the Mind 
psychologische Aspekte An Analysis of the Notion of 
einer Theorie des Erst- Mlttelengllsches Representation and Symbol 
spracherwerbs Studlenbuch in Cognitive Psychology 
1990, approx. 400 pp. 1990, X, 358 pp., DM 46,- 1990, XIII, 237 pp., OM 78,-

Gunter Narr Publishers Francke Publishers 
P.O.Box 2567, Telefax 07071/75288, D- 7400 TObingen 



New from The MIT Press ... 

LINGUISTICS 
An Introduction to Language and 
Communication 
Third Edition 
Adrian Akmajian, Richard A. 
Demers, Ann K. Farmer, and 
Robert M. Hamish 
"The range of competencies represented 
by the authors of this distinguished 
work account for its excellent position 
among the authoritative introductory 
texts on the scientific study of 
language."- Professor Kenneth Hale, 
Department of Linguistics & Philosophy , 
MIT 
528 pp. $45 .00 cloth, $24.95 paper 

MEANING AND GRAMMAR 
An Introduction to Semantics 
Gennaro Chierchia and Sally 
McConnell;Ginet 
"Head and shoulders above other 
semantics textbooks, this book 
introduces the reader to the 
philosophical foundations of formal 
semantics in a style which is 
transparent and user-friendly." 
- Ruth Kempson, Professor in General 
Linguistics, University of London 
488 pp. $29.95 

Now Available in Paperback 
SoUND pATTERNS OF 
ENGLISH 
Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle 
$16.95 paper 

Original in Paperback 

AN INVITATION TO 
CoGNITIVE SciENCE 
edited by Daniel N. Osherson 
This major three-volume work provides 
an integrated treatment and general 
introduction to the issues, theories, and 
data of contemporary cognitive science. 
Language competence and use, visual 
processing, motoric skill, and thinking 
are all covered. Each volume is self
contained and can be used individually. 
3 volume set, 937 pp. $55.00 paper 

LANGUAGE 
An Invitation to Cognitive Science 
Volume 1 
edited by Daniel N. Osherson and 
Howard La.snik 
273 pp. $37.50 cloth, $18.95 paper 

VISUAL COGNITION AND 
AcTioN 
An Invitation to Cognitive Science 
Volume 2 
edited by Daniel N. Osherson, 
Stephen M. Kosslyn and 
John Hollerbach 
356 pp. $37.50 cloth, $18.50 paper 

THINKING 
An Invitation to Cognitive Science 
Volume3 
edited by Daniel N. Osherson and 
Edward E. Smith 
308 pp. $37.50 cloth, $18.50 paper 


